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The overall dose uncertainty in step-and-shoot intensity-modulated radiation therapy 

(IMRT) arises from a complex interplay of uncertainties associated with each subfield. To 

provide accurate prediction of uncertainty distribution during IMRT planning, a novel dose 

uncertainty model was introduced using statistically quantified uncertainty parameters of IMRT 

planning and delivery. Clinical applications of the model for IMRT were also developed and 

their efficacy was investigated. 

An analytic form of overall dose uncertainty in IMRT was given by overalloverall ZI σ⋅+  with a 

confidence level (Z). The dose uncertainties in IMRT were categorized into space-oriented dose 

uncertainty (SOU) and non-space-oriented dose uncertainty (NOU). The model further divided 

the uncertainty sources into planning and delivery. Both SOU and NOU of planning were 

defined as inherent dose uncertainty (IU; Ioverall). It was assumed to arise from three distinct 

sources: discrete calculation grid size (Igrid), inaccuracy of calculation algorithm (Ialgo), and 

possible asymmetric beam delivery (moa). Both SOU and NOU associated with radiation delivery 

were employed to describe a statistical dose uncertainty (σoverall). Various model parameters for 

the uncertainty sources were quantified through measurements, accumulated routine quality 

assurance (QA) data, and peer-reviewed publications. 
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To examine the applicability of the model to IMRT dose verification, dose uncertainty 

maps were compared with dose difference distributions between calculation and measurement 

for 32 clinical IMRT fields and one composite dose distirubiton. In all QA measurements, most 

of the dose difference points (more than 96%) were confined within the uncertainty bound of 

overalloverallI σ⋅+ 2  as statitiscally predicted. In addition, a conventional γ dose verification test was 

done for all QA measurements. The failed regions of the γ test remarkably overlaid on regions of 

high dose uncertainty. It shows that the dose uncertainty map plays an important role as a space-

dependent acceptance level of dose verification.  

Uncertainty-based IMRT plan evaluation tools such as confidence-weighted dose volume 

histograms (CW-DVH), confidence-weighted dose distributions (CWDD), and dose uncertainty 

volume histograms (DUVH) were developed to assess the potential risks of treatment plans. CW-

DVH provided an overall inspection of the potential risk of the plans with quantitative evaluation 

indices. CWDD was an essential method to assess a local risk of plans through slice-by-slice 

examination. A plot of a cumulative dose uncertainty-volume frequency distribution (DUVH) 

visually summarizes the uncertainty distribution within a volume of interest. These evaluation 

tools differentiated candidate treatment plans in terms of uncertainty, which were clinically 

comparable by the conventional plan evaluation methods. 

This study is highly significant in that it provides a framework to minimize the impact of 

all known uncertainties in the IMRT process and improve the accuracy of dose delivered to 

patients. The proposed uncertainty model is expected to radically change how dose uncertainty is 

assessed and controlled. It will significantly contribute to improving the quality and reliability of 

radiotherapy, resulting in the most accurate dose delivery to patients. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

General Introduction 

Along with chemotherapy, surgery, and hormone therapy, radiation therapy is one of the 

most important treatment methods in the fight against cancer. According to the National Cancer 

Institute (NCI), in the United States more than half of all cancer patients (about 60%) undergo 

radiotherapy at some stage during the course of their disease.1 More than half a million cancer 

patients undergo radiotherapy each year, either alone or with other forms of cancer treatment. 

Due to an increasingly multidisciplinary oncology environment, radiation therapy is expected to 

play a more significant role in achieving the highest probability of cancer cure with the least 

morbidity. 

The main challenge in radiation therapy is to control the dose to the target while sparing 

surrounding health tissues. In principle, modern-day external beam radiotherapy techniques such 

as intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) enable highly conformal radiation dose 

distributions to be delivered to a clinical target volume. IMRT utilizes a number of small 

subfields aimed at a tumor from many angles to conform a prescribed dose distribution to the 

tumor. During treatment, the radiation intensity of each subfield is controlled, and the field shape 

changes hundreds of times during each treatment. As a result, IMRT has the potential to improve 

tumor control while protecting surrounding critical organs. In many clinical cases, investigators 

demonstrated that IMRT significantly reduced dose and a degree of complications of normal 

tissues and improved patients’ health-related quality of life more than the conventional or three-

dimensional (3-D) conformal radiation therapy (CRT) did.2-10 In a comparison study of IMRT 

and CRT, CRT induced a significant and clinically relevant deterioration in pain, role 

functioning, and urinary symptoms, while only a clinically relevant improvement existed in the 
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IMRT group.3 For brain and head and neck cases (oropharyngeal carcinoma and meningioma of 

the skull base), overall survival rates of IMRT ranged from 94% to 98%.7, 10, 11 A 2-year disease-

free survival rate of postoperative IMRT was 92% compared to 68% (preoperative), 74% 

(postoperative), and 58% (definitive) with CRT for oropharyngeal carcinoma cases.9 This 

improvement does not come without a price and a risk. The price is in the fact that IMRT is very 

complex and requires significant amounts of time and resources for quality assurance (QA). The 

risk is in the fact that IMRT can be easily misunderstood and misapplied, resulting in excess 

tumor recurrences or excess complications that negate its potential benefits. The complexity of 

IMRT is attributed to the fact that each intensity-modulated (IM) field consists of hundreds of 

subfields. Each of these subfields has its own uncertainties that arise from different components 

such as leaf position accuracy and reproducibility. The overall uncertainty in an IM field arises 

from a complex interplay of uncertainties associated with each subfield. The effect of such 

uncertainties can vary from one IMRT plan to another. For instance, an interinstitutional study of 

IMRT verification supported by 15 radiotherapy institutions from nine European countries 

showed a maximum local deviation of 3.5% in the mean dose of the planning target volume 

(PTV) and 5% in the organ at risk (OAR) even with the same computed tomography (CT) 

dataset and dosimetric planning objectives.12 An independent study of patient-specific IMRT QA 

from a single institution came to a similar conclusion.13 These deviations are larger than the 2-

3% tolerance for dose calculation accuracy of conventional radiation therapy recommended by 

the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Task Group (TG) 40 report and 

other researchers.14-16 Both studies showed that the maximum differences between calculated and 

measured dose for some data points were over 4 standard deviations (SDs). Such high deviations 

can not be logically attributed to statistical uncertainty in measurements because frequency of 
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their occurrence is extremely low. In other clinical studies, failures of IMRT have been also 

reported.5, 10, 11, 17-20 In some cases IMRT improved the PTV coverage but delivered greater doses 

to the OARs than 3-D CRT did.5 Periparotid failure after definitive parotid-sparing IMRT for 

head and neck patients and a slightly larger dose inhomogeneity in the PTV were reported.4, 20 A 

follow-up study (ranging from 4 to 60 months) showed there were local-regional recurrences 

after IMRT treatment.18, 20 These studies clearly imply that there are certain IMRT cases for 

which the overall uncertainty is clinically unacceptable. 

Uncertainties in Radiation Therapy 

Uncertainties in radiation treatments arise from a variety of sources throughout the whole 

process of radiation therapy. Image artifacts and distortion during image acquisition may cause 

the errors. A finite size of CT image voxel constrains the accurate delineation of tumor volume. 

The dose calculation grid size and algorithm of a treatment planning system (TPS) are restraining 

factors, which make the difference between the prescribed dose distribution and actual dose 

delivery. Slight dosimetric mismatch can sometimes be critical for a local control of tumors. 

Inaccuracies in the radiation production and delivery system must not be discounted when 

analyzing the uncertainty of radiation therapy. An inaccurate patient setup leads to a failure to 

irradiate the defined tumor volume. Proper patient immobilization is of extreme importance for 

successful treatment. Internal organ motion should be taken into account particularly for organs 

with significant movement such as the lungs. 

Imaging errors. During imaging, 3-D patient information is obtained for treatment 

planning. Any problem in the acquisition, transfer, conversion, registration, or use of imaging 

data can lead to increased geometrical uncertainties.16, 21, 22 It is important to properly convert CT 

numbers to relative electron density for dose calculation. Artifact and distortion in the images 
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may change the relative electron density information. A mismatch between the physical position 

of the object and the imaging coordinate system is also possible. 

Dose calculation discrepancies. Improving the accuracy of treatment planning is an active 

topic of research in radiotherapy.15, 23-29 Dose calculation algorithms in radiation TPSs can be 

broadly categorized into three groups: correction-based (analytical), model-based, and Monte 

Carlo (MC)-based approaches. All of these calculation algorithms have inherent errors because 

they are based on approximate solutions to a complex physical situation. It is difficult to assess 

the impact of approximations in calculation algorithms on the overall accuracy of a specific 

treatment plan. Therefore, it is necessary to perform treatment planning exercises and compare 

them with measurements for both routine and extreme conditions. The calculation grid size of a 

radiation TPS also contributes to the difference between calculated dose distribution and actual 

dose delivery. Dempsey et al.23 have reported the influence of grid size on the accuracy of dose 

calculation. It was concluded that the grid size of approximately 2.5 mm was required to prevent 

dose errors larger than 2% caused by point sampling and discretized volume averaging. A 

number of studies have also been performed to provide tolerances for the accuracy of photon 

beam dose calculations in radiation TPSs.15, 30-34  

Geometrical errors. Assumptions about a radiation TPS in modeling a treatment machine 

significantly impact dose calculation accuracy. Such model parameters of the machine include 

multileaf collimator (MLC) leakage, transmission, tongue and groove effect, sagging of the 

treatment head and couch, scatter radiation from the linac head, and beam profile and output 

characteristics.28, 35-44 Xing et al.44 showed that in an extreme case a 3-mm movement of the 

couch in the anterior-posterior direction can cause a 38% decrease in the minimum target dose or 

a 41% increase in the maximum critical organ dose.  
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Dosimetric errors. In general, the mechanical integrity of the treatment machine is 

ensured during the commissioning process and routine QA.14-16, 21, 45 The accuracy of the beam 

geometry depends on the tolerance of each machine parameter and the magnitude of setup errors. 

Since the dosimetry is evaluated by dosimeters, which have their own errors, dosimeter errors 

need to be included in the evaluation of overall dosimetric errors. Conventional dosimetric data 

using the ion chamber, thermoluminescence dosimeter (TLD), and metal oxide semiconductor 

field-effect transistor (MOSFET) are suitable for one-dimensional (1-D) measurement. Film, 

electronic portal imaging device (EPID), diode array, and/or polymerizing gels are two-

dimensional (2-D) or 3-D dosimeters which are used for relative IMRT verifications. However, 

these dosimeters generally suffer from their inherent dosimetric inaccuracies when the dose 

verification is performed.28, 30, 33, 46-59 The ion chamber measurements, when volume averaging is 

not taken into account, lead to up to 8% of local differences between calculation and 

measurement and 10% of deviations in some hybrid phantom studies.55, 60 Even when volume 

averaging is taken into account, many of the measurements still show a few outliers which can 

not be explained.13 Kapulsky et al.58 reported that the average percentage of pixels with dose 

differences greater than ±5% was 1.7 ± 1.0% when utilizing a phantom-film dosimetry system 

for 37 prostate carcinoma patients. Higgins et al. found that about 90% of in vivo diode 

measurements agreed to within ±10% of the planned doses (45/51 fields) and 63% (32/51 fields) 

achieved ±5% agreement using routine diode dosimetry for IMRT QA.59 

Patient-related uncertainties. Patient-related uncertainties in radiation therapy primarily 

consist of external patient set-up errors and internal organ motions. The most common approach 

to deal with these uncertainties has been to add safety margins to the clinical target volume 

(CTV) based on geometric uncertainties and the variations in position and shape of the CTV to 
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define the PTV.16, 26, 61-66 Studies of this nature focused on how to calculate the safety margins 

using known systematic and random setup errors and internal organ motions. The concepts of 

gross tumor volume (GTV), CTV, and PTV are well established and widely adopted in radiation 

therapy, although how to exactly define the safety margin is controversial. In recent years, we 

owe a deepened understanding of patient setup and motion to advanced patient imaging 

modalities such as cone-beam CT, tomotherapy CT, and four-dimensional (4-D) CT imaging. 

Using cone-beam CT imaging, Guckenberger et al. 67 reported that, in head and neck regions, 

overall patient-related errors were 1.4 ± 2.6 mm in translation and 1.1 ± 1.4° (pitch), 0.7 ± 1.5° 

(roll), and 1.1 ± 1.7° (yaw) in rotation. In thoracic regions, relatively larger uncertainties ranging 

from 2.4 ± 7.1 mm to 7.6 ± 7.1 mm were observed.67-69 Table 1-1 summarizes the patient-related 

uncertainties reported by many research groups in three different regions using various imaging 

devices.  

It is abundantly clear from these publications that there are a large number of error sources 

that can contribute to the dose uncertainty in radiation therapy in many different ways. Error 

sources in the treatment planning and delivery process must be clearly identified to understand 

the uncertainty in dose delivered to a patient with IMRT. It is also necessary to properly account 

for these uncertainties in IMRT to improve the accuracy of the dose delivered to patients. 

Need for Dose Uncertainty Prediction in Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) 

Most research on the uncertainties in radiation therapy stated above has narrowly focused 

on the management of individual error sources. While these studies play an important role in 

identifying the errors and securing the treatment, they are passive responses to existing errors. 

These studies were limited to how to “detect and/or compensate for” the local uncertainties by 

mainly expanding the clinical target with a margin in treatment planning. Furthermore, the 
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tolerance levels for each uncertainty were defined in different units, and thus it is not intuitive to 

compare the amount of one uncertainty to others.  

For an IMRT case, various IMRT plans can be made using different beam parameters and 

optimization methods. Evaluation methods such as dose volume histogram (DVH) and isodose 

lines have been widely adopted to compare many candidate treatment plans. In these 

conventional methods spatial information on dose uncertainty and dose accumulation history are 

not explicitly considered. Hence, although one treatment plan seems better than others based on 

calculated dose distributions, in reality, it may be worse in local control probability due to a 

potentially high risk originating from a complicated combination of small IMRT segments. 

Simply applying a margin to a clinical target in IMRT is not a sufficient condition to ensure that 

a clinical target gets the prescribed dose and the critical structure is spared. 

If the point-dependent dose uncertainty is provided, it will effectively assist radiation 

therapy practitioners to select an optimal plan. Accurate prediction of uncertainty during therapy 

planning provides the radiation oncology community with a tool that can assist in preparing 

reliable, safe, and pre-evaluated treatment plans. This tool identifies areas which have 

unacceptable dose uncertainty based on predefined clinical criteria of acceptability. It is possible 

to track and manage potential risks in the treatment planning stage as well as predict a priori 

dosimetric errors and account for them during plan evaluation as shown in Figure 1-1. Managing 

the known errors in the IMRT process does require a paradigm shift. In other words, the a priori 

uncertainty prediction provides an opportunity for the radiation therapy community to employ 

alternate strategies to mitigate +dose uncertainties. 

Study Aims 

Our aim was to improve the quality of external beam radiotherapy through an a priori 

prediction of dose uncertainty in treatment planning. Our study focused on (but was not limited 
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to) a currently used MLC-based step-and-shoot IMRT technique in which the dose uncertainty is 

of more clinical significance than other conventional treatment techniques.  

Specific aim 1: Explore the uncertainty sources in radiation treatment planning systems 

(Chapter 2). 

Specific aim 2: Introduce a novel dose uncertainty model and its verification through 

simulations and experiments (Chapters 3-4). 

Specific aim 3: Develop the applications of the uncertainty model for IMRT plan 

verification (Chapter 5). 

Specific aim 4: Establish the clinical efficacy of uncertainty-based IMRT plan evaluation 

(Chapter 6). 
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Table 1-1.  Magnitude of patient-induced uncertainties. 
Setup translation (mm) Setup rotation (°) Study Number of 

patients 
Image registration 

modality Direction Average Systematic Random Pitch Roll Yaw 
Head and neck region 
Hunt et al.70 6 (Head and 

neck) 
Portal films AP 

LAT 
SI 

0.3 
-2.1 
0.6 

N/A 1.7 
1.8 
0.8 

-0.15 
(1.3) 

0.1 
(0.9) 

0.2 
(1.0) 

Hong et al.71 10 (Head 
and neck) 

Optical alignment 
(Infrared marker-
based) 

AP 
LAT 
SI 

2.1 
0.8 
0.4 

N/A 5.1 
4.4 
3.4 

0.5 
(2.3) 

1.4 
(3.2) 

0.5 
(1.6) 

Guckenberger et al.67 8 (Head and 
neck) 

kV Cone Beam-CT AP 
LAT 
SI 

0.7 
0.8 
0.9 

N/A 1.2 
1.4 
1.9 

1.1 
(1.4) 

0.7 
(1.5) 

1.1 
(1.7) 

C2 
AP 
LAT 
SI 

 
-0.5 
-0.7 
0.9 

 
2.3 
2.6 
1.6 

 
1.7 
1.5 
1.8 

C6 
AP 
LAT 
SI 

 
-0.3 
-1.0 
-1.1 

 
2.5 
3.2 
2.0 

 
2.0 
2.3 
2.2 

Zhang et al.72 14 (Head 
and neck) 

CT-LINAC system 
(Varian EXaCT) 

PPM 
AP 
LAT 
SI 

 
0.4 

-1.2 
1.9 

 
2.4 
1.5 
4.2 

 
1.7 
2.9 
1.1 

0.96 
(1.99) 

-0.62 
(1.44) 

-0.17 
(0.97) 

 

Thoracic region 
Borst et al.69 58 (Lung) kV Cone Beam-CT AP 

LAT 
SI 

-0.1 
0.7 

-2.3 

2.0 
3.1 
4.0 

2.0 
2.5 
3.4 

N/A 
 

N/A 
 

N/A 
 

Guckenberger et al.67 6 (Thoracic 
tumors) 

kV Cone Beam-CT AP 
LAT 
SI 

1.7 
1.8 
2.0 

N/A 3.2 
2.9 
4.3 

0.9 
(2.1) 

1.0 
(2.1) 

0.9 
(2.2) 

Weiss et al.68 14 (Lung) 4D CT AP 
LAT 
SI 

3.0 
6.6 
2.4 

N/A 2.6 
6.4 
1.8 

N/A 
 

N/A 
 

N/A 
 

Kim et al.73 
Olivier et al.74 

9 
 
 
 
8 

kV Cone Beam-CT Spine 
AP 
LAT 
SI 
Lung 
AP 
LAT 
SI 

 
0.5 
0.7 
0.9 

 
0.7 
0.5 
0.8 

N/A  
0.4 
0.4 
0.5 
 
0.7 
0.6 
0.8 

N/A N/A N/A 

Pelvic region 
Guckenberger et al. 67 10  

(Prostate) 
kV Cone Beam-CT AP 

LAT 
SI 

1.6 
0.7 
1.1 

N/A 3.3 
2.6 
2.3 

0.6 
(1.2) 

0.6 
(1.0) 

0.4 
(0.7) 

Hunt et al.75 9 (prostate; 
gynecologi-
cal) 

EPID images AP 
LAT 
SI 

-0.1 
0.0 
0.1 

N/A 0.5 
0.6 
0.5 

-0.17 
 (2.03) 

 0.47 
 (1.46) 

-0.30 
 (1.07)

Haslam et al.76 46 (Gyne-
cological) 

EPID images AP 
LAT 
SI 

2.6 
2.4 
1.9 

N/A 3.7 
2.8 
2.6 

2.1 
(4.4) 

N/A 1.3 
(2.4) 

Meijer et al.77 10 (Bladder) Portal images AP 
LAT 
SI 

   N/A 2.7 
3.0 
2.5 

1.8 
2.2 
1.5 

N/A N/A N/A 

A systematic error is the SD of the mean setup errors. A random error is the SD of the setup error over all 
treatment fractions. The values in parenthses are SDs of the rotational setup errors. Abbreviations: 
AP=anterior-posterior, SI=superior-inferior, LAT=medio-lateral, RMS=average root-mean-square, 
C2=C2 vertebra, C6= C6 vertebra, PPM=the palatine process of the maxilla, and N/A=Not applicable. 
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Figure 1-1.  New paradigm in radiotherapy using the dose uncertainty model. While an error is 
detected after delivery and feedback is made in the conventional approach, an error is 
a priori predicted and mitigated during planning in this new method. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DISCRETIZED GRID SIZE EFFECT AND UNCERTAINTIES OF DOSE CALCULATION IN 

RADIATION TREATMENT PLANNING 

Introduction 

It is commonly understood that there are certain uncertainties involved with radiation TPSs. 

Unlike conventional therapy, IMRT uses many subfields to modulate the intensity of the field. 

This difference adds high conformality to the target with high dose gradient to OAR. With the 

development of IMRT, the consequence of discretized dose calculation and inaccurate dose 

calculation is expected to be more severe due to the complexity of the plan. Prior to establishing 

an uncertainty prediction model, uncertainties of TPS in IMRT (discretization effect of 

calculation grid size and accuracy of dose calculation) are intensively investigated.  

Discretization of dose distribution introduces an unavoidable error in the planning system 

due to interpolation between calculation points. During the early development era of radiation 

TPS, many investigators studied the dosimetric consequence of the discretization of the 

computed dose distribution.78-81 These investigators initially looked at how these discrete 

calculation points affected the beam profiles, especially in the high gradient region (i.e., 

penumbra region), using a combination of analytical models of the beam profile and measured 

beam profiles. They experimented with the concept of random grid samples and uniform grid 

distributions. They also looked at methods to compute dose distribution more accurately without 

compromising calculation time. The general consensus among investigators at the time was that 

more calculation points would produce more accurate dose distribution at the cost of calculation 

time. They concluded that it is important for the users to determine the optimized number of 

calculation points at a reasonable calculation time without significantly compromising accuracy. 

Recently, Dempsey et al.23 presented a theoretical and empirical analysis of the errors to predict 

and validate that a calculation grid size of <2.5 mm spacing would prevent a dose distribution 
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error of 1 percent. Bortfeld et al.82 also presented a general Fourier analysis of the discrete MLC 

size which would be applied to the design of an IMRT MLC system by considering resultant 

dose distributions.  

There remains dosimetric uncertainty in IMRT (especially, in the surface and build-up 

region). The TG-53 report has provided guidelines for accuracy of the 3-D radiotherapy TPSs 

and these are expected to be achieved by all IMRT planning systems.21 In dose comparison 

between calculation and measurement, however, IMRT TPSs have difficulty in meeting the 2 to 

4% tolerance limit for the percent dose-difference in the high-dose gradient region and 1 to 5 mm 

distance-to-agreement (DTA) in the low-dose gradient region suggested by van Dyk et al.15 

Many investigators have shown that linear accelerators have significant electron contamination 

which originates from gantry.83-87 Previously, there have been several investigations regarding 

dosimetric uncertainty in the surface and build-up region.88-93  

In this chapter, the error due to grid spacing was empirically investigated for a commercial 

TPS by comparing the dose distributions obtained with varying calculation grid sizes. Calculated 

dose distributions were compared with the measured dose distributions using a radiochromic film 

(RCF). Several clinical cases were also investigated with varying calculation grid sizes. In 

addition, it was determined how accurately two commercially available TPSs calculate dose in 

IMRT by comparing them with RCF measurements. 

Materials and Methods 

Experimental Treatment Setup and Targets 

Two semi-cylindrical solid water slabs with 7 cm thick back scattering solid water were 

used to simulate head and neck treatments (Figure 2-1). The slabs had a base length of 20 cm, a 

height (measured as the distance from the base to the top surface of the slab) of 11.7 cm and a 

thickness of 6 cm. The film used in this experiment was a GafChromic film (Nuclear Associates, 
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Division of Victoreen, Inc.) model HS (lot no. K0223HS). The film was inserted in the middle of 

the two slabs and the edge of the film was carefully cut with a razor blade to conform to the 

surface edge of the slabs. The width of the film was 13.2 cm and the height was 11.7 cm. To fill 

the air gap between the film and the two slabs, two small pieces of used film were cut to fit the 

surface contour of the slabs and inserted (Figure 2-1(B)). Plastic clamps (Figure 2-1(C)) were 

used to further reduce this gap. 

The BrainLab ExacTrac system is routinely used to set up head and neck cancer patients. 

An infrared (IR) camera system alone has the ability to accurately set up a patient on the couch 

in the order of sub-millimeters.94-96 For this study, eight IR markers (Figure 2-1(A)) were placed 

on the solid water slabs and the back scattering solid water at the time of the CT scan and used to 

position the solid water slabs on the linear accelerator. Once the solid water phantom was 

positioned properly on the CT, it was scanned at 3 mm slice thickness. 

For planning, two target cases were considered. The first target was shallowly located 

about 0.5 cm from the top surface of the phantom (Figure 2-2). The second was located deeply 

about 6 cm from the top surface of the phantom. Both targets had the same width, length and 

thickness of about 4, 13 and 6 cm, respectively. Three critical structures (the spinal cord and two 

parotid glands) were included. Five-field step and shoot IMRT head and neck plans (gantry 

angles of 20˚, 90˚, 165˚, 240˚ and 310˚ for the shallow target case and 0˚, 70˚, 145˚, 220˚ and 

290˚ for the deep target case following the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 

gantry angle convention) with a prescription of 54 Gy total with 180 cGy per fraction were 

calculated using both Corvus (North American Scientific, Inc.) and Pinnacle3 (Philips Medical 

Systems) TPSs. For the shallow target case, the number of segments ranged from 7 to 21 and the 
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collimator size ranged from 6 × 7 to 14 × 7 cm2. The number of segments ranged from 10 to 16 

and the collimator size ranged from 8 × 7 to 13 × 6 cm2 for the deep target case. 

Discretization Effect of Calculation Grid on Dose Calculation 

Four different dose calculation grid sizes of the Pinnacle3 TPS only were considered for 

this study (1.5, 2, 3, and 4 mm). The Pinnacle3 TPS used a two-step (i.e., fluence optimization 

and leaf sequence optimization) inverse planning process and pencil beam calculation algorithm 

during IMRT optimization; however, a superposition convolution dose calculation method was 

used for final dose distribution calculation. To investigate the effect of shifting the grid origin, 

three additional cases were calculated: (1) 1 mm grid origin shift for a 2 mm grid size, (2) 1.5 

mm grid origin shift for a 3 mm grid size and (3) 2 mm grid origin shift for a 4 mm grid size in 

all three coordinates. Then, the dose distributions were computed for varying grid sizes and a 

planar dose distribution was extracted at a 1 mm pixel size via linear interpolation. 

A Varian 2100C linear accelerator (6 MV) was used to deliver the planned beams. For 

dose delivery, the amount of monitor units for five fractions was used to increase the overall 

dose delivered to the film to a level that would be at the middle of the linear region of the 

sensitometric curve. For data analysis, however, the measured dose was scaled to 30 fractions 

(i.e., 5400 cGy prescribed dose). 

To rectify the non-uniformity of the RCF, a double exposure technique described by Zhu et 

al.97 and Dempsey et al.98 was applied. A Molecular Dynamics He–Ne scanning-laser (633 nm 

wavelength) film digitizer was used to digitize the film.99, 100 The measurement film was digitally 

scanned at a 100 μm/pixel and re-binned to a 1 mm/pixel grid spacing to match the same grid 

spacing as the planar dose distributions from the TPS. Due to the inherent noise generated by the 

light scattering artifacts of the scanning-laser film scanner,97, 99, 100 a low-pass Wiener noise filter 

algorithm was applied to the raw optical density (OD) file from the scanner. Afterwards, a 
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discrete-fast-Fourier-transform deconvolution of transmitted images (converted from OD) with a 

measured transmission line-spread function was carried out to remove the light scattering 

artifacts. A detailed process of noise filtration can be found elsewhere.99 The calibration films 

were exposed to radiation at the time of the experiment to minimize any variations that could 

arise due to the difference in room temperature and humidity. They were also digitized at the 

same time as the films. Subsequent to their digitization, the films were registered to the 

calculated planar dose distribution manually by matching up with known geometry. 

To investigate the effect of the dose gradient, the dose difference was analyzed according 

to three relative dose gradient ranges. A relative dose gradient range was determined in the 1.5 

mm grid size calculation using the following equation: 
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where D is the dose and x̂  and ŷ  represent the directional vectors. The relative gradient ranges 

considered for this study were 0 to 5% mm-1, 5 to 10% mm-1 and 10 to 15% mm-1. Three head 

and neck clinical cases were also considered. In all cases, dose distributions were calculated in 

1.5 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm and 4 mm grid sizes. Once the dose distributions were computed, a single 

planar dose distribution at an axial plane was generated for each grid size at 1 mm pixel size. The 

origin of the calculation grid was kept consistent for all grid sizes so that the planar dose 

distributions could be placed in the same grid space. The dose difference histogram and the 

cumulative dose difference histogram were evaluated. The dose difference histogram is a plot of 

the number of dose points according to dose difference. If both dose distributions to be compared 

are exactly the same, a delta function at zero dose is expected. To calculate a cumulative dose 

difference histogram, the relative number of dose points is accumulated according to the absolute 

dose difference. For example, if a cumulative dose difference histogram shows x=100 cGy and 
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y=0.9, it indicates that 90% of dose points are within a ±100 cGy dose difference. In this study, 

dose bin sizes of 15 cGy, 2.5 cGy, and 1% were used for the dose difference histogram, 

cumulative dose difference histogram and relative dose difference histogram, respectively. 

Accuracy of Dose Calculation in Surface and Build-Up Regions 

Once the optimal IMRT beam leaf sequence for the shallow and deep targets was 

generated by the Corvus TPS, the leaf sequence was transferred to the Pinnacle3 TPS. Thus, dose 

distributions for both planning systems were calculated using the same optimized beam leaf 

sequences. In Corvus, the dose distribution was calculated using 1 mm resolution in the axial 

plane. For longitudinal direction, a 3 mm resolution (the same as the CT slice thickness) was 

used by default. In Pinnacle3, the dose distribution was computed using 2 mm resolution in all 

directions. Once computed, the planar dose distribution was extracted in 1 mm pixel size via 

interpolation in Pinnacle3 system. The Varian linear accelerator was used to deliver the planned 

beams. The film dosimetry and measurement were performed with the same method as presented 

in the previous section. The dose calculations from both TPSs were compared with the film 

measurements to investigate the accuracy of dose calculation in surface and build-up regions. 

Results and Discussion 

Discretization Effect of Calculation Grid on Dose Calculation 

Dose difference between calculation and measurement 

The sensitometric curve of the RCF is given in Figure 2-3. A third-order polynomial curve 

was obtained and used for the OD to the dose conversion. All the films were delivered at around 

the 1000 cGy region, where the error bars were relatively small. The results of the dose 

difference between calculation and film measurement for the shallow target case are shown in 

Figure 2-4. To obtain a dose difference between the TPS and the measurement, each individual 

pixel value from the dose matrix of the TPS was subtracted from the corresponding individual 
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pixel value from the measurement film. The registration of the TPS and measurement was made 

mechanically using known geometry. Figure 2-4(A) shows the dose difference histogram for 

varying calculation grid sizes (i.e., 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 mm) in detail. A grid size of 1.5 mm was 

established as the reference and all other grid sizes were considered as the grid size of interest. 

Figure 2-4(B) shows the relative dose difference histogram for varying grid sizes. The relative 

dose difference was obtained by taking a ratio between the dose difference and its corresponding 

reference pixel value. All three dose difference histograms (Figure 2-4(A)) peak at around 0 cGy 

and fall off at around ±200 cGy (3.7% of the 5400 cGy prescription dose). The relative dose 

difference histogram (Figure 2-4(B)) also shows a similar trend to the dose difference histogram 

(which peaks at around 0% and falls off at around ±10%). Figure 2-4(C) shows the cumulative 

dose difference histogram. The values of the cumulative dose difference histogram were read at 

95, 90 and 85% of the region of interest and are summarized in Table 2-1. These values span 

from 66.0 cGy (1.2% of the 5400 cGy prescribed dose) to 301.8 cGy (5.6% of the 5400 cGy 

prescribed dose). Table 2-1 indicates that the dose difference between 2 mm grid size and 1.5 

mm grid size in 95% of the region of interest is equal to or less than 126 cGy (2.3% of prescribed 

dose of 5400 cGy) for the shallow target case. The results for the deep target case were very 

similar to those of the shallow target. 

Effect of grid origin shift 

A dose variation was investigated for the same calculation grid size but with a grid origin 

shift. The origin was shifted in the x-, y-, and z-coordinates by half of its grid size for 2, 3, and 4 

mm grid cases (i.e., 1, 1.5 and 2 mm origin shift for 2, 3 and 4 mm grid sizes). A dose difference 

histogram was generated by taking the difference between the original calculation and the 

calculation with the grid origin shifted. The results are shown in Figure 2-5 ((A) for the dose 

difference histogram, (B) for the relative dose difference histogram and (C) for the cumulative 
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dose difference histogram). It is not surprising that the dose difference histogram for the smaller 

grid size (i.e., 2 mm) had a higher frequency of around 0 cGy with narrower distribution. On the 

other hand, the larger grid sizes (i.e., 3 and 4 mm) tended to have a lower frequency at around 0 

cGy with slightly broader distribution. The relative dose difference histogram also shows a 

similar trend. This tendency is an obvious indication that the dose variation becomes larger as the 

grid size increases. The cumulative dose differences are summarized in Table 2-2 and span from 

50 cGy (0.9% of the 5400 cGy prescribed dose) to 202.9 cGy (3.8% of the 5400 cGy prescribed 

dose). Similar results were obtained for the deep target case. 

According to Tables 2-1 and 2-2, no significant difference of the overall grid size effect 

was observed between the shallow target and deep target. Even though the shallow target is 

located close to the anterior surface, the overall dose distribution is a composite result of multiple 

beams coming from many directions. Therefore, the effect of the anterior beam is not likely to be 

dominated, resulting in no significant difference from the deep target. 

Dose difference in different dose gradient ranges 

Figure 2-6 shows dose difference histograms for three relative dose gradient ranges. For 

the low relative dose gradient range (0 to 5% mm-1), all three peaks have high frequencies with 

narrow spread (Figure 2-6(A)). But, with increasing relative dose gradient ranges (5%/mm to 

10%/mm and 10%/mm to 15%/mm), the frequencies appear to be lower and have broader spread 

(Figures 2-6(B) and (C)). This effect is indicative of the fact that the vast majority of relative 

dose distribution has a relatively low gradient with good dose agreement. At a higher gradient, 

however, the dose agreement gets worse. It is also important to note that even though the dose 

agreement is worse at a high dose gradient, the smaller grid size still produces a significantly 

better dose agreement than the larger grid size. For this reason, it is imperative to have a small 

grid size for a high gradient. To better quantify, the relative dose difference histogram was 
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assumed to be a Gaussian distribution and the full width half maximum (FWHM) value was 

computed. The Gaussian distribution was also included in Figure 2-6 and its mean, standard 

deviation and FWHM values are summarized in Table 2-3 ((A) for the shallow target and (B) for 

the deep target). FWHM values were plotted according to relative dose gradient range. Figure 2-

7 shows that with an increase in the relative dose gradient range, the FWHM also increases. 

Comparison with measurement 

Dose difference maps for the shallow target case were obtained and appear in Figure 2-8. 

Figure 2-8 shows dose difference maps for (A) 1.5 mm, (B) 2 mm, (C) 3 mm and (D) 4 mm grid 

size calculations while taking the reference as the measurement. It also shows dose difference 

maps for (E) 2 mm, (F) 3 mm and (G) 4 mm grid size calculations while taking the reference as 

the 1.5 mm grid size calculation. The color bar shown on the right side of each dose difference 

map is the dose difference in cGy from −1000 cGy (blue) to +1000 cGy (red). From Figure 2-8, 

it is obvious that calculation inaccuracy increases with grid size at surface where very high dose 

gradient is expected. At depth, most of the dose difference streaks can be observed to be 

increasing in thickness with increasing calculation grid size. However, two blue streaks on the 

left side of Figures 2-8(A) to (D) appear to get thicker until the 3 mm grid size but diminish in 

the 4 mm grid size. Interestingly, similar effects can be observed in Figures 2-8(E), (F), and (G), 

where the blue streak on the left side gets darker in the 3 mm grid size but becomes lighter in the 

4 mm grid size. This phenomenon can be illustrated with a simple 1-D dose profile, as shown in 

Figure 2-9. The x-axis is an arbitrary length in mm and the y-axis is an arbitrary dose in cGy. 

The circular-cross points represent the calculation points. The grid origin is located at x = 0 and 

the rest of the calculation points are located at their respective grid size (e.g., 1.5 mm grid size is 

located at length 1.5 mm). The connecting lines from the grid origin to various calculation points 

are the interpolation lines. For illustration purposes, the dose comparison point is located at x = 1 
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mm (indicates as ‘valley’). This comparison point is compared with interpolated dose from four 

other calculation grid points (i.e., 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 mm grid size). It is easy to see that the 

interpolated dose from the 1.5 mm grid size is the closest to the dose comparison point. With 

increase in the grid size, the interpolated dose gets worse until a 3 mm grid size. But at the 4 mm 

grid size, the interpolated dose is better than the 2 and 3 mm grid sizes. 

Dose difference histograms were also generated using the measurement from RCF as the 

reference to see the overall effect. The results for the shallow target case are shown in Figure 2-

10 ((A) for the dose difference histogram, (B) for the relative dose difference histogram and (C) 

for the cumulative dose difference histogram). When comparing the dose difference histograms, 

which each represent the effect on the overall area, no significant difference was observed 

among the varying grid sizes. While the effect of grid size can be observed in the dose difference 

map (i.e., locally increasing the size of the dose difference at the surface and area of dose 

difference streaks), it is not clearly seen in the dose difference histogram because of the number 

of points that the area of high dose difference occupy compared to the whole region of interest, 

which is too small to affect the histogram. 

Table 2-4 summarizes the cumulative dose difference result for the 95, 90 and 85% regions 

of interest. From the Table, it can be seen that the biggest difference between all four grid sizes 

percent region of interest is 1.60%. 

Clinical cases 

The results of the first clinical case are shown in Figure 2-11. The grid size of 1.5 mm was 

used as the reference. Dose distribution is shown in Figure 2-11(A) and dose difference 

distributions between the reference and other grid sizes are shown in Figures 2-11(B), (C) and 

(D) for 2, 3 and 4 mm grid sizes, respectively. It is apparent that as the grid size increases, the 

streak in the middle of the plane increases. This streak indicates regions of high dose and high 
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dose discrepancy. On closer inspection, the dose difference for all grid sizes are as high as −1000 

cGy (14% of the prescribed 7200 cGy dose) near the surface area while the inner-most region 

shows a dose difference of less than 200 cGy (3%). Figure 2-12 shows a dose difference 

histogram ((A) is the dose difference histogram and (B) is the cumulative dose difference 

histogram). The histogram is taken within the whole area of the slice shown in Figure 2-11 

excluding the air. In Figure 2-12(A), the peak becomes broader and shallower as the grid size 

increases. For a 4 mm grid size, the peak seems to taper off at around −200 cGy, which is 

consistent with the streaks in Figure 2-11(D). It can be observed that the histogram seems to be 

broadening towards the negative dose difference. Similar results were observed for cases 2 and 3. 

In an ideal case of an infinite number of calculation points, all dose values of peaks and valleys 

can be obtained. However, dose calculations with a finite number of calculation grid points 

inevitably lose information about some of the peak points, thus resulting in underestimations of 

peak doses. The opposite effect can be observed for dose valleys, that is, overestimations of 

valley doses. If the sharpnesses (i.e., gradient) of both peak and valley are similar, the degree of 

over- and underestimation would be the same. However, if they are in different gradients, the 

overall effect can be dominated by the sharper one. In our clinical cases, overall 

underestimations of dose distributions were observed. Hence, it is considered that peaks are 

generally sharper than valleys in a dose gradient. The results of all three clinical cases are 

summarized in Table 2-5. Even though this study looks at dose difference due to various 

calculation grid sizes, there are other compounding factors that contribute to absolute dose 

differences between the calculated and measured IMRT dose distributions. One of these 

contributions can be from the imperfection of RCF dosimetry. Depending on the accuracy of the 

modeling of TPS, IMRT sequencing can also cause some extent of inaccuracy. There are other 
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factors which add to uncertainty, such as the effect of electron contamination on the surface and 

the build-up area, which is further investigated in the following section. Although it is almost 

impossible to get rid of the whole uncertainty, it is important to understand the sources of 

uncertainty and their order of magnitude. 

Accuracy of Dose Calculation in Surface and Build-Up Regions 

Figure 2-13 shows the dose distribution for the shallow target case from (A) Pinnacle3, (B) 

Corvus, and (C) the measurement. The color bar next to the dose distribution ranges from 0 to 

6000 cGy. The dose differences between calculation and measurement are shown in Figure 2-

13(D) (Pinnacle3) and (E) (Corvus) with the color bar ranging from −2000 to +2000 cGy. 

Although the scanned measurement matrix was converted to 1 mm grid spacing to match that of 

the calculation, the origin was not matched. Therefore, a maximum of 0.5 mm inherent mismatch 

could be possible in both x and y directions. Figure 2-13(F) is the dose difference between 

Corvus and Pinnacle3 (i.e., subtraction of Pinnacle3 from Corvus). Dose difference histograms 

between the TPS and the measurement are shown in Figure 2-14(A). The x axis indicates the 

dose difference in cGy and the y axis indicates the distribution. The histogram is a representation 

of the dose difference distribution of the entire film area except air. In an ideal case, the dose 

difference histogram would show the form of a delta function at x=0. In Figure 2-14(A), 

Pinnacle3 appears to have a slightly broader curve than Corvus. Figure 2-14(B) shows the 

cumulative dose difference histogram where the y axis indicates the normalized distribution in 

the region of interest. The region of interest for the dose difference histogram includes the area 

of the phantom which corresponds with the area of RCF. This includes the target, spinal cord, 

and both parotid glands. In Pinnacle3, dose differences are within approximately 420 cGy (7.8% 

of the total prescribed dose of 5400 cGy) and 300 cGy (5.6% of the total prescribed dose of 5400 

cGy) in 95% and 90% of the region of interest, respectively. Here, the dose difference was 
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evaluated according to percent area, especially for 95% and 90% that were arbitrary chosen, 

instead of having one point value such as the maximum and the mean dose difference. On the 

other hand, Corvus system shows about 390 cGy (7.2% of the total prescribed dose of 5400 cGy) 

and 240 cGy (4.4% of the total prescribed dose of 5400 cGy). This is summarized in Table 2-6. 

Figure 2-14(C) is the dose difference histogram between the two TPSs (i.e., Corvus– Pinnacle3). 

As can be seen in Figure 2-14(C), both systems agree within approximately ±200 cGy (3.7% of 

the total prescribed dose of 5400 cGy) in most areas. The results for the deep target case are also 

very similar to those of the shallow target case (see Table 2-6). 

Although the overall dose distribution is very similar between the measurement and 

calculation, a significant dose uncertainty can be seen on the surface. One of the biggest 

uncertainties of the surface and build-up dose is due to the electron contamination from the linear 

accelerator head. But on top of this, there are other compounding factors that add more 

uncertainty to this matter. One of those factors can be the imperfect image registration of the 

dose distribution between the TPS and the measurement. The second factor is the nonuniformity 

of the radiochromic film itself. This is even more so in the area where the film was cut. When 

there is a physical insult to the film (i.e., the film was cut along the surface edge of the slab), the 

film automatically starts to develop and produces additional nonuniformity within the area of the 

insult. This effect was minimized with careful cutting within 0.6 mm in this study. Any impacted 

pixel on the edge showed significantly higher intensity and was eliminated from histogram 

calculation. The third factor can be attributed to the surface contouring. For Corvus, the external 

contour was made using auto-contour. The contour was intentionally made slightly larger by 

appropriately setting the window and level to make certain that all the surfaces were included. 

The additional volume can be taken care of by heterogeneity correction because the density of 
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the additional volume is the same as air. For Pinnacle3, automatic surface detection was used 

with a threshold value of 0.6 g/cm3. It was checked that clear outlines of the surface were 

produced on the CT image. Therefore, the threshold value could produce the proper external 

contour. Thus, the error associated with contouring the external surface can be considered 

minimal. The fourth factor is the finite grid size for the dose calculation. This effect can be more 

significant for Pinnacle3 system where it computes the dose distribution using a 2 mm grid size 

(by default, Corvus system computes the dose distribution using a 1 mm grid size in the axial 

plane. Along the longitudinal direction, the grid size is the same as the CT slice thickness, 3 mm 

in this case). Once computed, the dose distribution is extracted from the TPS in a 1 mm grid size 

by interpolation. Meanwhile, the measurement film is digitally scanned at 100 μm/pixel and re-

binned to a 1 mm/pixel grid space to match the same grid space as the TPS. This effect can be 

seen on the high dose gradient area (notice the “streaks” in Figures 2-13(D) and 4(E)). 

Figures 2-15(A) and (B) illustrate the depth dose profile on the center-line for Corvus and 

Pinnacle3 compared to measurement for the shallow target case. Figures 2-15(A) and (B) also 

show the dose difference with the green solid line. The x axis indicates the depth from the 

surface of the slab in centimeters and the y axis indicates the dose (left side) and dose difference 

(right side) in cGy. It is easily seen that all depth dose profiles are very similar to each other. 

However, there were some noticeable discrepancies for both TPSs at shallow depth, especially 

from the surface to a few millimeters. This can be easily seen in Figures 2-15(A) and (B) where 

the dose differences are plotted along with the depth dose profile. The largest dose difference can 

be seen for the first 1 cm of depth as indicated by the dose difference curve. These discrepancies 

were quantified by using the DTA distribution and the dose difference distribution from the 

surface to a depth of 2.0 cm.16, 32, 101 The DTA and the dose difference are shown in Figure 2-
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15(C) for Pinnacle3 and Figure 2-15(D) for Corvus. The x axis is the depth in centimeters and the 

y axis indicates both the dose difference in % (left side) and DTA in mm (right side). The typical 

tolerance level was drawn at 3 mm and at 3% for the DTA and the dose-difference, 

respectively.16, 30, 33, 102 From Figure 2-15(C) and (D), it is clearly shown that the DTA and the 

dose difference are well within the tolerance criteria for the most part. There were, however, 

severe discrepancies from the surface down to 0.2 cm. From the quantitative analysis of the 

depth dose distribution, the first 0.2 cm depth dose calculation and the measurement for both 

TPSs are not reliable for surface and superficial dose evaluations. These types of discrepancies 

were also seen for the deep target case. 

Conclusions 

The purpose of this chapter was to evaluate dose distribution variability with respect to 

varying calculation grid size and to determine how two most commonly used commercial 

radiation TPSs (Pinnacle3 and Corvus) handle the surface and build-up dose. In the calculation 

grid size study, the varying calculation grid size considered for this investigation ranged from 1.5 

mm to 4 mm. Taking the 1.5 mm grid size as the reference, the dose difference for the shallow 

target ranged from 126.0 cGy (2.3% of the 5400 cGy prescribed dose) to 301.8 cGy (5.6% of the 

5400 cGy prescribed dose) in 95% of the region of interest. For the deep target, the dose 

difference ranged from 110.0 cGy (2.0% of the 5400 cGy prescribed dose) to 249.0 cGy (4.6% 

of the 5400 cGy prescribed dose) in 95% of the region of interest. When observing the origin 

shift, the dose difference for the shallow target ranged from 100 cGy (1.9% of the 5400 cGy 

prescribed dose) to 202.9 cGy (3.76% of the 5400 cGy prescribed dose) in 95% of the region of 

interest. For the deep target, the dose difference for origin shift ranged from 128.7 cGy (2.4% of 

the 5400 cGy prescribed dose) to 202.0 cGy (3.7% of the 5400 cGy prescribed dose). It was 

found that the FWHM of the Gaussian fit of relative dose difference increased as the calculation 
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grid size increased for all of the relative dose gradient ranges—with the effect being more 

significant in the higher relative dose gradients. While the effect of grid size can be observed in 

the dose difference map, it is unclear in the dose difference histogram because the number of 

points that the area of high dose difference occupies compared to the whole region of interest is 

too small to affect the histogram. While 3 mm and 4 mm grid sizes are considered acceptable for 

most IMRT plans, it is apparent that a 2 mm grid size is required, at least in the region of the 

high dose gradient, to accurately predict the dose distribution. 

In the study of accuracy of dose calculation in surface and buildup regions, it was 

determined that the overall dose distributions were very similar to the measurement when 

comparing both TPSs. The dose difference for the shallow target case ranged from 240 cGy 

(4.4% of the 5400 cGy prescribed dose) to 300 cGy (5.6% of the 5400 cGy prescribed dose) in 

90% of the region of interest. For the deep target case, the dose difference ranged from 260 

(4.8% of the 5400 cGy prescribed dose) to 350 cGy (6.5% of the 5400 cGy prescribed dose) in 

90% of the region of interest. However, it was determined that there were significant 

discrepancies from the surface to about 0.2 cm in depth for both shallow and deep target cases. 

This discrepancy was ascertained by the usage of DTA and the dose difference distribution for 

both TPSs for shallow and deep target cases. For the surface dose, it was concluded that both 

TPSs overestimated the surface dose for both shallow and deep target cases. The amount of 

overestimation ranges from 400 to 1000 cGy (~7.4% to 18.5% of the 5400 cGy prescribed dose). 

In conclusion, this investigation quantitatively showed that both TPSs acceptably predicted the 

dose except from the surface down to a very shallow depth (i.e., 0.2 cm). Relatively large 

amounts of dose differences in a shallow depth may or may not be significant depending on a 
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specific clinical situation. It is strongly recommended that users analyze and understand how 

their TPS estimate the surface dose. 
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Table 2-1.  Cumulative dose differences for the 95, 90 and 85% regions of interest are shown for 
the shallow and deep target cases.  

 95% region  90% region  85% region 
Grid size Shallow 

target 
Deep target  Shallow 

target 
Deep target  Shallow 

target 
Deep 

target 
2 mm 126.0 cGy 

(2.3%) 
110.0 cGy 
(2.0%) 

 86.0 cGy 
(1.6%) 

85.2 cGy 
(1.6%) 

 66.0 cGy 
(1.2%) 

65.1 cGy 
(1.2%) 

3 mm 248.2 cGy 
(4.6%) 

185.0 cGy 
(3.4%) 

 118.0 cGy 
(2.2%) 

147.2 cGy 
(2.7%) 

 138.0 cGy 
(2.6%) 

117.0 cGy 
(2.2%) 

4 mm 301.8 cGy 
(5.6%) 

249.0 cGy 
(4.6%) 

 181.8 cGy 
(3.4%) 

189.2 cGy 
(3.5%) 

 141.8 cGy 
(2.6%) 

165.0 cGy 
(3.1%) 

The values in parentheses are the per cent of the prescribed 5400 cGy dose. 
 

Table 2-2.  Dose differences for the 95, 90, and 85% regions of interest for origin shift are shown 
for the shallow and deep target cases.  

 95% region  90% region  85% region 
Grid size Shallow 

target 
Deep target  Shallow 

target 
Deep target  Shallow 

target 
Deep target 

2 mm 100.0 cGy 
(1.9%) 

128.7 cGy 
(2.4%) 

 64.2 cGy 
(1.2%) 

88.7 cGy 
(1.6%) 

 ~50.0 cGy 
(0.9%) 

68.7 cGy 
(1.3%) 

3 mm 148.9 cGy 
(2.8%) 

182.8 cGy 
(3.4%) 

 108.9 cGy 
(2.0%) 

122.8 cGy 
(2.3%) 

 ~85.0 cGy 
(1.6%) 

92.0 cGy 
(1.7%) 

4 mm 202.9 cGy 
(3.8%) 

202.0 cGy 
(3.7%) 

 132.9 cGy 
(2.5%) 

142.0 cGy 
(2.6%) 

 ~100.0 cGy 
(1.9%) 

122.0 cGy 
(2.3%) 

The values in parentheses are the per cent of the prescribed 5400 cGy dose. 
 

Table 2-3.  Mean, standard deviation (σ) and full width half maximum (FWHM) are tabulated 
for the three relative dose gradient ranges for the shallow target case and deep target 
case. 

 0%/mm-5%/mm  5%/mm-10%/mm  10%/mm-15%/mm 
 Mean 

(cGy) 
σ (cGy) FWHM 

(cGy) 
 Mean 

(cGy) 
σ (cGy) FWHM 

(cGy) 
 Mean 

(cGy) 
σ (cGy) FWHM 

(cGy) 
(A) Shallow 
2 mm 
3 mm 
4 mm 

 
-0.02 
-0.45 
-0.16 

 
  0.97 
1.8 

  2.42 

 
2.27 
4.23 
5.69 

  
  0.35 
-0.75 
  0.68 

 
2.61 
4.40 
4.64 

 
  6.14 
10.35 
10.90 

  
-1.91 
-3.51 
-0.85 

 
2.99 
5.34 
7.16 

 
 7.02 
12.55 
16.83 

(B) Deep 
2 mm 
3 mm 
4 mm 

 
-0.33 
-0.99 
-1.33 

 
0.74 
1.10 
1.74 

 
1.74 
2.60 
4.08 

  
  0.02 
-2.15 
-0.71 

 
2.17 
2.52 
4.56 

 
  5.11 
  5.92 
10.72 

  
 0.82 
-4.24 
 1.00 

 
3.74 
4.02 
9.08 

 
 8.78 
 9.44 
21.34 
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Table 2-4.  Dose differences for the 95, 90 and 85% regions of interest are displayed for the 
shallow target case when compared with the measurement.  

Grid size 95% region 90% region 85% region 
1.5 mm 
2 mm 
3 mm 
4 mm 

681.2 cGy (12.6%) 
706.7 cGy (13.1%) 
766.7 cGy (14.2%) 
767.7 cGy (14.2%) 

381.2 cGy (7.1%) 
386.8 cGy (7.2%) 
466.8 cGy (8.6%) 
426.8 cGy (7.9%) 

261.2 cGy (4.8%) 
266.8 cGy (4.9%) 
286.8 cGy (5.3%) 
306.8 cGy (5.7%) 

The values in parentheses are the per cent of the prescribed 5400 cGy dose. 
 

Table 2-5.  Dose differences for the 95 and 90% region of interest are displayed for all three 
clinical cases.  

 Case 1  Case 2  Case 3 
 95% regions 

(cGy) 
90% regions 
(cGy) 

 95% regions 
(cGy) 

90% regions 
(cGy) 

 95% regions 
(cGy) 

90% regions 
(cGy) 

2 mm 50 (0.7%) 28 (0.4%)  70 (1.0%) 40 (0.6%)  38 (0.9%) 18 (0.3%) 
3 mm 236 (3.3%) 62 (0.9%)  222 (3.1%) 66 (0.9%)  78 (1.6%) 44 (0.6%) 
4 mm 324 (4.5%) 95 (1.3%)  296 (4.1%) 106 (1.5%)  360 (5.0%) 46 (0.6%) 
The values in parentheses are the per cent of the prescribed 7200 cGy dose. 

 

Table 2-6.  Dose difference for Pinnacle3 and Corvus for shallow and deep target cases is listed 
for the 90 and 95% regions of interest.  

 Shallow target  Deep target 
 95% region 90% region  95% region 90% region 
Pinnacle3 420 cGy (7.8%) 300 cGy (5.6%)  480 cGy (8.9%) 350cGy (6.5%) 
Corvus 390 cGy (7.2%) 240 cGy (4.4%)  330 cGy (6.1%) 260 cGy (4.8%) 

The values in parentheses are the per cent of the prescribed 5400 cGy dose. 
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Figure 2-1.  Solid phantom set-up. A) Two semicylindrical solid water slabs and backscattering 

solid water (7 cm thick). Two semicylindrical solid water slabs were secured 
properly, and it was positioned on top of a 7-cm-thick backscattering material. For 
accurate positioning, IR fiducial markers were utilized. B) Radiochromic film (model 
HS) was cut along the surface edge of the phantom and positioned in the middle of 
the phantom. To reduce the air gap, an exposed film was positioned on the side. C) 
Radiochromic film was sandwiched between the two semicylindrical solid water slabs 
and plastic clamps were placed to further reduce the air gap. 
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Figure 2-2.  Shallow and deep target cases with three critical structures (spinal cord and two 

parotids). 

 
 

 
Figure 2-3.  Sensitometric curve for the radiochromic film. The dose ranges from 0 cGy to 1700 

cGy. A third-ordered polynomial was used to best fit the plot. 
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Figure 2-4.  Histograms for the shallow target case with varying calculation grid size. A) Dose 

difference histogram (grid size of interest – reference), B) relative dose difference 
histogram ((grid size of interest – reference)/reference), and C) cumulative dose 
difference histogram.  
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Figure 2-5.  Histograms for the shallow target case with calculation grid origin shift. A) Dose 

difference histogram, B) relative dose difference histogram, and C) cumulative dose 
difference histogram. In the legend, the 2 mm shift refers to the 2 mm calculation grid 
size with a 1 mm origin shift. The 3 mm shift refers to the 3 mm calculation grid size 
with a 1.5 mm origin shift. The 4 mm shift refers to the 4 mm calculation grid size 
with a 2 mm origin shift. 
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Figure 2-6.  Relative dose difference histograms for three relative dose gradient ranges for the 

shallow target case. A) Relative dose difference histogram for 0 to 5% mm-1 relative 
dose gradient range, B) relative dose difference histogram for 5 to 10% mm-1 relative 
dose gradient range, and C) relative dose difference histogram for 10 to 15% mm-1 
relative dose gradient range. The dotted line is the Gaussian distribution fit for each 
of the grid sizes. 
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Figure 2-7.  Plot of full width half maximum (FWHM) in relative dose difference histogram 

verses relative dose gradient range. A) The shallow target and B) the deep target. 
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Figure 2-8.  Dose difference maps for the shallow target case. Dose difference map between the 

TPS and the measurement: A) 1.5 mm grid size, B) 2 mm grid size, C) 3 mm grid size, 
and D) 4 mm grid size. Dose difference map between two difference grid size 
calculations: E) 2 mm grid size, F) 3 mm grid size, and G) 4 mm grid size while 
taking 1.5 mm grid size as the reference. (The color bar indicates dose range from 
−1000 cGy to 1000 cGy). 

 

 
Figure 2-9.  Simple one-dimensional (1-D) dose profile which illustrates that dose difference 

may not continuously increase with increasing grid size. The x-axis is the length in 
mm and the y-axis is the dose in cGy. The circular-cross points represent the 
calculation points. The connecting lines represent the interpolation lines from grid 
origin to various calculation points. Note that 4 mm grid size has better agreement at 
the dose comparison point than 2 mm and 3 mm grid sizes. 
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Figure 2-10.  Dose difference histograms between the treatment planning system (TPS) and the 

measurement for the shallow target case. A) Dose difference histogram, B) relative 
dose difference histogram, and C) cumulative dose difference histogram. For this 
study, the reference was radiochromic film. 
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Figure 2-11.  Dose difference distribution for case 1. A) Dose distribution for 1.5 mm grid size is 

shown as a reference (dose range is from 0 cGy to 6000 cGy). B) Dose difference 
distribution for 2 mm grid size (dose range is from −1000 cGy to 1000 cGy). C) Dose 
difference distribution for 3 mm grid size. D) Dose difference distribution for 4 mm 
grid size. 
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Figure 2-12.  Dose histogram for case 1. A) Dose difference histogram. B) Cumulative dose 

difference histogram. 
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Figure 2-13.  Shallow target case dose distribution and the dose difference. A) Philips 
Pinnacle3 radiation treatment planning dose distribution. B) North American 
Scientific Corvus radiation treatment planning dose distribution. C) The 
measurement dose distribution. D) Dose difference distribution for Pinnacle3 and 
measurement (measurement–Pinnacle3). E) The dose difference distribution for 
Corvus and the measurement (measurement–Corvus). F) The dose difference 
distribution for both radiation treatment planning systems (Corvus–Pinnacle3). 
The color bar on the right side of each figure is in unit of cGy. 
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Figure 2-14.  Dose difference among Corvus, Pinnacle3, and the measurement. A) The dose 

difference histogram for the treatment planning system and the measurement (entire 
area of film except air). B) The cumulative dose difference histogram for the 
treatment planning system and the measurement. C) The dose difference histogram 
for Corvus treatment planning system and Pinnacle3 treatment planning system. 
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Figure 2-15.  Calculation accuracy of both the treatment planning systems. A) The shallow target 

case central axis depth dose profile and the dose difference for Corvus taking the 
radiochromic film as the reference. Corvus is the solid blue line and radiochromic 
film is the dotted blue line. The green solid line indicates the dose difference in cGy. 
B) The shallow target case central axis depth dose profile and the dose difference for 
Pinnacle3. Pinnacle is the solid blue line. The biggest discrepancy is located in the 
first 1 cm from the surface. C) The dose difference distribution and DTA (distance-to-
agreement) for Corvus system. D) The dose distribution and the DTA for Pinnacle3 
system. The horizontal line for C) and D) is the dose difference and the DTA 
tolerance level (i.e., 3% for the dose difference and 3 mm for DTA). 
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CHAPTER 3 
CONCEPTUAL DOSE UNCERTAINTY MODEL AND ITS VERIFICATION USING ONE-

DIMENSIONAL (1-D) SIMULATION 

Introduction 

The advent of more complex technologies in radiotherapy such as 3-D conformal therapy 

and IMRT increases demand for a more accurate tool to evaluate the dose difference between 

calculation and measurement. In general, IMRT plans consist of a number of small fields. Dose 

calculation is performed for hundreds of small fields in IMRT rather than a few large fields.33 

Uncertainties and inaccuracies arise during the many different phases of the entire procedure. 

They can depend on typical mechanical features of the linear accelerator, MLC, and/or 

calculation algorithms.48  

In this chapter, a novel dose uncertainty model is introduced and its application for dose 

verification is described using 1-D simulation. In the model, the intrinsic dose uncertainty 

characteristics of the test points are considered. At any given point, the dose uncertainty depends 

on many dose levels and gradients from multiple small beams rather than that of the overall dose 

profile. The dose level and gradient information of each small field were utilized in determining 

dose uncertainty of the overall field. Then, a tolerance level is set as a function of space based on 

predicted uncertainty. 

Methods and Materials 

Uncertainty in Dose Calculation and Measurement 

There are discrepancies in dose distributions between the calculated and the measured dose 

because of a variety of uncertainties involved. The method provided here uses a statistical model 

to estimate the dose uncertainty with the known calculated dose. The predicted dose distribution 

of the measured dose, )(rD  in space r can be expressed by 

εσεσ +⋅+≤≤+⋅− )()()()()( rZrDrDrZrD overallcaloverallcal ,                          (3-1) 
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where )(rDcal   is the calculated dose distribution, Z is a constant for confidence level (z-score 

for a normal distribution), )(roverallσ   is an overall standard deviation, and ε is adjustable errors 

(e.g., detectable systematic errors and background noise in film measurement).The error ε is not 

taken into account in the study in that it is assumed to be adjusted throughout the study. The 

predicted dose distribution is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution with the standard deviation 

of )(roverallσ . Supposing )(roverallσ  is known and the confidence level constant Z is 1.96, 95% of 

the measured distributions fall within )(96.1)( rrD overallcal σ⋅± . 

The dose uncertainty is divided in two parts: space-oriented and non-space-oriented. 

Space-oriented dose uncertainty (SOU) is the uncertainty caused by all spatial displacements 

such as a mechanical variation of the treatment machine, spatial variations of measurement, dose 

calculation grid size, and registration misalignment for dose comparison. On the other hand, non-

space-oriented uncertainty (NOU) is mainly caused by dosimetric uncertainties such as the dose 

calculation algorithm and dosimetry techniques. Even if these uncertainties are correlated as a 

function of position, it is assumed that these two parts are independent because the contribution 

of space displacement to the non-spatial uncertainty is significantly small. Therefore, dose 

difference between measurement and calculation is a linear combination of SOU and NOU. The 

overall dose standard deviation is a quadratic sum of SOU ( )(rSOUσ ) and NOU ( )(rNOUσ ): 

22 )()()( rrr NOUSOUoverall σσσ += .                                      (3-2)  

Assuming that SOU is proportional to the gradient of dose, )(rSOUσ  is given:  

∑ ⋅=
i

iicalSOU rrGr Δσ )()( , ,                                                               (3-3) 
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where Gcal,i(r) is the calculation dose gradient ( )(, rD ical∇ ) for a direction i and Δri is the spatial 

displacement. For the x, y, and z components, the spatial dose deviation becomes:  

zrGyrGxrGr zcalycalxcalSOU ΔΔΔσ ⋅+⋅+⋅= )()()()( ,,,   ,                              (3-4) 

where  )(, rG xcal , )(, rG ycal , and )(, rG zcal  are the dose gradients in x, y, and z components, 

respectively. Spatial displacement Δri is a value with which 68.26% of measurements are within 

the )(rDcal ± )(rSOUσ  bound if there is no non-spatial dose error. If Δx for a 1-D dose 

distribution is 1 mm, the confidence level constant Z for the spatial error is 3, and there is no 

non-spatial error, then 99.74% of dose measurements fall within )(3)( rrD SOUcal σ⋅± . 

In radiation measurement, an expected standard deviation σ of the dose level   is 

proportional to D . Hence, the relative standard deviation of dose relσ  (=σ / D ) is inversely 

proportional to the dose deviation σ. Supposing the known relative deviation is orel ,σ  at the 

reference point  or  with dose level )( ocal rD , the relative dose deviation relσ  at a dose point r  is:  

)(
)(

)(
)()( ,, rD

rD
r
rr

cal

ocal
orel

cal

ocal
orelrel σ

σ
σσσ ==  .                                                         (3-5) 

Providing there is a 1% dose deviation at the 100% dose level (e.g., 1 cGy if )( ocal rD =100 cGy), 

it demonstrates that there is a 10% dose deviation at the 1% dose level (i.e., 0.1 cGy at  

)(rDcal =1 cGy). For 200% dose level, the relative dose deviation is 0.71% (equivalent to 1.41 

cGy). Thus, the non-spatial dose deviation )(rNOUσ  (probable dose error at a point r) between 

dose calculation and measurement is defined: 

)()()()()( , ocalcalorelcalrelNOU rDrDrDrr σσσ ==                                        (3-6)  
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The relative dose deviation σrel,o is theoretically a value with which 68.26% of 

measurements are contained within the )(rDcal ± )(rNOUσ  bound when there is no spatial 

uncertainty. In case the reference relative dose deviation σrel,o is 1%, the confidence level Z for 

the non-spatial dose error is 3, and there is no spatial displacement, then 99.74% of 

measurements fall within )(3)( rrD NOUcal σ⋅± .  

If the overall dose is a combination of multiple fields, the overall dose standard deviation 

is a quadratic sum of contributions from each field.   

2

, )()( ∑=
N

j
joveralloverall rr σσ ,                                                     (3-7) 

where )(, rjoverallσ  is the overall dose standard deviation of j-th element field and N is the total 

number of element fields. 

Test Dose Distributions 

A 1-D normalized dose distribution as shown in Figure 3-1 is used to examine the 

capability of prediction of measured dose. The data fit of penumbra regions uses a fitting 

equation proposed by Low et al.101 employing an error function (the integral of the normalized 

Gaussian distribution). The )(roverallσ  is calculated using SOU and NOU as given in Equation 3-

2, 3-4, and 3-6. For all calculations of dose deviation, σrel,o=1% at 100% dose level and xΔ =1 

mm are used. A Gaussian random number generator in MATLAB, a high-level technical 

computing language, is used for the determination of spatial and non-spatial variations to 

simulate possible measurements. The smallest selected increments of spatial displacement and 

dose change for the simulated measurements are 0.1 mm and 0.1%, respectively. The simulated 

measurements are compared with the dose bound  )()( rZrD overallcal σ⋅±  with two different 
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confidence levels (Z=2 and 3 for 95.44% and 99.75% confidence levels, respectively) to verify 

robustness of the model. 

Even in a conventional radiation treatment, multiple beams are combined to make a large 

field (e.g., a mantle field or a head & neck field including a supra-clavicular field). For 

simulation of such case, a 1-D dose distribution consisting of two identical beams is made to 

investigate the dose prediction of the model in the overlapped region as shown in Figure 3-2. The 

total dose standard deviation is computed by dose standard deviations of each beam using 

Equation 3-7. Each beam is moved by a randomly selected spatial displacement and a small dose 

selected from the Gaussian distribution is added to or subtracted from the moved dose 

distribution. The simulations are made 20 times and the modified total dose distributions are 

compared with the dose bound by changing the confidence level Z.   

To investigate the influence of different radiation treatment plans (or delivery sequences) 

on dose uncertainty, two different fields that have the same dose distribution but different 

combination of beam segments are made as shown in Figure 3-3. Beam set 1 consists of three 

beam segments that have different field size but same beam fluence (Figure 3-3(A)). On the 

other hand, beam set 2 is composed of three beam segments that have the same field length but a 

different beam fluence (Figure 3-3(B)). The dose deviation for each beam segment is calculated 

to acquire the total dose uncertainty for beam set 1 and 2. The dose measurements are obtained 

by moving each beam segment by random spatial displacement and by applying random dose 

variation, assuming the Gaussian distributions.  

In the conventional dose comparison methods, the most commonly used dose difference 

and DTA tolerances for IMRT are 3% and 3 mm, respectively.15, 16, 48, 103, 104 To make the 

percentage measurement error correspond to these values, the confidence level for the 
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uncertainty bound can be set to 3 (i.e., Z=3 in Equation (3-1)) with which statistically 99.75% of 

measurements are contained within the dose bound of the model. In fact, the tolerance level of a 

treatment delivery system is dependent on the determination of Z. Since one system has a 

different tolerance level to other systems, based on the clinical experience and mechanical 

reliability a proper Z value of a system as the comparison acceptance should be searched.   

A dose uncertainty-length histogram (DULH) is defined as a plot of the cumulative length 

of the 1-D field according to the dose uncertainty bound (for Z=1). Similar to a cumulative dose-

volume histogram (DVH), from the 1-D dose uncertainty distribution all dose points whose 

uncertainty are above a certain uncertainty level are included to calculate a total length. The 

levels (x-axis) and the corresponding lengths (y-axis) are plotted to make the DULH. If there are 

two different treatment plannings for the same target, a treatment planning which has shorter 

length at the same uncertainty level is preferable. The DULH of an ideal treatment delivery 

system is a delta function at the dose uncertainty σ=0. Similarly, for 2-D and 3-D dose 

distributions, dose uncertainty-area, and dose uncertainty-volume histograms (DUAH and 

DUVH) can be obtained, respectively. By calculating the uncertainty histogram, it is possible to 

choose a less risky plan among multiple candidate plans during treatment planning.  

Results 

Figure 3-4 shows the dose bound of the single test field calculated with Z=2 (thick dotted 

lines) and Z=3 (thick dashed lines) and 20 simulated measurements (thin solid lines) achieved by 

randomly selected dose changes and spatial movements. As expected, all of 20 simulated 

measurements fall within a 99.75% confidence bound (i.e., Z=3). For 95.44% confidence bound 

(i.e., Z=2), 1 out of 20 is slightly out of the bound, which looks reasonable. Note that Z=3 bound 
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in the figure is close to the conventional acceptance level of a 3% dose difference and a 3 mm 

spatial shift for dose comparison. 

Figure 3-5 shows the result of the case of two contiguous fields. As can be seen, the 

uncertainty model predicts significantly high uncertainties (more than ±20% in the 99.75% 

confidence level) around the region where two beams meet. The simulated measurements also 

show similar trend and most of them are within the 95.44% confidence level uncertainty bound.  

As mentioned earlier, this kind of case is not unusual in most clinics. An example is the typical 

one point set-up of the head and neck field in which two lateral fields and one anterior field 

match in one plane. In general, the calculated dose from the treatment planning system for this 

case is pretty smooth even at the region of field matching because the treatment planning system 

assumes a perfect matching. In reality, however, measurements hardly show such a perfect dose 

distribution. Thus, if the conventional 3% and 3 mm dose variation tolerance is applied to this 

case, the system fails, which is intuitively not a fair conclusion. Contrary to this, the uncertainty 

model can logically predict such a behavior. 

Figure 3-6 shows the results of the comparison of two different treatment plans that have 

the same overall dose distribution. Although both plans provide the same dose distribution, there 

is a significant difference in dose bound between them. For beam set 1, the highest value of dose 

uncertainty is in the region 65 mm < x < 80 mm, where three beams are superimposed (Figure 3-

6(A)) to make high dose level. The dose uncertainty is the highest in the region 10 mm < x < 40 

mm in beam set 2, where two combined beam segments have not only a high dose gradient, but 

also a high dose level as shown in Figure 3-6(B). In beam set 1, dose uncertainty bound does not 

vary significantly among three different intensity regions. However, beam set 2 shows a severe 

variation of dose uncertainty bound according to space. The dose uncertainty is obviously higher 
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where both dose level and dose gradient are higher. However, it is evident that the dose gradient 

is a more dominant factor to the total dose uncertainty than the dosimetric difference in the high 

gradient region. Simulated measurements also show similar trends as prediction in both cases.   

Figure 3-7 shows the uncertainty length histograms of beam sets 1 and 2. In addition, the 

DULH for a plan that can provide the same dose distribution by a single radiation exposure (e.g., 

intensity-modulation with compensators) is also computed and plotted. In an ideal case, DULH 

will show a line at 0% dose level. Obviously, a treatment plan that has smaller area under the 

curve and smaller maximum dose deviation is better in terms of uncertainty. The beam set 1 is 

superior to the beam set 2 in that the beam set 1 has a smaller dose deviation level at the same 

length of the field. Interestingly, the beam set 1 shows less uncertainty than even the single 

exposure plan. It is because the high dose level and high gradient region on the right side that 

causes high risk in a single beam is divided into three low risk beams in beam set 1. It is 

controversial to assess the superiority of a treatment plan or system by the histogram only 

because there are many other factors to be considered, however it can be used for one of useful 

tools to evaluate a plan or system. 

Discussion 

The study of this chapter serves as a conceptual description of the method of examining the 

dose uncertainty. The model has a variety of applications including a dose comparison tool and 

an assessment of the treatment delivery system. The existing dose comparison tools based on 

dose difference and DTA put more focus on finding the similar dose point corresponding to the 

point of interest. A disadvantage of these tools is the necessity of searching DTA, which makes 

computation time consuming. The model presented in this study places more emphasis on dose 

points themselves in order to convert the information on dosimetric errors and spatial 

displacements to the possible dose uncertainty at the points. Venselaar et al.16 proposes 10 to 
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15% tolerance for relative dose deviation in the build-up or penumbra region of profile and 30 to 

50% for low gradient, low dose regions based on geometric complexity. These values mean a 

shift of approximately 1 mm corresponding to a dose variation of 5%. Instead of using one single 

value for comparison, a more precise dose deviation derived from the dose level of all of dose 

points using the dose gradient is proposed. The calculated dose uncertainty is combined with the 

calculated dose distributions during radiation treatment planning as the acceptable dose bound 

(Figures 3-4~6). Accordingly, it makes possible a much faster and more meaningful comparison 

between calculation and measurement because the tolerance level is made without measurement 

if it is integrated in TPSs. 

The assumption of independence between NOU and SOU was made. In fact, NOU is 

affected by the spatial displacement because the uncertainty is a function of the position. 

Therefore, a precise NOU is )(])()([)( , ocalcalcalorelNOU rDrrDrDr ⋅Δ⋅∇+= σσ  in the Equation 

(3-6).  However, according to the 1-D simulation the contribution of a tolerable spatial offset 3 

mm to the non-spatial uncertainty was less than 0.2% to a maximum dose level. The correlation 

is postulated to be small enough to be discounted. 

It is possible to consider three other different schemes of the dose comparison tolerance 

T(r) which can be derived from the model: 

Scheme 1: ))(,)(max()( NOUSOU rZrZrT σσ ⋅⋅= ,                         (3-8a) 

Scheme 2: [ ] [ ]22 )()()( NOUSOU rrZrT σσ +⋅=  ,                                    (3-8b) 

Scheme 3:  ))()(()( NOUSOU rrZrT σσ +⋅= .                                      (3-8c) 

The first scheme is analogous to the composite distribution analysis in which the point 

needs to satisfy either one of dose difference or DTA criteria.32 While the composite analysis 

employs a single value for the dose difference in the percent of a reference value (e.g., 3% of the 
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dose at dmax) and DTA (e.g., 3 mm) over the entire distributions, the tolerance of the first scheme 

varies point by point because )(rSOUσ  and )(rNOUσ  are point r dependent. The second scheme is 

similar to the γ and χ tests (especially, χ test).31, 101 The model takes into account the dose 

uncertainty of each beam segment, whereas the γ and χ tests utilize the total cumulated dose 

distributions. Therefore, both the γ and χ tests are not able to take into account the effect of field 

misalignment as shown in Figure 3-5 and 3-6. The dose difference and DTA criteria for the tests 

depend on the geometric complexity of the radiation treatment. Thus, it is possible that a system 

has the different tolerances of the dose difference and DTA for different test configurations. 

Contrary to the dose difference and DTA criteria, in the dose uncertainty model the spatial 

displacement ( rΔ ) and the relative dose difference ( orel ,σ ) are solely predetermined for the 

individual system by the users. As a result, they are independent of the geometric complexity of 

beam delivery. Instead, the geometric complexity of the field is inherently included in the 

calculation of uncertainty. Improvement of dosimetric and spatial accuracy of the system 

minimizes rΔ  and orel ,σ . The third scheme is the least conservative method. The linear 

combination of the dosimetric and gradient dose deviations establishes the possible maximum 

dose difference between the calculation and the measured dose. 

Spatial movement of dose distribution used in this study is discrete. To figure out the 

dependence of the dose gradient )(rDcal∇  on the size of the discrete element, three types of unit 

lengths (1 mm, 2 mm, and 3 mm) were used for the calculation of the dose gradient at a point.  

The dose gradient is also dependent on a direction of derivative. The curve of dose distributions 

turned out to be smooth enough not to make significant difference in the absolute dose gradient 

by the changing of spatial increment and the direction of derivative (less than 1%). In addition, 

the magnitude of dose gradient is dependent on the dose calculation grid resolution of a 
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treatment planning system. It is noted that the dependence is significant in the high gradient 

regions. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, a 2.5 mm dose grid was required for their TPS 

to approximate IMRT dose distributions by point sampling and discretized volume averaging 

discretizaitons within 2% error. To minimize the uncertainty calculation error, the dose 

calculation grid size is required to be less than around this level. 

The spatial displacement rΔ  in the proposed uncertainty model can be used as a 

mathematical reference for the DTA acceptance criteria )(rdΔ , proposed by Bakai et al.31 as the 

subject of future research provided that orel ,σ  is known by accurate measurement. With orel ,σ  

known, histogram of the absolute value of ΔD/(3σ) is obtained by changing rΔ .The smallest 

rΔ , that makes almost every point get less than 1 of absolute ΔD/(3σ) value in statistically 

meaningful number of trials, can be approximated as the spatial displacement of the system. 

Hence this chapter provides a mathematical model that can determine the uncertainty of dose 

delivery by spatial displacement generated by the whole links of a treatment delivery system.   

Conclusions 

In this chapter, a dose uncertainty model using the dose level and gradient information of 

each field was reported and a concept of SOU and NOU was proposed. A dose bound based on 

the statistical prediction model provides a tool for dose comparison between calculation and 

measurement. The dose limit by a confidence level Z=3 in this comparison method presents a 

similar tolerance level of the existing dose comparison methods (i.e., 3% for the dose difference 

and 3 mm for the DTA). However, the comparison method presented is different from other 

comparison tools because the tolerance determined by the uncertainty model is a function of 

space, whereas the previous methods apply one single criterion to the entire points for dose 

comparison. 1-D simulations using different beam compositions to make a treatment field 
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showed the model could provide an appropriate dose bound for dose comparison as a statistical 

prediction. The confidence limit for the dose bound depends on an individual therapy system that 

should be determined by a careful inspection of whole treatment steps of the system and clinical 

experience. An uncertainty histogram obtained with dose uncertainty distribution can be used as 

a tool to analyze radiotherapy plans and the degree of achieved improvement of a treatment plan 

or system.  
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Figure 3-1.  Fit of a one-dimensional calculated dose distribution.  

 
Figure 3-2.  Planned dose distribution consists of two small beam segments. Beam 1 and 2 are 

identical and a calculated dose distribution is a summation of the two beams. 
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Figure 3-3.  Two test dose distributions have three beam segments to make the same dose profile. 

A) Beam set 1 consists of three beams that have the same field size but the different 
beam fluence. B) Beam set 2 is composed of three beams that have the different field 
size but the same fluence. 
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` 
Figure 3-4.  Dose bounds of one-beam field (Figure 3-1). The dose bounds with Z=2 (95.44% 

confidence level) and Z=3 (99.74% confidence level) and 20 simulated measurements 
made by random spatial movement and dose change based on Gaussian distributions 
are shown.  

 

 
Figure 3-5.  Dose bounds of a two-beam field (Figure 3-2). The dose bounds with Z=2 (95.44% 

confidence level) and Z=3 (99.74% confidence level) and 20 simulated measurements 
are shown.  The beams 1 and 2 are modified and overlapped by random spatial 
displacement and dose change based on Gaussian distributions.    
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Figure 3-6.  Dose bounds of two three-beam fields (Figure 3-3). The dose bounds with Z=2 

(95.44% confidence level) and Z=3 (99.74% confidence level) and 20 simulated 
measurements are shown.  A) The bounds of beam set 1 with the 20 simulated 
measurements, and B) the bounds of beam set 2 with the 20 simulated measurements 
are displayed. 
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Figure 3-7.  Dose Uncertainty-Length Histograms (with Z=1) of two test dose distributions 

(Figure 3-3). The uncertainty histogram of a system, which can make the same dose 
profile by a single exposure, is also plotted for comparison (‘One Beam’ in legend).  
For the same length, beam set 1 is superior to beam set 2 because the former has the 
smaller dose uncertainty than the latter.  The one-beam method (e.g., compensator) 
has smaller dose uncertainty than beam set 2; however, it is inferior to beam set 1 in 
terms of dose uncertainty. 
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CHAPTER 4 
GENERALIZED A PRIORI DOSE UNCERTAINTY MODEL OF IMRT DELIVERY 

Introduction 

The concept of predicting dose uncertainty considering dose accumulation history was 

introduced in the previous chapter. The previously developed dose uncertainty model adopted a 

novel approach to predict the total dose uncertainty in IMRT by introducing the concepts of SOU 

and NOU. While the uncertainty prediction is practically acceptable, the previous model is based 

on two controversial assumptions: proportionality of SOU to dose gradient and negative 

correlation of NOU to a spatial displacement of a treatment system. In addition, the previous 

model oversimplifies the realistic situations with two simple input parameters. To solve these 

issues and apply the model for clinical situations, the uncertainty model was thoroughly modified 

and improved. In the revised dose uncertainty model, it is assumed that the dose uncertainty is 

associated with error sources from two distinct radiation therapy steps: planning and delivery. A 

new concept of inherent uncertainty (IU) is introduced to account for both the SOU and NOU of 

the planning system. Thus, only delivery-related uncertainty sources are explicitly dealt with in 

names of SOU and NOU. In addition, a convolution method is applied to obtain IU, SOU in 

seven degrees of freedom (DOFs), and NOU.  

IU is related to the imperfection of the dose calculation. It is mainly attributed to inaccurate 

modeling of scattered radiation, beam asymmetry, a finite size of the calculation grid, and 

penumbra (e.g., due to a volume averaging effect of a detector) in the radiation TPS,105 which 

was investigated in Chapter 2. SOU is caused by all spatial displacements such as a mechanical 

variation of the treatment machine, inaccuracy of patient setup, and external/internal motion of 

the patient. Although the previous uncertainty model was able to provide good estimations, the 

gradient-based application was limited to cases within a small range of spatial displacement. 
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Prediction of dose uncertainty was reasonable within typical DTA values for IMRT dose 

verification (usually, 2 mm105, 3 mm21, 33, 102 or 4 mm15). However, many patient-related motions 

are reported to be larger than 5 mm.106-110 In order to make a generalized form which elucidates 

any possible clinical situations including patient-related motions, the convolution method was 

adopted. Since Leong111 first introduced the convolution method to describe an effect of random 

positioning error on a calculated dose distribution, the method using the patient’s spatial 

displacements has been mainly used to determine an expected dose distribution after fractionated 

treatments and a proper margin for PTV.27, 65, 111-119 The convolution-based method was also used 

to compute the SD of the mean expected dose distribution.113 The convolution method was 

extended to predict dose uncertainty considering both the translational and angular displacements 

caused by both patient and machine. In principle, NOU is caused by quantum statistics of any 

irradiator through the beam line such as the monitor chamber, the detector system used during 

commissioning, and the patient. Assuming that the effects of the detector system and the patient 

are relatively small and implicitly included in the IU, only the effect of the monitor chamber is 

explicitly considered. Thus, the relative SD of the NOU is assumed to be inversely proportional 

to the monitor unit (MU). 

The ability to accurately predict dose uncertainty at the time of planning will allow 

clinicians to objectively evaluate each IMRT plan and discard plans that have potentially large 

uncertainties. The advance minimization of overall uncertainty during the treatment planning 

process will significantly improve the quality of IMRT. In this chapter, the uncertainty model 

proposed in the previous chapter is generalized for clinical IMRT cases and the robustness of the 

model is examined using test patterns. 
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Methods and Materials 

Generalized Dose Uncertainty Model 

Inherent dose uncertainty for planning 

The IU (Ι; inherent error of dose calculation) accounts for dose uncertainty inherently 

existing in the radiation TPS. It originates because of a variety of reasons and can be explained 

by three distinct observations.  

First, a significant dose difference exists in high-dose gradient regions. This phenomenon 

is assumed to be mainly caused by the finite size of the calculation grid, the finite size of the 

detector system during treatment planning commissioning, and a possible mismatch of reference 

field sizes between actual measurements and mathematical calculations (i.e., a field of 10 × 10 

cm2 during commissioning may not be exactly 10 × 10 cm2 while it is in a TPS). The IU related 

to this phenomenon is defined as Ιgrid and it is approximated with ∑ ⋅∇
i

iical rrD Δ)(,
 where i is a 

directional component. Although it was not exactly the same, a concept similar to this was 

adopted in a gradient compensation method for IMRT QA to compensate for geometrical 

uncertainties such as the effect of the calculation and measurement grids by multiplying the 

generalized gradient (Gi) of overall dose distribution with a distance parameter (dgc).120 For 2-D 

analysis, Ιgrid on a point r on a plane p perpendicular to beam axis, Ιgrid is expressed as: 

yrDxrDrI pycalpxcalpgrid ΔΔ ⋅∇+⋅∇= )()()( ,, ,                                                     (4-1) 

where Δx and Δy are the spatial offset parameters for each direction, respectively. In low-

gradient regions within a subfield, Ιgrid(r) is close to zero, implying insignificant uncertainty in an 

inner area of the field. However, Ιgrid(r) can be significant in high-gradient regions, representing 

large uncertainties in penumbra regions.  
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Second, a fair amount of dose discrepancy can be observed near the field edge and it 

decreases along with the distance from the edge. This may be due mainly to an imperfection of 

the dose calculation algorithm itself and partly a typical normalization method used in relative 

dosimetry (i.e., normalization at the center). The IU based on this observation is defined as Ιalgo 

and it is approximated as a linear function that decreases according to the distance from the edge. 

To apply this, the field edges of the 2-D dose distribution of any given subfield are detected as a 

binary image with 1s for edges and 0s elsewhere. The binary image is converted into a distance 

map in which the pixel value is the distance between that pixel and the nearest nonzero pixel 

(i.e., the nearest field edge). The linear function Ιalgo(rp) of the plane p is given by: 

Ιalgo(rp) =[C1·d(rp) + C2] × Dmax(rp),                                                                    (4-2) 

where C1 and C2 are constants, d(rp) is the distance distribution in mm, and Dmax(rp) is the 

maximum dose level of the field. In the region outside the field, dose uncertainty can decrease 

only to a certain level (i.e., a level of uncertainty caused by either the background or the noise of 

the detector system during commissioning). Thus, if (C1·d(rp) + C2) < C3 (the minimum 

uncertainty level outside the field), Ιalgo(rp) is reset to C3·Dmax(rp). A similar situation applies to 

the region inside the field and when Ιalgo(rp) is lower than a certain uncertainty level, Ιalgo(rp) of 

the plane p is expressed as: 

Ιalgo(rp) =C4 × Dmax(rp),                                                                                       (4-3) 

where C4 is the minimum uncertainty level inside the field.  

Third, a greater dose difference is observed at the off-axis compared to the central axis. 

This is assumed to be mainly attributed to inaccurate modeling of off-axis fluence (or spectrum) 

and a possible variation of beam symmetry (i.e., while a field from most radiation TPSs is 

symmetric, an actual beam is not). The IU associated with this observation is accounted for by 
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multiplying Ialgo with a linear function that increases according to the distance from the central 

axis. And this linear function, defined as moa, is given by: 

moa(rp)=C5·|rp-rpo| + 1,                                                                                       (4-4) 

where C5 is a constant and |rp-rpo| is a distance between the point of interest, rp and the point of 

central beam axis, rpo on the plane p.  

Now, assuming that Igrid and both Ialgo and moa are uncorrelated, the total IU, Ι(r), in 3-D 

space r becomes: 

Ι(r)= Ιgrid(r) + Ιalgo(r) × moa(r).                                                                           (4-5) 

Revision of space-oriented dose uncertainty (SOU) for delivery 

In the revised model, SOU is limited to the dose uncertainty caused by any spatial 

displacement during beam delivery such as a mechanical variation of the treatment machine and 

patient motion. The error sources from patients are further categorized into two parts: external 

setup and internal organ motion.61, 66 When the model is applied to IMRT dose verification 

instead of patient treatment, spatial variations of measurement and registration misalignment for 

dose comparison should replace patient motion. Seven DOFs (three translations and four 

rotations) in radiation delivery are taken into account to compute the SOU (σSOU) using the 

convolution method.  

The expected dose of a subfield is obtained by applying convolution (denoted as *) to the 

calculated dose distribution and is given by 

[ ] ),(*)(*)()( rNrNrDrD transrotcalcal =                                                                          (4-6) 

where Dcal(r) is dose calculation, Nrot(r) is a probability distribution function (PDF; assumed to  

be Gaussian) of rotational DOFs: pitch (θx: a rotation about the x-axis), roll (θy: a rotation about 

the y-axis and a gantry rotation), yaw (θz: a rotation about the z-axis and a table rotation), and 
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collimator angle (θb), and Ntrans(r) is a PDF of translational DOFs, x, y, and z. In this study, linac 

coordinate systems defined by IEC are adopted to describe the DOFs for SOU as shown in 

Figure 4-1.121 The vector r is expressed in the orthogonal coordinate system (x, y, z) for 

translation, but transformed to cylindrical coordinates for rotational convolution. The PDF of a 

DOF, NDOF(r), is given by: 
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                                                                    (4-7) 

where σDOF and ΣDOF are an SD (i.e., random error) and a mean (i.e., systematic error) of the 

DOF, respectively. The systematic error (denoted by Σ in this study) is assessed by the mean 

value of all the displacements measured during the whole treatment and the total random error 

(denoted by σ) is the dispersion around the systematic error.26, 122, 123 In reality, discrete 

convolutions are performed within ±4·σ range on a grid resolution of 1 mm with a bin size of 

0.1° for a rotational PDF and a bin size of 1 mm for a translational PDF. Contrary to approaches 

commonly used in other studies,27, 65, 111-119 it should be noted that the uncertainty model 

explicitly includes the systematic error of each DOF. Hence, it is not necessary to assume that 

the center of normal distribution of spatial displacements is located at zero. By definition, the 

SOU is given: 

{ }[ ] 222 )()(*)(*)()( rDrNrNrDr caltransrotcalSOU −=σ .                                                        (4-8) 

The convolution with rotations and translations is implemented consecutively. In case 

more than one rotational deviation is present, the output matrix of the previous calculation is 

used as input for the next. The order is arbitrary for mutually uncorrelated distributions. 

However, in case both rotational and translational deviations are considered, the rotations must 

be performed first.61 Refer to Appendix A for a detailed derivation and application of the SOU.  
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Revision of non-space-oriented dose uncertainty (NOU) for delivery 

In theory, NOU is defined as dose uncertainty produced by quantum characteristics of 

photon interactions with materials existing along the beam line such as the monitor chamber, the 

patient (or phantom), and the detector used for commissioning. Among these, the effect of the 

patient and the detector is considered to be relatively small and implicitly included in IU. Thus, 

in this revised model, explicit consideration of NOU is limited to dose uncertainty related to the 

monitor chamber and NOU is simply assumed to be inversely proportional to the monitor unit 

(MU). Using the convolution method considering spatial displacements, NOU is converted to a 

generalized form (see Appendix A for detailed derivation of the NOU):  

)()( , rD
MU
MUr cal

cal

o
orelNOU σσ = ,                                                                              (4-9) 

where MUo is a known MU to obtain σrel,o and MUcal is an MU for the calculated dose 

distribution Dcal(r). 

Generalized dose uncertainty model 

Assuming that an actual dose delivered Dactual(r) is its expectation value ± SD, it can be 

expressed as: 

)()()()()()()( rZrIrDrDrZrIrD totalcalactualtotalcal σσ ⋅++≤≤⋅−− ,             (4-10) 

where )(rI  is the expectation value of Ι(r) based on the spatial displacement distribution, Z is the 

z-score for the particular confidence level in a normal distribution, and σtotal(r) is the total SD of 

the calculated dose. Assuming the correlation between the SOU and the NOU is insignificant, the 

total SD is expressed with a general form: 

22 )()()( rrr NOUSOUtotal σσσ += .                                                                     (4-11) 
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An output from the linear accelerator shows day-to-day variation that may not be negligible. This 

effect is also considered to be one of the delivery errors if the dose uncertainty is predicted in the 

patient, and the total SD is thus given by:  

[ ]222 )()()()( rDrrr caloutputNOUSOUtotal ⋅++= σσσσ ,                                          (4-12) 

where σoutput (in unit of %) is an SD for day-to-day output variation of the treatment machine. In 

this study, the output variation is not considered because detectors are calibrated to the output of 

the reference field before measuring. It also means the systematic error of relative dose deviation 

at a known dose level is negligible (Σrel,o≈0). 

If an overall dose is a combination of multiple sub fields, the overall IU is linear 

summation of contributions from each sub field. Similarly, SD is quadratic summation of 

contributions from each sub field. Therefore,   

∑=
S

s
scaloverall rIrI )()( ,                                                                                             (4-13) 

and 

∑=
S

s
stotaloverall rr 2

, )()( σσ ,                                                                                    (4-14) 

where s is each subfield, S is the total number of sub fields, and σtotal,s is the total SD of the sub 

field s. Ι(r) can also be influenced by the spatial displacement distribution. Thus, the SOU for 

Ι(r) exists as well, and the total SOU ( )(, rtotalSOUσ ) is given by 2
,

2
, )()( rr ISOUDSOU cal

σσ + . When 

2
, )(rISOUσ  is much smaller than 2

, )(r
calDSOUσ  as expected in most clinical cases, 2

, )(rtotalSOUσ  can be 

easily approximated with 2
, )(r

calDSOUσ  (i.e., 2
,

2
, )()( rr

calDSOUtotalSOU σσ ≈  ). 
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Quantification of Model Parameters 

Model parameters for inherent dose uncertainty (IU) 

In order to determine the distance offset parameter for Ιgrid, a 10 × 10 cm2 field of 6 MV 

photon beam from an Elekta SLi-20 accelerator was delivered to a 30 × 30 × 15 cm3 solid water 

phantom. An EDR-2 film was placed at a depth of 10 cm with a source-to-axis distance (SAD) of 

100 cm. The same measurement was repeated twice and the films were scanned with a VIDAR 

Dosimetry PRO™ x-ray film digitizer with a spatial resolution of 0.18 × 0.18 mm2/pixel and 16-

bit depth. Then, the images were resized to a resolution of 1 × 1 mm2/pixel. Dose distribution for 

the measurement setup was computed with the Pinnacle3 TPS using a 2 mm calculation grid size 

in all directions. The calculated dose distribution was interpolated with a pixel size of 1 × 1 mm2 

using a bilinear interpolation method. The dose-difference distribution between the computation 

and the measurement was evaluated to obtain the distance offset parameter Δr. 

A sample set of nine measurements which consists of three different field sizes (3 × 3, 5 × 

5, and 10 × 10 cm2) and three different buildup depths (4, 7, and 10 cm) were performed to 

determine the constants (C1, C2, C3, and C4 for Ιalgo and C5 for moa) assuming negligible spatial 

displacement in this simple geometry. A water equivalent solid water phantom was employed as 

buildup material. Because the MU of IMRT subfields generally ranges from 5 to 20, 10 MU was 

delivered for the measurements although no significant MU dependency of parameters was 

expected. The dose-difference distribution between calculation by the Pinnacle3 TPS and 

measurements using a 2-D 445 diode array detector, Sun Nuclear MapCHECK™, was 

investigated to determine the constants. A falloff of dose difference from the edges of the fields 

was observed in all directions to determine C1 and C2. The maximum dose difference in the 

periphery of the difference distribution was used to determine C3 and C5. The dose difference 
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inside the field of 10 × 10 cm2 (a plateau region) was used to determine C4. The comparison was 

implemented such that at least 95% of dose difference values for the sample set were bounded by 

the Ι distribution computed with the previously determined distance parameter Δr. A scatter 

diagram between the inherent dose uncertainty and the dose difference was obtained to visually 

relate two quantitative variables: having dose uncertainty on a horizontal axis and the 

corresponding absolute dose difference on a vertical axis. As a quantitative measure of the 

correlation, a correlation coefficient (ρ) between IUs and absolute dose differences was 

calculated as 
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where d is each dose point, n is the total number of dose points, <Ι> is the mean value of the 

overall IU distribution, ΔD is the dose difference between the calculation and the measurement, 

and <|ΔD|> is the mean value of the absolute dose difference.124 

To verify the applicability of the constants, a verification set of measurements were 

performed with six different field sizes (2 × 2, 3 × 3, 4 × 4, 5 × 5, 10 × 10, and 15 × 15 cm2) and 

3 different buildup depths (4, 7, and 10 cm). For each case, three measurements were made using 

10 and 20 MUs (total of 108 measurements = 6 field sizes × 3 depths × 2 MUs × 3 

measurements). The dose difference was compared with the inherent dose uncertainty to 

investigate if the constants were pertinent to the uncertainty prediction. The scatter diagram and 

the correlation coefficient were also analyzed. 
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Model parameters for SOU and NOU 

The model requires 16 input parameters for SOU and NOU: both mean deviation and SD 

of eight DOFs. The mean deviation and the SD of each DOF are used for the systematic error 

and the random error in Equation 4-7, respectively. For SOU, it is necessary to quantify errors of 

the treatment machine (gantry angle, collimator angle, and positions of both the collimator and 

the MLC), external patient setups, and internal organ motions. To classify and quantify the 

known sources of machine-related uncertainties, 6-years of annual QA data of the Elekta 

accelerator since 2001 were examined, specifically looking at field sizes (collimator positions; 

i.e., x and y) measured using radiographic films and source-to-surface distances (SSD) of 85 cm, 

100 cm, 120 cm, and 140 cm (i.e., z) measured with the mechanical distance indicator. For 

uncertainty sources of which quantified data was not available from the annual QA, the amounts 

of errors were quantified through repeated measurements and peer-reviewed publications. The 

mechanical error of the collimator angle was measured by comparing a Kodak X-Omat V film 

image of a 100 MU delivery with 4 cm solid water build up at an SAD of 100 cm to that of 10 

irradiations of 10 MU with repositioning the collimator for each irradiation. This test was 

repeated four times to increase the reliability of the experiment. The quantification of MLC 

position accuracy was evaluated through a survey of peer-reviewed publications. Because 

measurements were performed at a gantry angle of 0° set with a level, the accuracy of the gantry 

angle was not considered in this phantom-based study. 

To measure phantom setup accuracy, the real-time infrared (IR) marker-based tracking 

system (BrainLAB ExacTrac) was employed with a calibration jig containing four IR markers as 

shown in Figure 4-2. First, a 7 cm solid water phantom was set up using the laser system. The 

calibration jig was attached to the solid water phantom and the marker positions were registered. 

Then, the phantom was intentionally displaced and reset. After the reset, IR marker positions 
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were recorded and the setup difference from the initial setup was calculated. This test was 

repeated a total of 83 times for a period of two weeks and the data was analyzed to determine 

systematic and random setup errors of three translations along x-, y-, and z-axis and three 

rotations of pitch, roll, and yaw. Because a phantom study is independent of internal organ 

motions, they were not considered in this study. However, quantified errors for internal organ 

motions are available with increased attention on image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) as 

performed by many researchers,125-132 which are readily incorporated in the model as shown in 

Table A-I (see Appendix. A). 

For verification of the functional form of NOU, a farmer-type ionization chamber (CNMC 

PTW Type N30001) was used to examine the proportionality of the relative SD (σrel(r)) to a 

reciprocal of the square root of MU. With 10 cm water equivalent buildup at an SAD of 100 cm 

and a field size of 10 × 10 cm2, eight dose levels (5 cGy (7 MU), 10 cGy (13 MU), 20 cGy (26 

MU), 50 cGy (65 MU), 100 cGy (130 MU), 150 cGy (195 MU), 200 cGy (260 MU), and 300 

cGy (390 MU)) were delivered 15 times using the 6 MV photon beam. The normalized relative 

SD, σrel of each MU level was calculated and compared with the normalized theoretical value of 

MU/1 .  

Verification of Expected Dose Uncertainty Using Test Patterns 

Validity of the model for dose uncertainty prediction was tested with simple four test 

patterns as shown in Figure 4-3: (A) pyramid, (B) valley, (C) wedge, and (D) checkerboard. 

These were similar to user-controlled intensity shapes used for IMRT dosimetric-commissioning 

tests.133 Dose distributions of the test patterns were computed with the Pinnacle3 TPS and 

delivered to a 15 cm solid water phantom using the Elekta machine. EDR-2 films were placed at 
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an SAD of 100 cm and a depth of 10 cm for dosimetry. The films were calibrated with a rapid 

film-calibration method using automated MLC fields proposed by Childress et. al.134  

The scatter diagram between the overall inherent dose uncertainty ( )(rIoverall ) and the dose 

difference ( )()( rDrD caltmeasuremen − ) of all measurement points was plotted. In addition, the 

uncertainty prediction was qualitatively verified with results of γ test using 2% and 2 mm as 

criteria. The failed points were overlapped with the dose uncertainty distribution to demonstrate 

a possible correlation between the uncertainty prediction and the risk of the treatment plan. In 

principle, regions of high uncertainty refer to those of high risk in IMRT delivery in the sense of 

conventional dose verification. In other words, failed dose points by conventional IMRT QA 

methods are expected to be found in the regions of relatively high dose uncertainty. 

At the present time, none of the commercially available TPSs allows planners to calculate 

the dose uncertainty. Therefore, the clinically validated TPS (Philips Pinnacle3) for dose 

calculations and an in-house developed process for dose uncertainty calculations were employed. 

The 3-D dose distribution of each subfield was exported to an independent computing resource. 

Using this dose distribution, a 3-D dose uncertainty map of the subfield was constructed in the 

MATLAB programming environment after interpolating the calculation with a spatial resolution 

of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3/voxel. Refer to Appendix B for a workflow and MATLAB source codes of the 

uncertainty calculation. 

 Results 

Quantification of Model Parameters 

Distance offset parameter of Igrid for IU 

The distance offset parameter Δr for Ιgrid was obtained by comparing the computation with 

the high-resolution film measurement. Figure 4-4(A) shows the disagreement in dose profiles of 
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a calculation and a measurement of a 10 × 10 cm2 field in the x direction posterior to 

intentionally minimizing spatial displacement and registration errors. The shapes of the 

penumbra can be easily differentiated. The dose difference profile between calculation and 

measurement was approximated with xxDcal Δ⋅∇ )(  as shown in Figure 4-4(B). In Figure 4-4(B), 

0.8 mm of spatial offset turned out to be appropriate. However, considering the effect of the 

origin shift in the calculation grid as demonstrated in Chapter 2,105 the spatial displacements of 

Δx and Δy for the treatment system were determined to be 1 mm and 1 mm, respectively. 

Interestingly, it is the same as the size of the distance parameter (1 mm for all directions) used in 

the gradient compensation method to remove spatial inaccuracies due to volume-averaging 

effects in the detector and the discrepancies between finite dose calculation and measurement 

grids.120 The relatively large dose difference outside the field in the Figure 4-4(B) (0 mm≤ x 

<~12 mm) was due mainly to overestimating the radiographic EDR2 film in the low-dose 

regions,51 which was not a concern for determining the distance offset parameter.  

Constants of Ialgo and moa for IU 

Using the distance offset parameter obtained in the previous section, the inherent 

uncertainty distribution I of the sample set was estimated and compared to the dose difference 

distribution to determine the constants for Ialgo and moa. The constants determined with the 

sample measurements were C1 = -0.03%/mm, C2 = 1.9%, C3 = 0.4%, C4 = 0.6%, and C5 = 0.015 

/mm. Here, the percent is based on the central axis dose. Figure 4-5 shows (A) the calculated 

dose distribution (% of central axis dose), (B) the Igrid distribution (% of central axis dose), (C) 

the Ialgo distribution (% of central axis dose), (D) the moa distribution (number larger or equal to 

1), and (E) total inherent uncertainty distribution I (% of central axis dose) of the field size of 5 × 

5 cm2 at 10 cm depth. A profile following a horizontal central scan line of each distribution is 
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also shown below the corresponding distribution. For the sample set of 9 measurements, 97.3 ± 

1.9% of the measurement points were confined within the IU bound. The scatter diagram for the 

sample set visually validated the correlation between the IU and the dose difference as shown in 

Figure 4-6. The dashed line represents the IU bound, on which the dose difference is the same as 

the dose uncertainty. The average linear correlation coefficient of the sample set was 0.81 ± 0.04, 

which indicated a strong linear correlation between the predicted IU and the dose difference.  

To verify the constants determined, the dose difference distributions calculated with a total 

of 108 measurements of the verification set were compared with the IU distributions. The IU 

prediction well confined the maximum dose difference for the 108 verification measurements. 

The average percentage that dose difference was confined within the IU bound was 98.7 ± 1.7%, 

and the average correlation coefficient was 0.80 ± 0.04. These were comparable to those of the 

sample measurements for determination of the IU constants.  

Input parameters for SOU 

The errors in field sizes of the treatment machine from the 6 years of annual QA data were 

0.2 ± 0.9 mm (Σx ± σx; mean ± SD) and 0.1±0.8 mm (Σy ± σy) for the x- and y-axis, respectively. 

The SSD deviation was 0.3 ± 1.0 mm (Σz ± σz) for the z-axis. Using the radiographic film 

measurements for the collimator angle, no significant error was detected. Other investigators 

reported that the total error of about 0.0 ± 0.5 mm (ΣMLC ± σMLC; x direction) was found in the 

Elekta MLC position using electronic portal imaging.135, 136 Phantom setup errors of 83 

measurements for 2 weeks using the IR markers were 0.0 ± 0.5 mm (Σx ± σx), -0.2 ± 0.4 mm (Σy 

± σy), 0.3 ± 0.4 mm (Σz ± σz), 0.0 ± 0.1° (
xx θθ σΣ ± ), -0.1 ± 0.2° (

yy θθ σΣ ± ), and 0.1 ± 0.2° 

(
zz θθ σΣ ± ). In summary, taking into account that the systematic error of machine was opposed to 

accounting for the patient setup, the total errors of the machine and setup for SOU inputs were 
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0.2 ± 1.1 mm for Σx ± σx, 0.3 ± 0.9 mm for Σy ± σy, 0.0 ± 1.1 mm for Σz ± σz, 0.0 ± 0.1° for 

xx θθ σΣ ± , 0.1 ± 0.2° for 
yy θθ σΣ ± , -0.1 ± 0.2° for 

zz θθ σΣ ± , and 0.0 ± 0.0° for 
bb θθ σΣ ± .  

Input parameters for NOU 

To evaluate the robustness of the functional form of the NOU, it was investigated whether 

the relative SD was inversely proportional to the square root of the MU level by using an ion 

chamber results shown in Figure 4-7. It shows that the relative SD of the ionization chamber 

measurements overall agreed with the theoretical value of 1/ MU  normalized to the 195 MU 

level. The relative SDs for the ionization chamber measurements were 0.32% (7 MU), 0.25% (13 

MU), 0.18% (26 MU), 0.11% (65 MU), 0.08% (130 MU), 0.06% (195 MU), 0.05% (260 MU), 

and 0.05% (390 MU).  

Verification of Uncertainty Prediction 

The dose difference distributions ( )()( rDrD caltmeasuremen − ) of the test patterns were obtained 

as shown in Figure 4-8. Due to overestimation of film measurement in low-dose regions, dose 

points whose dose was less than 10% of the maximum dose level were excluded from the 

analysis. Regions of large dose difference were generally superimposed upon high-gradient 

areas. Calculated uncertainty distributions are shown in Figure 4-9 in which the columns indicate 

test patterns and the rows indicate uncertainty types (i.e., row I: the overall IU distributions 

( )(rIoverall ); row II: the overall statistical uncertainty distributions (1·σoverall(r)); row III: overall 

uncertainty distributions of )(rIoverall +2·σoverall(r); column A: pyramid; column B: valley; column 

C: wedge; and column D: checkerboard). The overall SD distribution was similar in shape to the 

IU distribution, but the magnitude of the SD was considerably smaller due to minor spatial 
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displacement in the phantom study. Note that an individual scale has been applied to each 

uncertainty distribution to enhance visualization of the uncertainty pattern. 

The uncertainty prediction model analytically highlighted the regions of large dose 

difference. The scatter diagrams between the overall IU and the dose difference as shown in 

Figure 4-10 ((A) pyramid, (B) valley, (C) wedge, and (D) checkerboard) indicated that the IU 

distributions reasonably predicted the possible bound of dose difference. All dose points above 

the IU dose bound (dashed line) were confined within the statistical dose bound of 

)(rIoverall +2·σoverall(r) (confidence level 95.4%) in all test patterns.  

The γ test using 2% and 2 mm as criteria was performed and the pass rate was greater than 

95% in all test patterns. Figure 4-11 shows the failed points of the γ test overlaid on the overall 

uncertainty distribution ( )(rIoverall +2·σoverall(r)). The failed regions remarkably correlated to 

relatively high dose uncertainty. 

Discussion 

The feasibility of a generalized dose uncertainty model for dose uncertainty prediction in 

radiotherapy was investigated. Accurate prediction of dose uncertainty strongly relies on the 

proper quantification of model inputs. To obtain the distance offset parameter (Δr) of Igrid, the 

registration error between calculation and film measurement was minimized by manually 

matching the centers of the beam profiles. Ialgo and moa were approximated with a linear relation 

to the distance map. In reality, the relation may obey other mathematical fittings such as an 

exponential or high-degree polynomial equation; however, in practice, the linear fitting is 

convenient to apply and the prediction error caused by using the linear fitting instead of a more 

complicated fitting is insignificant, as shown in Figure 4-6. 
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To accurately determine the constants for I, a dose measurement of high resolution such as 

film dosimetry is preferred. However, film dosimetry suffers from issues such as a high chance 

of registration error, over-response of low-energy photons (radiographic), non-uniformity 

(radiochromic), and digitizer-induced problems, which are undesirable for this purpose.  

The uncertainty sources for σtotal were categorized into eight DOFs. In order to quantify 

them, extensive studies were performed using the accumulated annual QA data, mechanical 

measurements, dosimetric measurements (using three different detectors: ionization chamber, 

radiographic film, and diode), and a literature survey. Although quantification of DOFs can be 

performed with any existing and newly developed methods available at an individual institute, it 

is highly recommended that quantified model parameters should be verified using a set of test 

patterns prior to clinical implementation. Furthermore, even though the quantified parameters 

may be adequate for one system, these values should be carefully validated for other systems 

even in the same institute. 

The dose uncertainty model relies on several approximations of physical conditions in 

preparing its model parameters. First, the dose discrepancy for IU was approximated in 2-D 

space. In principle, the dose difference in the z-direction should also be included. However, its 

magnitude is relatively small and 2-D approximation is reasonably appropriate. Second, relative 

NOU was assumed to be inversely proportional to MU. However, there was a distinguishable 

discrepancy between measurements and theoretical values in the NOU calculation as shown in 

Figure 4-7. This is considered due mainly to the fact that the quantity detected in the monitor 

chamber system is not exactly proportional to the number of photons interacted, because of 

several reasons such as photon beam’s heterogeneous spectrum and the system’s electrical noise. 

Third, the convolution method postulates a normal distribution of PDF for each DOF, for which 
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a true distribution is not known. In other convolution-based studies, the systematic error (the 

mean value of the PDF) for each DOF was set to zero assuming an ideal and static treatment 

condition.27, 65, 111-119 In the uncertainty prediction model, the systematic errors are intrinsically 

included in the convolution calculation as shown in Equation (4-7). Fourth, in this study all input 

parameters for IU were obtained based on homogeneous media. The uncertainty model may not 

accurately predict the dose uncertainty near the interface between two media of significantly 

different density and the surface of the patient. The dose in these regions is not accurately 

calculated by most commonly used dose calculation methods and currently its variation is too 

significant to be considered a perturbation. Therefore, it is a prerequisite to improve dose 

calculation accuracy. Another issue is that the convolution method underestimates the dose 

perturbation in these regions.114 The convolution errors can be improved using the separate 

convolutions for each region of similar density and the Corrected Convolution method proposed 

by Craig et al.115 

The dose uncertainty model accurately predicted the regions of high risk as shown in 

Figure 4-11. During treatment planning, the dose uncertainty maps provide additional 

information on the acceptability of a treatment plan. An ideal treatment plan has little dose 

uncertainty. When critical organs are adjacent to the target, a plan with less dose uncertainty at 

the interface of the target and critical organs is preferable. The uncertainty maps place great 

emphasis on the regions where extra care must be taken, thereby reducing the chance of making 

risky plans and assisting physicists to determine the more appropriate points of interest for dose 

verification measurements. To be fully facilitated for clinical applications, the uncertainty model 

should be integrated into the treatment planning system. Clinical applications of the dose 

uncertainty model are investigated in the following chapters. 
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Conclusions 

The dose uncertainty model theoretically introduced in the previous chapter was revised to 

better simulate actual delivery situations. In the revised model, the dose uncertainties were 

categorized into planning uncertainty (inherent dose uncertainty) and delivery uncertainty 

(space-oriented dose uncertainty and non-space-oriented dose uncertainty). A convolution 

method was applied to account for spatial displacements during irradiation. Model parameters 

were quantified through a variety of measurements, routine QA data, and peer-reviewed 

publications.  

It was demonstrated that dose uncertainty in IMRT could be a priori predicted during 

radiotherapy treatment planning. Agreement between the predicted dose uncertainty distribution 

and the dose difference distribution in 108 verification measurements and four test patterns 

demonstrated the validity of the uncertainty prediction model. The correlation coefficient 

between the dose uncertainty and the dose difference of the verification measurements showed 

that there was a strong linear correlation. In addition, failed regions using a γ test in the test 

patterns correlated to high-dose uncertainty, which supports applicability of the model in a priori 

predicting regions of high risk in a treatment plan. This advancement of the understanding of 

uncertainties has the potential to increase the safety and efficacy of IMRT, while at the same 

time, minimizing the effort expended in time-consuming and onerous QA processes related to 

IMRT. 
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Figure 4-1.  International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) coordinate systems with all 

angular positions set to zero. All detected errors are converted into the fixed system. 
Total of 7 degrees of freedom (x, y, z, pitch, roll, yaw, and θb) are quantified as the 
model input parameters. Note that the collimator angle (θb) is an independent variable. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-2.  Calibration jig containing 4 IR (Infrared) markers. The jig was placed on top of a 
phantom and the phantom setup was carried out based on the IR tracking system. A 
total of 83 measurements for 2 weeks were made to evaluate the setup reproducibility. 
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Figure 4-3.  Calculated dose distributions of test patterns. A) Pyramid, B) valley, C) wedge, and 

D) checkerboard using the Pinnacle3 treatment planning system (dose scale is in cGy 
and image is in mm). 

   
Figure 4-4.  Inherent dose discrepancy in penumbra regions and its approximation using a dose 

gradient distribution. A) In general, the dose difference between calculation and 
measurement exists in the high-gradient regions mainly due to finite size of both the 
calculation grid and the detector used for commissioning. B) The dose uncertainty is 
approximated with the value of the dose gradient multiplied by the magnitude of 
spatial offset.  
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Figure 4-5.  Prediction of inherent dose uncertainty for 5 × 5 cm2 field size at the depth of 10 cm. 

A profile of a central scan line is shown below in each figure. The scale is a percent 
normalized to dose at the center. A) The calculated dose distribution. B) The inherent 
uncertainty distribution mainly due to finite size of both the grid and the detector used 
for commissioning, Ιgrid is presumably related to the dose gradient and obtained by 
multiplying the dose gradient with the distance offset parameter. C) Inherent 
uncertainty distribution related to mainly dose calculation algorithm and 
normalization, Ιalgo is obtained with a distance map. Its magnitude is the largest at the 
field edge and decreases with the distance from the field edge. However, it is always 
larger than 2 minimum values, one for inside the field and the other for outside the 
field. D) The effect at off axis, moa is assumed to be proportional to a distance from 
the central axis. E) Total inherent uncertainty distribution of the calculation, Ι is 
computed using the equation: Ιgrid + Ιalgo × moa. (Unit of dose is a percent for A) to C) 
and E). No unit for D). The unit of the image is mm.) 
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Figure 4-6.  Scatter diagrams between inherent dose uncertainty and dose difference for a sample 

set of 9 measurements chosen for constant determination of Ι (3 depths of 4,  7, and 
10 cm and 3 field sizes of 3 × 3, 5 × 5, and 10 × 10 cm2). Dashed lines on the plots 
show the IU bound where the dose uncertainty is same as the dose difference. The 
correlation coefficient between the inherent dose uncertainty and dose difference 
demonstrates there is a strong linear correlation between them.  
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Figure 4-7.  Relative standard deviation (SD) of 15 measurements using an ionization chamber 

normalized to 195 MU. Theoretical value of 1/√MU is also normalized and compared 
to the measurements. The measurements are in good agreement with the theoretical 
values, which demonstrates that the relative SD is proportional to a reciprocal of the 
square root of MU. 

 

 
Figure 4-8.  Dose difference distribution between calculation and EDR2 film measurement of the 

test patterns. A) Pyramid, B) valley, C) wedge, and D) checkerboard. (Dose is in % of 
the maximum calculation dose; image size is in mm.) 
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Figure 4-9.  Calculated uncertainty distributions displayed according to uncertainty type in the 

rows and test patterns in the columns. Row (I): the overall IU distributions ( )(rIoverall ), 
row (II): the overall statistical uncertainty distributions (1·σoverall(r)), and row (III): 
overall uncertainty distributions of )(rIoverall +2·σoverall(r). Column A): pyramid, 
column B): valley, column C): wedge, and column D): checkerboard. Regions of 
large dose difference in Figure 4-9 corresponded to those of high-dose uncertainty. 
An individual scale has been applied to each uncertainty distribution to enhance 
visualization of the uncertainty pattern. (Dose is in % of the maximum calculation 
dose; image size is in mm.) 
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Figure 4-10.  Scatter diagrams of the test patterns. A) Pyramid, B) valley, C) wedge, and D) 
checkerboard between dose difference and overallI . The maximum dose difference is 
well confined within the IU bound. The dose points above the bound are confined 
within the uncertainty bound at a 95.4% confidence level ( overalloverallI σ⋅+ 2 ). 

 

 
 

Figure 4-11.  The γ test using 2% and 2 mm as criteria is performed for the test patterns. A) 
Pyramid, B) valley, C) wedge, and D) checkerboard. The failed points are 
superimposed on the overall dose uncertainty ( )(rIoverall +2·σoverall(r)) distribution. In 
general, the failed points fall on the high dose uncertainty regions. This fall indicates 
that the uncertainty model can predict the regions at high risk of failure. (Dose is in % 
of the maximum calculation dose; image size is in mm.) 
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CHAPTER 5 
APPLICATIONS OF THE UNCERTAINTY MODEL FOR IMRT PLAN VERIFICATION 

Introduction 

IMRT allows improved dose conformity to the target volume while sparing surrounding 

normal tissues. Contrary to this advantageous feature, the enhanced capabilities and 

functionalities of IMRT systems present a challenge for radiation therapists to maintain the 

quality, safety, and reliability of radiotherapy without resorting to extensive efforts in QA. The 

increased complexity of advanced technologies is often inevitably associated with an increase in 

possible uncertainties, which can potentially result in unfavorable clinical consequences. Thus, 

IMRT requires more complex QA and 2-D dose verification.46 The dose verification is 

performed by comparing dose measurements with either other measurements or calculated dose 

distributions. However, several difficulties exist in carrying out multi-dimensional IMRT 

verification because of not only steep dose gradient regions of IMRT dose distributions, but also 

because of a lack of reliable comparison tools.  

Superimposing the measured and calculated isodose distributions using software tools are 

the most commonly used methods for qualitative evaluation.32, 33, 48, 103 While these methods can 

be useful for determining whether or not gross errors are present, they do not provide a 

quantitative assessment and are greatly influenced by the selection of isodose lines. Most 

conventional quantitative methods are based on a percent dose difference and DTA. Quantitative 

verification of the IMRT dose distribution will help determine the acceptance levels for the dose 

difference and DTA. The acceptance criteria are usually 2 to 4% for dose difference and 2 mm to 

5 mm for DTA depending on the complexity of treatment geometry.15, 16, 21, 105 A composite 

distribution, which is a binary image of pass-fail criteria of both the dose difference and DTA, 

has been introduced.32 It emphasizes the failed regions of the high-dose gradient by displaying 
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the dose difference in the areas. Childress and Rosen33 introduced a 2-D normalized agreement 

test (NAT) for dose comparison as well as a single parameter which summarized all of the 

differences of the dose distribution (NAT index). A γ distribution, a dose comparison using the 

combined ellipsoidal dose-difference and DTA tests, has been one of the most commonly used 

dose verification methods since it was proposed in 1998.30, 31, 35, 46, 48, 101, 102, 104 The γ function 

test enables a quick and efficient evaluation by providing a numerical quality index. In the γ test, 

the selected dose difference and DTA have an equivalent significance, so it is critical to 

determine a proper set of criteria for dose difference and DTA. Standards of 3% and 3 mm are 

commonly chosen for IMRT QA plans. Although these tolerance levels are widely adopted, there 

are no accepted standards for dose difference and DTA values. Based on the gamma index test, 

an evaluation index χ has been introduced for faster search of the minimum γ of a whole set of 

points.31 The χ test employed a dose gradient of the calculated dose distribution to define an 

acceptance tube analogous to the acceptance ellipsoid for γ test. If the ratio of the dose grid 

spacing and the maximum acceptable DTA (Δdmax) is sufficiently small, then both methods 

correspond. 

While it is the consensus that patient-specific QA is necessary for IMRT fields, no clear 

standardized action levels and/or recommendations exist for when a test result is not satisfactory, 

partly because of the lack of information that can be extracted from the QA test. Very often, 

users encounter varying QA test results. There are well-documented clinical cases in which even 

a detailed QA procedure was unable to resolve large discrepancies between measured and 

calculated dose distributions.12, 137 Current dose verification methods do not provide solid 

information to guide users to the next step. In other words, these dose verification methods 

passively evaluate the dose calculation with QA measurements. Furthermore, quantities like dose 
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difference, DTA, and/or γ-index are evaluated based on overall dose distributions. The existing 

dose comparison methods usually make little account of individual influences of dose 

uncertainties from the error sources. Thus, the current QA tests do not account for possible 

complications of dose accumulation history, which can determine whether one plan has 

inherently higher uncertainties than others. As a result, it may be more desirable to perform the 

dose comparison with space-dependent and adjustable acceptance levels based on stronger 

mathematical and physical bases. In this chapter, the applicability of the dose uncertainty model 

to IMRT dose verification is examined with clinical cases. 

Materials and Methods for Dose Verification 

Single Field-Based Quality Assurance (QA) Measurements 

Clinically approved 32 step-and-shoot IMRT fields from five head and neck cases were 

retrospectively investigated to verify the applicability of the model for IMRT dose verification. 

The IMRT plans consisted of five to seven fields, which had 8 to 16 subfields. Table 5-1 presents 

details of all the selected cases. These were computed with the Pinnacle3 TPS using a 2 mm 

calculation grid and delivered with the Elekta Precise linear accelerator. The patient-specific 

IMRT QA measurements were performed using the 2-D diode array detector. The QA 

measurement was individually done for each field of a clinical case with a treatment head located 

at 0˚. 

Each diode measurement point of MapCHECK™ was used to compute the dose deviation 

between calculation and measurement. The scatter diagram between the overall dose uncertainty 

( )(2)( rrI overalloverall σ⋅+ ) and the dose difference of all measurement points 

( )()( rDrD caltmeasuremen − ) was plotted for qualitative comparison. The uncertainty and dose 

difference were rescaled to percent of calculated maximum dose. As a quantitative measure of 
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the correlation, a correlation coefficient (ρ) between overall dose uncertainty and dose difference 

was calculated using Equation (4-15). The p-values for the correlation using a Student's t 

distribution will also be computed.  

The uncertainty prediction was compared with results of a conventional γ test using 1%-1 

mm (dose difference-DTA), 2%-2 mm, and 3%-3 mm criteria. The failed dose points were 

overlapped with the dose uncertainty distribution to examine possible correlation between the 

uncertainty prediction and risk of treatment plan. The correlation coefficient between overall 

dose uncertainty and the γ index was also computed. A dose uncertainty failure histogram 

(DUFH: a ratio of the number of failed points during dose verification to total number of points 

having the same dose uncertainty) was employed to investigate the correlation of failed points 

with the dose uncertainty. The failed dose points by conventional IMRT QA methods were 

expected to be more likely in the regions of relatively high dose uncertainty. 

Quality Assurance Measurement of a Composite Plan 

An IMRT head and neck plan consisted of five fields (total 50 subfields) with gantry 

angles of 20º, 70º, 225º, 290º and 340º. A prescribed dose was 180 cGy/fraction and total dose to 

a target was 5400 cGy (30 fractions). The IMRT plan was delivered to two semicylindrical solid 

water slabs with 7 cm backscattering solid water using the Elekta linac. The phantom setup was 

the same as shown in Figure 2-1(A). A GAFCHORMIC® EBT film (lot no. 36348-011) was 

vertically sandwiched in the middle of two semicylindrical solid water slabs. In order to conform 

to the surface edge of the solid water slabs, the edge of the film was cut out with a razor blade. 

The width and the height of the film were 19.9 cm and 11.7 cm, respectively. The film was 

digitized on an Epson Expression 1680 charge-coupled device (CCD)-based flatbed scanner at a 

resolution of 50 dpi or 0.508 mm per pixel. The images were saved as 48-bit RGB uncompressed 
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tagged image file format (TIFF) image files. The images were imported into MATLAB for 

analysis. Pixel values of images were converted into OD only with the 16-bit red color channel.  

A film calibration method presented by Zeiden et al 138 was used for the OD to dose 

conversion. A sheet of film (20.3 × 25.4 cm2) was cut into 5 × 5 cm2 pieces and then the film 

pieces were placed on central axis at 6 cm depth which was a mean depth of the isocenter from 

the rounded surface in the phantom. The pieces were irradiated to 12 dose levels (10, 25, 50, 75, 

100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 225, 250, and 300 cGy) at the time of the experiment. One non-

irradiated film piece was used for background measurement (0 cGy). The film pieces were 

scanned after 24 hour post exposure and a 3 × 3 cm2 region in the middle of film pieces was 

measured for the OD to the dose conversion. Figure 5-1 shows the sensitometric curve of the 

film measurement using a third-ordered polynomial fit. 

Similar to the field based IMRT verification, the scatter diagram between the dose 

uncertainty and the dose difference was plotted and the correlation coefficient was computed. 

The uncertainty prediction was verified with results of γ test using 3% and 3 mm criteria. The 

failed dose points were overlapped with dose uncertainty distribution and the DUFH was 

obtained. 

Results of Dose Verification 

Single Field-Based QA Measurements 

The average correlation coefficient between the overall dose uncertainty 

( )(rIoverall +2·σoverall(r)) and the dose difference of 32 QA measurements was 0.75 ± 0.07. The p-

values jointly computed with 445 dose points were extremely small (close to 0), which indicated 

a strong linear correlation between them. The scatter diagram between the inherent uncertainty 

and the dose difference of all 32 IM fields (total 13,184 comparison points) indicated that the IU 
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distributions reasonably predicted the possible bound of dose difference as shown in Figure 5-

2(A). In theory, a dose point whose dose difference was greater than the IU ( )(rIoverall ) was 

expected to arise from setup and delivery. Most points (about 99%) were confined within the 

overall dose uncertainty of )(rIoverall +2·σoverall(r) (Figure 5-2(B)). In principle, the number of 

points having dose difference of larger than )(rIoverall +2·σoverall(r) (95.4% of confidence level) is 

expected to be equal to or smaller than 4.6%. 

The average correlation coefficient between the overall dose uncertainty and the γ index of 

all comparison points in the 32 IMRT fields was 0.62 ± 0.07, which implied a tendency of more 

failures in higher dose uncertainty regions. Figure 5-3 shows (A) a computed dose distribution of 

an IMRT field with diode measurement points and dose uncertainty maps overlaid with failed 

points of γ test using the (B) 1%-1 mm (dose difference-DTA), (C) 2%-2 mm, and (D) 3%-3 mm 

criteria. It can be seen that points of high uncertainty more likely fail the conventional dose 

verification. The relationship was further verified with DUFH. Figure 5-4(A) and (B) are 

uncertainty histograms of all dose points and failed points of γ test using the 2%-2 mm criterion 

for the all 32 IM fields, respectively, and Figure 5-4(C) is the corresponding DUFH, the ratio of 

(B) to (A). As shown in Figure 5-4, as the overall dose uncertainty increased, the ratio of failure 

also increased. This result was consistent with that of the test pattern study in Chapter 4. 

Quality Assurance Measurement of a Composite Plan 

Figure 5-5 shows isodose lines of the calculation and the film measurement. Most of the 

isodose lines of the calculation were outside the corresponding those of the measurement 

indicating the calculation over-estimated the measurement. The deviation was more remarkable 

in low dose regions. 
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Figure 5-6 shows checkerboard images between the overall dose uncertainty distribution 

and the dose difference. Streaks of high dose uncertainty regions were well aligned with those of 

large dose difference. It also shows that the predicted dose uncertainty (bright checkers) 

overestimates the dose difference (dark checkers) especially in low dose gradient regions due to 

the inherent dose uncertainties.  

Figure 5-7 shows the scatter diagrams between the dose uncertainty and the dose 

difference. The IU distributions reasonably predicted the possible bound of dose difference. The 

scatter diagram between the inherence uncertainty and the dose difference shows that there was a 

strong correlation between them (Figure 5-7(A)). Most of the measurement points (96.3%) were 

confined within the overall dose uncertainty of )(rIoverall +2·σoverall(r) (Figure 5-7(B)). Most of 

the points above the bound resulted from noise of film measurement. The correlation coefficient 

between the overall dose uncertainty and the dose difference was 0.81, which indicated a strong 

positive linear correlation between them. 

The availability of the uncertainty model to predict potential risk of the treatment plan was 

evaluated with the γ test. Figure 5-8 shows the failed points of the γ test overlaid on the 

uncertainty distribution of 95% confidence level. The failed regions were overlapped with the 

streaks of relatively high dose uncertainty. The DUFH (Figure 5-9) quantitatively proves that 

high uncertainty is more likely to correlate to failure of dose verification. Figure 5-9(A) and (B) 

are uncertainty histograms of all dose points and failed points of γ test using the 3%-3 mm 

criterion, respectively, and Figure 5-9(C) is the corresponding DUFH. As the overall dose 

uncertainty increased, the ratio of failure also increased.  
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Discussion 

The a priori uncertainty map is a useful tool to evaluate potential risk of a treatment plan 

in dose verification. The uncertainty model could a priori predict probable dose difference 

between calculation and QA measurements as shown in Figure 5-2 and 5-7. The uncertainty map 

highlighted regions of failure by the conventional γ test. It demonstrates that the uncertainty 

distribution can assist physicists to determine more appropriate points of interest for dose 

verification measurement. When the dosimetric measurement is spatially limited, intensive 

measurements may be performed in regions of high uncertainty for more reliable verification. 

Another example is that, if the QA is performed by film measurement combined with an absolute 

point dose measurement, the measurement point can be chosen based on the uncertainty 

distribution. For example, a point in low dose uncertainty regions can be utilized for more robust 

and reproducible measurement.  

The model can be used as an additional verification tool for QA measurement. Although it 

was recommended that, if the pass rate of γ test is between 90% and 95%, the QA measurement 

must be examined with an additional tool to verify whether or not it is acceptable,102 no clear 

standardized method for additional examination exists. This is partly because of the lack of 

information that can be extracted from the QA test. In contrast, the dose uncertainty model can 

provide space-specific dose uncertainty information. Hence, users can investigate whether the 

failure is related to the plan itself or abnormal operation of the machine. In addition, the 

confidence level of the overall uncertainty itself is a good verification tool. If the QA 

measurement is properly done, in the scatter diagram a ratio of dose points within the dose bound 

is comparable to the corresponding confidence level.  
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Conclusions 

The uncertainty map of clinical cases reasonably predicted the dose difference distribution, 

although it overestimated the dose difference in low dose regions due to inherent uncertainty 

prediction. In all IMRT QA measurements, most of the dose difference points (more than 96%) 

were confined within the uncertainty bound of )(rIoverall +2·σoverall(r) (95.4% of confidence level). 

In principle, the number of points having dose difference of larger than )(rIoverall +2·σoverall(r) is 

expected to be equal to or smaller than 4.6%. The uncertainty map also accentuated regions of 

failure by the conventional γ test, which overlaid on high uncertainty regions. The uncertainty 

bound plays a role as a space-dependent acceptance level of dose verification. Planners, thus, can 

determine whether the failure is related to the plan itself or abnormal operation of the machine. 
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Table 5-1.  Summary of five selected head and neck cases for IMRT dose verification using the 
uncertainty model. 

Patient 
number 

Number of fields 
per fraction 

Total number of subfields per fraction 
(number of subfields for each field) 

Total monitor units 
per fraction 

Patient 1 
Patient 2 
Patient 3 
Patient 4 
Patient 5 

7 
7 
7 
5 
6 

70 (8, 9, 12, 13, 8, 9, 11) 
68 (9, 8, 11, 13, 9, 7, 11) 
76 (9, 12, 11, 14, 13, 9, 8) 
60 (11, 14, 16, 9, 10) 
65 (10, 8, 9, 14, 13, 11) 

588 
668 
598 
545 
533 
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Figure 5-1.  Sensitometric curve for the EBT radiochromic film. The dose ranges from 0 cGy to 

300 cGy. Error bars (±1 SD) and a third-ordered polynomial fit are plotted together 
with data (errors are very small in all measurements). 
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Figure 5-2.  Scatter diagrams of all 32 intensity-modulated (IM) fields between uncertainty and 

dose difference. A) The IU reasonably predicts the probable dose difference. B) The 
dose points whose dose difference is greater than the predicted IU (a dashed line) are 
well confined within IU+2σ. 
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Figure 5-3.  Relationship between dose uncertainty and failed points using γ test. A) A computed 

dose distribution of an IM field and the corresponding uncertainty maps overlaid with 
failed points of γ test using B) 1%-1 mm, C) 2%-2 mm, and D) 3%-3 mm (dose 
difference-DTA) criteria. The failed points are correlated with relatively higher 
uncertainty as the criteria become less stringent. (scalebar unit: % of maximum dose 
level) 

 

 
Figure 5-4.  Dose uncertainty-failure-histogram (DUHF) of all 32 QA measurements. A) An 

uncertainty histogram of all dose points, B) an uncertainty histogram of the failed 
points of γ test using the 2%-2 mm criterion, and C) the corresponding DUHF (a ratio 
of B) to A)). As the uncertainty increases, the failed ratio also increases, which 
indicates that high uncertainty generally correlates to failure of dose verification. 
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Figure 5-5.  Isodose distributions of calculation and two QA measurements. Thick and thin solid 

lines represent calculation and measurement, respectively. Isodose lines of 
measurement are inside the corresponding those of the calculation (image scale: mm). 

 
Figure 5-6.  Checkerboard images between dose uncertainty distributions and dose difference 

distributions. Streaks of high dose uncertainty well correspond to those of large dose 
difference between calculation and measurements (scalebar unit: cGy; image scales: 
mm). The predicted dose uncertainty (bright checkers) overestimates the dose 
difference (dark checkers) due to prediction of inherent dose uncertainty. 
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Figure 5-7.  Scatter diagrams between the dose uncertainty and the dose difference. A) The 

scatter diagram between the IU and the dose difference. B) The scatter diagram 
between the overall dose uncertainty (IU+2σ) and the dose difference. The dose 
points whose dose difference is greater than the predicted IU are confined within 
IU+2σ. Most of outliers originate from the noise of film measurement.  
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Figure 5-8.  Failed dose points of γ test results overlaid on uncertainty distribution of 95.4% 

confidence level. The failed regions are generally overlapped with regions of 
relatively high dose uncertainty (scalebar unit: cGy; image scales: mm). 

 

 
Figure 5-9.  Dose uncertainty failure histogram (DUFH) of the film measurement. A) An 

uncertainty histogram of all dose points, B) an uncertainty histogram of the failed 
points of γ test using the 3%-3 mm criterion, and C) the corresponding DUHF (a ratio 
of B) to A)).  
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CHAPTER 6 
CLINICAL EFFICACY OF UNCERTAINTY-BASED IMRT PLAN EVALUATION  

Introduction 

IMRT plan evaluation methods such as DVH and isodose lines have been widely adopted 

to compare many candidate treatment plans. In the conventional methods of plan evaluation, 

spatial information on dose uncertainty is not considered; thus, one treatment plan may appear 

better than another simply on the basis of dose metrics.139 However, as demonstrated in the 

previous chapters, the dose uncertainty can change from one point to another point within the 

irradiated volume. It is possible that a plan which appears to be better may have large dose 

uncertainties due to a complex combination of many small subfields, and thus be less accurate. 

This implies a necessity of incorporating 3-D information of uncertainty into the IMRT planning 

process to avoid a potential high risk of treatment.  

The existing paradigm of dealing with uncertainties in radiation therapy is to incorporate 

these errors by expanding the clinical target with a generalized margin in treatment planning.26, 61, 

63, 65, 119, 139-142 It does not guarantee that a clinical target will get the prescribed dose or the 

critical structure will be spared. If the point-dependent dose uncertainty is considered together, it 

will effectively assist radiotherapy treatment planners to evaluate potential risks of target control 

and probable complication of critical structures. The uncertainty model predicts a priori 

dosimetric errors as shown in Chapter 5. Furthermore, regions of high uncertainty correlate with 

those of failure in IMRT QA. If it is taken into account at the time of treatment planning, 

potential risks of candidate plans can be effectively managed. The prediction of uncertainty 

during treatment planning can provide tools of plan evaluation prior to delivery to make reliable 

and safe treatment plans. In this chapter, plan evaluation tools based on the a priori uncertainty 
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prediction are proposed and applicability of the tools is examined with clinical cases. These tools 

are expected to be very useful for head-to-head objective comparison of treatment plans. 

Methods and Materials 

Confidence-Weighted Plan Evaluation Tools 

Confidence-weighted dose volume histogram (CW-DVH) 

Dose uncertainty distribution is applied to the calculated dose distribution to make the 

upper and lower bounds of a conventional DVH called confidence-weighted dose volume 

histogram (CW-DVH). The upper and lower bounds of 95.4% confidence level are obtained with 

)(2)()( rrIrD overalloverallcal σ⋅++  and )(2)()( rrIrD overalloverallcal σ⋅−− , respectively. A similar concept 

has been reported by other research groups.112, 143, 144 However, the reported analyses did not 

account for dose accumulation history and were primarily limited to patient-induced 

uncertainties. Note that the dose uncertainty model explicitly accounts for dose uncertainty 

contribution from each subfield and deals with both treatment planning and delivery 

uncertainties. For quantitative analysis, dose and volume indices such as CW-D95 and CW-V20 

are also calculated. CW-D95 guarantees that 95% of the target volume receives the prescribed 

dose within a specified confidence interval. The upper bound of CW-V20 for OARs indicates the 

maximum possible volume receiving 20 Gy or higher dose within a specified confidence 

interval. 

Confidence-weighted dose distribution (CWDD) 

The confidence-weighted dose distribution (CWDD) is comprised of isodose contours 

where the contour line thickness is proportional to the local dose uncertainty map. CWDD on 

each CT slice reflecting the 95.4% confidence level is used to assess the fidelity of each IMRT 

plan when targets are closely bounded on critical organs (e.g., a bladder and a rectum in prostate 

cases and spinal cords, brainstem, and parotid glands in head and neck cases). The uncertainty 
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distribution ( )(rIoverall +2·σoverall(r)) is added to and subtracted from the mean calculated dose 

distribution to make the confidence-weighted isodose lines. The isodose lines among plans are 

compared to choose the optimal plan in terms of local control of PTV and protection of OAR. 

The CWDD provides clinicians with a quantitative tool that weighs in the potential risk based on 

planning and delivery uncertainties during plan evaluation.  

Dose uncertainty volume histogram (DUVH) 

The dose uncertainty volume histogram (DUVH) is an accumulated histogram of dose 

uncertainty as a function of volume. The theoretical applicability of DUVH to IMRT planning 

evaluation is demonstrated using DULH in Chapter 3. In an ideal case, DUVH is a delta function 

at zero dose uncertainty for targets and OARs. Obviously, a treatment plan that has smaller area 

under the curve and smaller maximum dose uncertainty is preferable in terms of potential risk. In 

the DUVH plan evaluation tool, a plan which has smaller area under the DUVH curve is 

preferred for both targets and critical organs in deference to the DVH-based plan evaluation tool, 

where a larger area under the DVH curve is more desirable for targets, while smaller area is 

preferred for critical organs.   

Confidence-Weighted Plan Evaluation of Clinical IMRT Cases 

Practical application of our uncertainty model for IMRT plan evaluation was investigated 

with five clinical IMRT cases of three head and neck treatments (denoted as Patient 1 through 

Patient 3) and two prostate treatments (denoted as Patient 4 and 5). In the prostate cases, a 

conventional 4-beam external radiotherapy with a prescription dose of 5,040 cGy is implemented. 

It mainly consists of a single beam of radiation delivered to the patient from four directions: 

often front, back, and both sides. IMRT is additionally utilized with a prescription dose of 2,520 

cGy to boost dose to a target. Three competitive plans (denoted as Plan 1, 2, and 3) for each 
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IMRT case were generated by changing beam angles and number of subfields using the Philips 

Pinnacle3 planning system. Table 6-1 summarizes the clinical cases and corresponding treatment 

plans used in this study. For all plans, 95% of PTV was covered by the prescribed dose and other 

plan constraints were met. Figure 6-1 shows DVHs of three comparative treatment plans (Plan 1: 

solid line, Plan 2: dotted line, and Plan 3: dot-dashed line) for (A) a head and neck case (Patient 

1) and (B) a prostate case (Patient 4). Three plans for each case were evaluated with CWDD, 

CW-DVH, and DUVH. Optimal IMRT plans having the minimum dose uncertainty in clinically 

important regions (e.g., PTV and/or sensitive OARs) were selected. To calculate the 3-D dose 

uncertainty, the model parameters quantified in Chapter 4 were utilized. Patient-induced errors 

detected by Guckenberger et al.67 were applied for the overall uncertainty computation in both 

the head and neck and prostate treatments (see Table 1-1).  

Results 

In all cases, three comparative IMRT plans for each case did not show any significant 

differences by the conventional plan evaluation methods as shown in Figure 6-1. However, the 

uncertainty-based evaluation methods differentiated the plans in terms of uncertainty for 

planners to select optimal plans having the least amount of uncertainty. Table 6-2 shows 

confidence-weighted dose and volume indices of all PTVs and OARs of five clinical cases. 

Higher dose is desirable in CW-D95 of PTV meaning less probability of underdose to the target. 

For the CW-V index of OARs , tolerance dose of normal tissues (TD5/5: 5% risk of 

complication within 5 years) proposed by Emami et al.145 was used. TD5/5 of spinal cord for the 

entire volume, for instance, is 47 Gy; thus, CW-V47 is used for the volume index of the spinal 

cord with the 95.4% confidence interval. In general, lower value of the CW-V index is preferable 

which indicates a less volume of OAR potentially receives the tolerance dose.  
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In Patient 1, Plan 3 is the most desirable in terms of PTV coverage based on CW-D95 

(Table 6-2). The difference, however, is not significant enough to tell the superiority. Figure 6-2 

shows CWDDs of Patient 1 for (A) Plan 1, (B) Plan 2, and (C) Plan 3 overlaid on one of CT 

image slices. PTV (light green) was well confined within the isodose line of the prescribed dose 

of 5,040 cGy (a thick red line) with the 95.4% confidence level in all plans. When the plans were 

evaluated by the statistical lower bound of the prescribed dose (an inner thin red line), Plan 1 

shows higher risk of underdose to the target than Plan 2 and 3 do, which is conformable with the 

result of CW-D95 evaluation. The potential risk of OARs was evaluated with the CWDDs as 

shown in Figure 6-3. An optic chiasm (blue) was spared from the prescribed dose by the 

conventional isodose line (a thick red line) in all plans, while the upper bound of 95.4% 

confidence-weighted isodose line shows that Plan 3 is likely to give the prescribed dose to more 

volume of the optic chiasm than Plan 1 and 2 do. Plan evaluation by the CW-V50 index of the 

optic chiasm shows the same result (Table 6-2).  

The CW-V index evaluation did not make any distinction of the plans for Patient 2. Plan 3 

is, however, the most preferred in terms of PTV coverage as shown in Figure 6-4. It was further 

verified with CW-D95 in Table 6-2 and the CWDD (Figure 6-5). In CWDD, the lower bound of 

the prescribed isodose line (4,500 cGy) did not show up in Plan 1 and 2 indicating high risk of 

underdose to the PTV. A similar result was observed in Patient 5. It is hard to conclude that one 

plan is superior to the others when these are evaluated using DVH and the CW-V index for 

OARs (rectum and bladder). However, in Figure 6-6 the lower bound of the prescribed isodose 

line (2,520 cGy) did not show up in Plan 2 and 3, while Plan 1 is relatively less risky by showing 

the lower bound. Since the conventional therapy was first implemented for the prostate cases 

(Patient 4 and 5), the tolerance doses for rectum and bladder were conservatively determined as 
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1,000 cGy and 1,500 cGy, respectively, assuming these OARs received the prescription dose of 

5,040 cGy. CW-DVH (Figure 6-7) and CW-D95 (Table 6-2) of PTV also show that Plan 1 is 

more desirable than the others to avoid the potential risk of underdose to the target.  

In Patient 3, Plan 1 was less preferred due to more dose uncertainty than Plan 2 and 3, 

when they were evaluated by CW-D95 of PTV (Table 6-2), the CW-V32 index of right parotid 

gland (Table 6-2), and CWDD as shown in Figure 6-8. The DUVH-based evaluation tool (Figure 

6-9) presents the consistent result. A treatment plan that has smaller area under the DUVH curve 

and smaller maximum dose uncertainty is preferable in terms of potential risk. DUVHs of OARs 

(brainstem, spinal cord, and parotid glands) do not show any differences (figures are not shown), 

while that of PTV clearly shows that the dose uncertainty is much higher in Plan 1 compared to 

Plan 2 and 3. 

CW-D95 of PTV (Table 6-2) and CWDDs for Patient 4 (Figure 6-10) show that there is no 

significant difference among plans. Figure 6-11 shows CW-DVHs of (A) rectum and (B) bladder. 

Because the rectum was very closely bounded to the PTV, the majority of the rectum can not be 

saved from the prescribed dose. The CW-V10 index of rectum also represents that all plans can 

not completely spare the rectum. The CW-DVH of rectum, however, shows that Plan 3 has more 

dose uncertainty than Plan 1 and 2 (Figure 6-11(A)). When complication risk of bladder is 

evaluated by the CW-V15 index (Table 6-2) and CW-DVH (Figure 6-11(B)), Plan 1 is most 

preferred.  

Discussion 

The applicability of the confidence-weighed plan evaluation methods such as CW-DVH, 

CWDD, and DUVH was investigated. These were useful tools to differentiate plans whose 

potential risk could not be determined by the conventional evaluation tools. If treatment plans are 
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evaluated using these uncertainty-based tools, planners can discard plans which have potentially 

high risk during treatment planning stage.  

In general, plans should be multilaterally evaluated when these tools are used. 2-D CW-

DVH and DUVH evaluations do not consider 3-D spatial distribution of uncertainty. Even 

though one plan appears better than others using these 2-D tools, slice-by-slice examination of 

CWDD is necessary to evaluate local risk of the plan. As in case of Patient 4, when the CW-D95 

index could not make any distinction, a role of CWDD became of great importance. The 

uncertainty-based risk assessment occasionally gives conflicting results for different organs of 

interest. In Patient 1, the optimal plan for PTV and right lens was Plan 3, while Plan 1 was 

optimal for brainstem and optic chiasm and Plan 2 was for right optic nerve. More research, 

therefore, is required to make a consensus on selection of optimal treatment plan when 

evaluation results are contradictory.  

DUVH-based evaluation should be examined with DVH analysis, especially for OARs. 

Even though the optimization constraints were met to generate various candidate plans for a 

clinical case, their DVHs of a critical organ varied much in shape (see the left optic nerve in the 

Figure 6-1(A)). Simply comparing DUVHs of OARs in the plans leads to a false decision. As 

shown in Patient 3, usually DUVH was a great tool for PTV comparison because the DVHs of 

PTV were relatively identical in all example cases.  

The same TPS (Philips Pinnacle3) using the same optimization of inverse planning and leaf 

sequencing algorithm was used to generate candidate treatment plans of the clinical cases. Thus, 

even if the uncertainty-based evaluation tools give distinction among plans, the difference of the 

dose uncertainty in the compared plans was not significant enough to choose optimal plans in 

terms of uncertainty especially in the prostate cases. As shown in Figure 3-3 and 3-6, if different 
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leaf sequencing algorithms for the same beam fluence are used, the dose uncertainty may be 

significantly different. Ultimately, if the uncertainty prediction model is integrated into IMRT 

plan optimization, an optimal plan which has the least amount of uncertainty can be generated.  

It is obvious from this chapter that the uncertainty-based evaluation provides planners with 

a quantitative tool that weighs in the potential risk based on planning and delivery uncertainties 

during plan evaluation. This type of quantitative information has never been made available to 

clinicians in the past. Hence, it is believed that the dose uncertainty model will change the 

conventional paradigm of plan evaluation that is based on the inspection of isodose distribution 

only.  

Conclusions 

The confidence-weighted evaluation methods of IMRT plan such as CW-DVH, CWDD, 

and DUVH were very useful tools to assess the potential risks of treatment plans. These tools 

successfully differentiated the candidate treatment plans for the same clinical cases which could 

not be distinguished using the conventional plan evaluation methods. CW-DVH provided an 

overall inspection of the potential risks of PTV and OARs. The plans were quantitatively 

evaluated with the CW-D index for PTV and the CW-V index for OARs. CWDD was suitable 

for analyzing the local risk of plans through slice-by-slice examination (i.e., underdose to PTV 

and overdose to OARs). DUVH was a useful evaluation tool especially for risk of PTV coverage. 

These confidence-weighed evaluation tools are expected to provide an opportunity for the 

radiation therapy community to employ strategies for mitigation of dose uncertainties during 

treatment planning stage. 
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Table 6-1.  Summary of five IMRT cases studied. 
Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3 Patient 4 Patient 5  
Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3

Site Head and neck Head and neck Head and neck Prostate Prostate 
Prescription 5040 cGy 4500 cGy 4500 cGy 2520 cGy 2520 cGy 
Number of 

fraction 
28 25 25 14 (boost) 14 (boost) 

Number of 
subfields 

49 50 50 50 50 48 39 40 40 49 50 50 40 45 45 

Total MU per 
fraction 

276 274 261 297 288 269 278 257 264 372 357 347 306 304 298 

OARs Brainstem, optic 
chiasm, optic 
nerves, retinas, 
lenses 

Brainstem, optic 
chiasm, optic 
nerves, spinal 
cord, right parotid

Brainstem, spinal 
cord, right parotid

Bladder, rectum Bladder, rectum 

 

Table 6-2.  Confidence-weighted dose and volume indices. 
Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3 Index (TD5/5* for 

CW-V) Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 

PTV: CW-D95 
(cGy) 

4860  4880 4900 4240 4260 4340 4400 4440 4480 

Brainstem: CW-
V50 

28.2% 29.3% 29.1% 0.04% 0.03% 0 0 0 0 

Spinal cord: CW-
V47 

- - - 0 0 0 0 0.03% 0.02% 

Right parotid: CW-
V32 

- - - 0 0 0 80.4% 77.5% 76.5% 

Right lens: CW-
V10 

8.7% 9.2% 7.0% 0 0 0 - - - 

Optic chiasm: CW-
V50 

29.0% 29.8% 36.3% 0 0 0 - - - 

Right optic nerve: 
CW-V50 

12.6% 10.8% 11.0% 0 0 0 - - - 

Patient 4 Patient 5 Index (TD5/5* for 
CW-V) Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 

PTV: CW-D95 
(cGy) 

2400  2400  2400  2300  2280  2260  

Rectum: CW-V10 100% 100% 100% 53.1% 51.5% 51.8% 

Bladder: CW-V15 77.2% 81.9% 83.9% 46.6% 44.9% 48.3% 
*TD5/5: tolerance dose of normal tissues for 5% risk of complication within 5 years 
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Figure 6-1.  Dose volume histograms of three comparative treatment plans. A) A head and neck 

cases (Patient 1) and B) a prostate case (Patient 4).  Solid, dotted, and dot-dashed 
lines represent Plan 1, Plan 2, and Plan 3 in the Table 6-1, respectively. For all plans, 
95% of PTV is covered by the prescribed dose and other plan constraints are met. 
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Figure 6-2.  Confidence-weighted dose distributions (CWDDs) for Patient 1 overlaid with one of 

CT slices. PTV and brainstem are colorwashed with light green and brown, 
respectively. A thick solid red line stands for the prescription of 5,040 cGy isodose 
line and thin red solid lines are the upper and lower bounds of the prescribed dose 
with 95% confidence level. A) Plan 1 shows higher risk of underdose to the target 
than B) Plan 2 and C) Plan 3 which is conformable with the result of CW-D95 
evaluation. 

 
 

 
Figure 6-3.  Confidence-weighted dose distributions for Patient 1 with organs at risk (OARs). 

Brainstem, optic chiasm, optic nerves, and retinae are colorwashed with brown, blue, 
gray, and yellow, respectively. A thick solid red line stands for an isodose line of the 
prescribed dose of 5,040 cGy and a thin red solid line is the upper bound of the 
prescribed dose with 95% confidence level. A) Plan 3 shows higher risk of overdose 
to the optic chiasm than B) Plan 1 and C) Plan 2 which agrees with the result of CW-
V50 evaluation. 
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Figure 6-4.  Confidence-weighted dose volume histograms of planning target volume (PTV) for 

Patient 2 (head and neck). The bound corresponds to 95% confidence level.  

 

 

 
Figure 6-5.  Confidence-weighted dose distributions for Patient 2 with PTV (light green) and 

brainstem (brown). A solid red line represents the prescription of 4,500 cGy. A) Plan 
1 and B) Plan 2 show higher probability of underdose to the target than C) Plan 3, 
because the lower bound of prescription does not show up. 
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Figure 6-6.  Confidence-weighted dose distributions for Patient 5 with PTV (light green), bladder 

(brown), and rectum (blue). A solid red line represents the prescription of 2,520 cGy. 
B) Plan 2 and C) Plan 3 show higher probability of underdose to the target than A) 
Plan 1, because the lower bound of prescription does not show up. 

 
Figure 6-7.  Confidence-weighted dose volume histograms of PTV for Patient 5 (prostate). The 

bound corresponds to 95% confidence level. 
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Figure 6-8.  Confidence-weighted dose distributions for Patient 3 with PTV (light green), spinal 

cord (blue), and parotid glands (yellow). A solid red line represents the prescription 
of 4,500 cGy. A) Plan 1 show higher probability of underdose to the target than B) 
Plan 2 and C) Plan 3. 

 

 
Figure 6-9.  Dose uncertainty volume histogram of PTV for Patient 3. Smaller area under the 

DUVH curve is preferable. 
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Figure 6-10.  Confidence-weighted dose distributions for Patient 4 with PTV (light green), 

bladder (brown), and rectum (blue). A solid red line represents the prescription of 
2,520 cGy. There is no significant difference in PTV coverage among plans. 
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Figure 6-11.  Confidence-weighted dose volume histograms of rectum and bladder for Patient 4. 

In both A) rectum and B) bladder, Plan 3 (red) has more dose uncertainty than Plan 1 
(blue) and 2 (green). 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS  

Establishment of the New Uncertainty Prediction Model 

The dose uncertainty in IMRT from planning and delivery was effectively described with 

both space-oriented dose uncertainty (SOU) and non-space-oriented dose uncertainty (NOU). 

SOU is defined as the uncertainty caused by all spatial displacements such as finite calculation 

grid size, origin shift effect in dose calculation, mechanical mismatch of the treatment machine, 

and spatial variations. NOU is mainly caused by quantum statistics in dosimetric measurements. 

The combination of SOU and NOU, which inherently exist in radiotherapy treatment planning, is 

defined as inherent dose uncertainty (IU). The IU sources in dose calculation of two 

commercially available TPSs (Pinnacle3 and Corvus) were examined in Chapter 2. This study 

determined the effect of calculation grid size on dose calculation and how accurately the two 

TPSs calculated dose. The dose calculation with calculation grid sizes of 1.5, 2, 3, and 4 mm 

using Pinnacle3 TPS was investigated by taking the 1.5 mm grid size as the reference. The dose 

difference ranged from 110.0 cGy (2.0% of the 5400 cGy prescribed dose) to 301.8 cGy (5.6% 

of the 5400 cGy prescribed dose) in 95% of the region of interest. The dose difference by the 

origin shift of the calculation grid ranged from 100 cGy (1.9% of the prescribed dose) to 202.9 

cGy (3.76% of the prescribed dose) in 95% of the region of interest. The effect of calculation 

grid size was more significant in regions of relatively higher dose gradient. It was found that 

while the grid size up to 4 mm was acceptable for most IMRT plans, a 2 mm grid size was 

necessary to accurately predict the dose distribution at least in the regions of high dose gradient. 

The study on accuracy of dose calculation in buildup regions of two TPSs (Pinnacle3 and 

Corvus) showed that the dose difference between the calculation and the film measurement 

ranged from 240 cGy (4.4% of the prescribed dose) to 350 cGy (6.5% of the prescribed dose) in 
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90% of the region of interest. The dose verification using DTA and the dose-difference 

distribution demonstrated that there were significant discrepancies from the surface to about 2 

mm in depth and both TPSs overestimated the surface dose ranging from 400 to 1000 cGy (7.4% 

to 18.5% of the prescribed dose). Overall, both TPSs predicted the dose relatively well except 

from the surface down to a very shallow depth.  

Based on these observations, the IU model was proposed in Chapter 4 assuming the IU 

was attributed to three main sources: the finite grid size, the imperfection of the dose calculation 

algorithm (especially near the field edge), and probable asymmetric beam delivery. The IU 

model exploited a dose gradient distribution and a spatial offset parameter for the grid size effect 

(Equation 4-1) as well as distance maps for the imperfection of the algorithm and the beam 

asymmetric effect (Equations 4-2 and 4-4). The acceptance study showed that the IU reasonably 

predicted a possible dose difference between calculation and actual delivery as shown in Figure 

4-6. 

In radiation delivery, SOU is associated with the dose gradient and statistical spatial 

displacement and NOU originates from quantum statistics of any irradiator through the beam line. 

The theoretical and experimental verification for SOU and NOU of delivery was performed in 

Chapter 3 and 4. In Chapter 3, assuming there was no inherent dose uncertainty, the theoretical 

dose bound of dose distributions were obtained with SOU and NOU. The 1-D simulations using 

different beam compositions to make treatment fields showed that uncertainty model could 

provide the appropriate dose bound for dose comparison. The statistical dose limit confined the 

number of simulated measurements within the corresponding confidence level. The uncertainty-

based comparison was different from other conventional comparison tools in that the tolerance 

bound by the uncertainty model was a function of space, whereas the previous methods applied 
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one single criterion to the entire points. In Chapter 4, the conceptual models of SOU and NOU 

were generalized and empirically proven by introducing convolution and a probability 

distribution function (PDF) of spatial displacement. SOU was obtained with calculated dose 

distribution convolved with translational and rotational PDFs using Equation 4-8. The robustness 

of the NOU model was verified using an ionization chamber measurement as shown in Figure 4-

7. The model parameters were quantified through accumulated QA data, experiment, and peer-

reviewed publications. It was demonstrated that the overall dose uncertainty ( overalloverall ZI σ⋅+ ) 

with a certain confidence level (Z) could a priori predict a possible dose difference between 

calculation and actual delivery in the test pattern study.  

Efficacy of the Model and Its Clinical Applications 

Agreement between the predicted dose uncertainty map and the dose difference 

distribution in both the test patterns in Chapter 4 and the clinical cases in Chapter 5 demonstrated 

the validity of the dose uncertainty model. In all IMRT QA measurements, most of the dose 

difference points (more than 96%) were confined with the uncertainty bound of 

)(rIoverall +2·σoverall(r) (95.4% of confidence level) as statistically predicted. The correlation 

coefficients between the dose uncertainty and the dose difference of the verification 

measurements (0.75 ± 0.07 for 32 single field-based QA measurements and 0.81 for the QA 

measurement of the composite plan) proved that there was a strong positive linear correlation. 

The scatter diagrams qualitatively demonstrated the linear relation between them as shown in 

Figure 5-2 and 5-7.  

Failed regions of the conventional γ test correlated to regions of high dose uncertainty as 

shown in Figure 4-11, 5-3, and 5-8. It was further validated with dose uncertainty failure 

histograms (DUFH). As the overall dose uncertainty increased, the ratio of failure also increased. 
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These results show that the dose uncertainty map can play an important role as a space-

dependent acceptance level of dose verification. Planners can predict the regions where the 

failure is more likely to exist; thus, more care needs to be taken during treatment planning.  

The a priori uncertainty prediction enabled the planners to perform the confidence-

weighted IMRT plan evaluation. The evaluation tools such as confidence-weighted dose volume 

histogram (CW-DVH), confidence-weighted dose distribution (CWDD), and dose uncertainty 

volume histogram (DUVH) introduced in Chapter 6 were very useful to assess the potential risks 

of the treatment plans. These tools discerned candidate treatment plans in terms of uncertainty, 

which were clinically comparable by the conventional plan evaluation methods. CW-DVH is a 

DVH with the statistical upper and lower bounds where band widths correspond to the 

confidence interval. This evaluation tool provided an overall inspection of the potential risk of 

the plans with quantitative evaluation indices (the CW-D index for PTV and the CW-V index for 

OARs). CWDD is a tool for assessing confidence-weighted isodose lines where the line 

thickness represents the confidence interval and evaluate the local risk of plans through slice-by-

slice examination (i.e., underdose to PTV and overdose to OARs). A plot of a cumulative dose 

uncertainty-volume frequency distribution (DUVH) visually summarizes the uncertainty 

distribution within a volume of interest. In particular, DUVH presented excellent evaluation for a 

risk of PTV coverage. Due to the loss of 3-D spatial information in the volume, it is highly 

recommended that the CW-DVH and DUVH plan evaluation should be compensated for with 

CWDD. The confidence-weighted evaluation tools could provide the planners with an 

opportunity to generate plans which are less risky and more reliable. 

IMRT represents one of the most significant technical advances in radiation therapy in the 

recent era. The task of safely and accurately implementing this technology in the clinics still 
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remains a significant challenge. The goal of this research was to improve the quality of external 

beam radiotherapy by the a priori accurate prediction of dose uncertainty in treatment planning 

and delivery. This research was highly significant in that it provided a framework to minimize 

the impact of all known uncertainties in the IMRT process and improved the accuracy of dose 

delivered to patients. The dose uncertainty map showed the potential to minimize the effort 

expended in patient specific-QA without compromising the quality of radiation treatments. Using 

the plan evaluation tools, the planners will have an opportunity to select an optimal treatment 

plan that has the least amount of dose uncertainty. The proposed uncertainty model is expected to 

radically change how dose uncertainty is assessed and controlled. It will significantly contribute 

to improving quality, safety, and reliability of radiotherapy, resulting in the most accurate dose 

delivery to patients. 

Issues and Future Works 

The use of the current uncertainty model is limited to static segmental radiotherapies. 

However, IMRT delivery is made with dynamic MLC in some institutions. To enhance the 

generality of the model, it is necessary to expand the model for dynamic IMRT delivery. It is 

believed that, even if the radiation delivery techniques are different, the concept of SOU and 

NOU is still valid for uncertainty prediction. Therefore, if a method of quantification of dynamic 

MLC movement is presented, the model can be effectively modified for the dynamic IMRT. 

The model was validated with the relatively small amount of spatial displacement of the 

static phantom studies assuming the model parameters obeyed the Gaussian distribution. In some 

clinical cases, patient motions are significantly sizable and do not simply follow the Gaussian 

distribution. To establish a universal uncertainty model, it needs to be tested for a moving object 

with a fair amount of displacement during a simulated treatment.  
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In general, the margin recipe based on the quantified spatial displacement applies the same 

safety margin to CTV for all directions to define PTV.16, 26, 61-66 As demonstrated in this study, 

however, the local uncertainty of dose distribution is not identical as assumed in the margin 

recipe but space-dependent. A priori knowledge of potential uncertainties in the form of an 

uncertainty map in conjunction with conventional dose distributions is likely to change the way 

we evaluate treatment plans and analyze outcome and toxicity data in the future. The current 

paradigm of evaluating dose-volume relationships for PTV and planning organs at risk volume 

(PRV) will be replaced with dose-volume relationships for CTV and OAR. The uncertainty 

bound on dose distribution (with a pre-defined confidence interval) will, for the first time, 

provide an accurate estimate of dose delivered to clinical targets and critical structures. We can 

do away with margin recipes and focus on treatment planning and delivery uncertainties, the 

knowledge of which is going to come from the evolution of imaging and image-guidance 

technologies. 

The three-beam study shown in Figure 3-6 demonstrated that the amount of dose 

uncertainty in IMRT delivery strongly correlated to the sequence of subfields. Therefore, the 

integration of an uncertainty model into a leaf sequencing of IMRT optimization can ultimately 

minimize uncertainty in IMRT delivery.  
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATIONS OF SPACE-ORIENTED DOSE UNCERTAINTY AND NON-SPACE-

ORIENTED DOSE UNCERTAINTY  

Derivation of Space-Oriented Dose Uncertainty (SOU) 

Generalized Functional Form of SOU 

The expected distribution of the calculated dose, ( )(rDcal ), by known random spatial 

displacements can be approximated by a convolution of the static dose distribution with a 

probability distribution function (PDF). 

    ')'()'()( drrrNrDrD calcal ∫ −×= ,                                                                       (A-1) 

where N is the PDF describing a random spatial distribution (
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convolution-based method is extended to compute the standard deviation of the mean expected 

dose distribution.113 Hence, the standard deviation in dose σD is given: 

')'()]()'([)( 2 drrrNrDrDr calcalD ∫ −×−=σ .                                                         (A-2) 

This approach is further extended to consider systematic errors. When there is systematic 

deviation Σr, the value r of the PDF is replaced with (r+Σr). Any spatial displacement of each 

degree of freedom (DOF) in the radiation delivery process is taken into account to compute the 

SOU. The amount of spatial displacement is converted to the fixed coordinate system as shown 

in Figure 4-1 and convolved with the static dose distribution to obtain the corresponding dose 

uncertainty. In detail, considering both translation and rotation PDFs (Ntrans and Nrot) of the 

treatment machine and the patient, the predicted average dose for a subfield (or segment) is: 
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where θx is pitch (a rotation about the x-axis), θy is roll (a rotation about the y-axis and a gantry 

rotation), θz is yaw (a rotation about the z-axis and a table rotation), θb is collimator angle, and 

the vector r is expressed in the orthogonal coordinate system (x, y, z) for translation. However, it 

is transformed to cylindrical coordinates for rotational convolution. From Equation A-2, the SOU 

is given: 
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The detailed description of parameters for translational and rotational displacement is presented 

in the following sections.  

Translational Displacement Parameters 

If all systematic and random errors of the translation are included for convolution, the 

normal distribution of independent deviations in translation is given by: 
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where Σx, Σy, and Σz are systematic errors along the x-, y-, and z-axes and σx, σy, and σz are the 

SDs of the distributions in the directions. The systematic errors are linear summation of 

systematic deviations from all error sources along the same direction and the random deviations 

are the quadratic combination of the SDs. The uncertainty sources during treatment delivery are 

both the treatment machine and the patient. The error sources from patients are further 

categorized into two parts: external setup and internal organ motion. The systematic and random 
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errors for translation are defined as ∑=
I

i
iDOFDOF )(ΣΣ  and ∑=

I

i
iDOFDOF

2
)(σσ respectively, 

where the subscription DOF is x, y, or z for error sources i through I, I being the total number of 

error sources of the DOF. When θg=θb=0, for instance, the errors in the x direction consist of 

deviations in field size by the collimators, MLC, external setup, and internal organ motion 

(subscribed by ‘x,field’, ‘x,MLC’, ‘x,ext’, and ‘x,int’, respectively); therefore, the systematic and 

random errors are int,,,, xextxMLCxfieldxx ΣΣΣΣΣ −−+=  and 

2
int,

2
,

2
,

2
, xextxMLCxfieldxx σσσσσ +++= , respectively. Note that signs of systematic errors of a 

patient are opposite to those of a machine. The patient motion counteracts the machine offset, if 

both movements are in the same direction. In addition, the error sources are not limited to those 

stated above. If there are more uncertainty sources, their errors can be combined by linear and 

quadratic summation in the corresponding manner. In the z direction, a distance from the source 

to a plane of interest (SPD; source-to-plane distance) is considered. If we take beam divergence 

into account, (μ·Σx,field), (μ·Σy,field), (μ·Σx,MLC) and (μ·Σy,MLC) instead of Σx,field, Σy,field, Σx,MLC and 

Σy,MLC are used, where μ is a scaling factor calculated by dividing the SPD by a source-to-axis 

distance (SAD). The divergence effect similarly applies to random errors σx,field, σy,field, σ x,MLC, 

and σ y,MLC.  

If the gantry and the collimator are rotated by θg and θb respectively, systematic and 

random errors associated with the linac should be converted into the fixed coordinate system. 

When coordinate conversion is needed for translation, the mean gantry angle value gθ  and the 

mean angle of beam limiting device (principally collimator) bθ  are used for transformation 

matrices. A new coordinate system (u, v, w) which is the rotated fixed coordinate system by the 

angles of θg and θb is defined as illustrated in Figure A-1. 
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A matrix for rotations about an arbitrary vector (k, m, n) in the fixed coordinate system by 

the collimator angle bθ  (clockwise) is: 
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And, if the gantry is rotated by gθ  in a clockwise direction when looking towards the isocenter, a 

rotation matrix is given by: 
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A direction vector of the z-axis in the fixed system is uz=(0, 0, 1). When the vector uz is rotated 

by angle gθ , it makes a new axis w which is given by:  
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When w denotes the rotational axis vector of the collimator (k, m, n), then m=0, k2+m2+n2=1, and 

the matrix Rb can be rewritten as: 
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Now, translational systematic displacement at the angles of gθ  and bθ  of the treatment machine, 

),,( wvu ΣΣΣ  can be converted into the fixed coordinate system as )',','( zyx ΣΣΣ  using the 

matrices Rg and Rb: 
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The random errors are converted in the same manner. The absolute values of )',','( zyx σσσ  will 

be used for the SDs. This conversion with angles is only applied to the translational errors of the 

treatment machine and is independent of patient motion.  

Rotational Displacement Parameters 

In order to be able to handle rotational displacement, the input dose matrix D(x, y, z) is 

transformed into cylindrical coordinates D(ρ, θ, a), where ρ is the radial coordinate, θ refers to 

the azimuthal coordinate, and a is the rotation axis (x, y, or z). The angular convolution is thus 

given: 

')'(),',(),,( θθθθρθρ dNADAD −×= ∫                                                                 (A-11)  

and 
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=− eN . Σθ and σθ are the systematic error and the random error of the 

angle, respectively. Table A-1 summarizes the normal distributions, systematic errors, and 

random errors for the rotational DOFs. The gantry angle and the patient couch angle are 

analogous to roll and yaw, respectively. The collimator angle is regarded as an independent 

variable because it is not incorporated with the other angles. 
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Derivation of Non-Space-Oreinted Dose Uncertainty (NOU) 

NOU is mainly caused by a monitor chamber, a detector during commissioning, and 

quantum behavior of radiation in patient. In Chapter 3, it is assumed that an expected SD of 

calculation dose Dcal (σD) is proportional to calD . Dcal is proportional to the monitor unit 

delivered (MUcal), and thus σD is proportional to calMU . A relative SD of dose σrel (=σD/Dcal) is 

inversely proportional to σD (i.e., calD ) Supposing σrel·σD (=σD
2/Dcal) is constant and σrel,o is a 

known relative SD with MUo, σrel is given by:  
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Thus, the non-spatial dose deviation )(rNσ  (probable dose error at a point r) between dose 

calculation and delivery in a static condition is assumed:  
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Providing that the spatial displacement is taken into account in an actual delivery situation, NOU 

is given by:    
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Table A-1.  Summary of normal distributions, systematic errors, random errors, and transformed 
coordinate systems for the rotational degrees of freedom (DOFs). 

DOF Normal distribution for 
convolution 

Systematic error Random error Transformed 
coordinate 
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† yz stands for the yz plane. It is applied for the other subscriptions for the radial coordinates. ‡ It is valid 
only if the treatment is isocentric, so the couch rotation is about z-axis. 
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Figure A-1.  Fixed coordinated system (x, y, z) is rotated by θg and θb and converted to a new 
coordinate (u, v, w). 
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APPENDIX B 
FLOWCHART AND SOURCE PROGRAMS OF UNCERTAINTY COMPUTATION 

The commercially available TPS, Pinnacle3, was used for dose calculation using a 

calculation grid size of 2 × 2 × 2 mm3 and it was exported to an independent computing resource 

as Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG)-formatted files. Then, it was interpolated to a 1 

× 1 × 1 mm3 voxel size using bilinear and spline interpolation methods and convolved with 

rotational and translational PDFs to compute 3-D dose uncertainty maps. The main programs 

were written in MATLAB. To accelerate the convolution computation some subroutine codes 

were written in C and complied into a shared library called a MEX-file, executable from within 

MATLAB. The flowchart of the entire process (Figure B-1) and MATLAB source codes are as 

follows.  

 
Figure B-1.  Flowchart of dose uncertainty computation. 

 

3-D dose calculation using Pinnacle3 (2 × 2 × 2 mm3 calculation grid size) 

MATLAB Source Code B1: Reconstruction of RTOG-formatted dose distribution to 3-D dose 
distribution

MATLAB Source Code B3: 3-D dose uncertainty computation 
[Subroutines] 
Subroutine Code B3-1: Calculation of inherent dose uncertainty (MATLAB function) 
Subroutine Code B3-2: Convolution for gantry and collimator rotation (C source format; complied 

into a shared library called a MEX-file, executable from within MATLAB) 
Subroutine Code B3-3: Convolution for pitch (C source format) 
Subroutine Code B3-4: Convolution for roll (C source format) 
Subroutine Code B3-5: Convolution for yaw (C source format) 

Exporting the calculation to MATLAB computing resources (RTOG format) 

MATLAB Source Code B2: Interpolation of 3-D dose distribution to the 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 voxel 
size using bilinear and spline interpolation methods 
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[MATLAB Source Code B1] Reconstruction of RTOG-formatted dose distribution to 3-D dose 
distribution 
 
% CODE DESCRIPTION 
%    This is a MATLAB Code for reconstruction of 3-D dose matrix from  
%    a RTOG-formatted file of Pinnacle for a subfield. All specific 
%    numbers in this code are presented as an example. 
 
% Reading a RTOG-formatted file of dose distribution %%%%%%%%%%%% 
[filename filepath]=uigetfile('*.dose', 'Open a dose distribution file') 
    % File extention name for RTOG dose distribution should be '.dose' 
fid=fopen([filepath filename]);    % To open the dose file 
temp=fread(fid);                          % To read binary data from the file 
index=find(temp==10);               % To find indices of RETURN key of the binary data 
group_index=ceil(dx*dz/6);        % Size of one axial slice of dose matrix 
fclose all;                                      % To close the file 
 
% MU delivered for a subfield %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
MU_delivered=5; % 5 is offered as an example 
 
% Size of 3-D dose matrix (numbers are presented as an example) %%%%%%% 
dx=94;   % length of x axis in 2 mm grid spacing / Lateral (LAT) 
dz=120;  % length of z axis in 2 mm grid spacing / Anterior-Posterior (AP) 
dy=63;   % length of y axis in 2 mm grid spacing / Superior-Inferior (SI) 
 
% Reconstruction of dose matrix from 6-column RTOG formatted dose distribution %%% 
for i=0:dy-1   % Index of i-th dose map 
    % Conversion from binary data to the i-th dose map 
    dose_char=char(temp(index(3+(group_index+2)*i)+1:index(3+group_index+(group_index+2)*i)-1)');         
     
     % An index group for the i-th dose map 
    index_temp=find( temp (index(3+(group_index+2)*i)+1:index(3+group_index+(group_index+2)*i)-1)==10);      
     
        % Conversion from string to number array of the i-th dose map of (group_index-1) 
    dose=str2num(dose_char(1:index_temp(group_index-1)-1)); 
     
    % Reconstruction from (group_index-1)-by-6 to 1-by-((group_index-1)*6) array 
    dose_temp=reshape(dose', 1, (group_index-1)*6); 
     
    % From string to number array of remainder (length of dose2: 1~5) 
    dose2=str2num(dose_char(index_temp(group_index-1)+1:end)); 
     
    % Combining 'dose' with 'dose2' to make the i-th full dose array 
    dose_temp=[dose_temp dose2]; 
     
    % Reconstruction from 1-by-(dx*dz) array to dx-by-dz array 
    dose_3D_temp(1:dx, 1:dz, 1, i+1)=reshape(dose_temp*MU_delivered, dx, dz);  
     
    clear dose_temp dose2 dose        % clear variables to save memory 
end 
clear dose_char index index_temp temp % clear variables to save memory 
 
% Conversion for standing axial view %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
dose_3D(1:dz,1:dx,:,1:dy)=0; % Matrix creation of 3-D dose distribution 
for i=1:dy 
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    dose_3D(:,:,:,i)=imrotate(flipud(dose_3D_temp(:,:,i)),-90);  
end 
% The dose distribution is actually 4-D for 'montage' display. 
 
eval([filename(1:end-9) '=dose_3D;']); % Replacement of 'dose_3D' with the input file name 
eval(['save ' filename(1:end-9) ' ' filename(1:end-9)]) % To save 3-D dose distribution 
 
[MATLAB Source Code B2] Interpolation of 3-D dose distribution to the 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 voxel 
size using bilinear and spline interpolation methods 
 
% CODE DESCRIPTION 
%    This is a MATLAB Code for reconstruction of 3-D dose matrix from 
%    a RTOG-formatted file of Pinnacle for a subfield. All specific 
%    numbers in this code are presented as an example.  
 
% Opening the 3-D dose distribution from the previous step %%%%%%%%%%%% 
[filename filepath]=uigetfile('*.mat', 'Open a 3-D dose distribution file') 
eval(['load(''' filename(1:end-4) ''')'])  % filename(1:end-4)=3-D dose distribution 
eval(['dose_3D=squeeze(' filename(1:end-4)) ');']); 
 
% Size of 3-D dose matrix (numbers are presented as an example) %%%%%%% 
dx=94;   % length of x axis in 2 mm grid spacing / Lateral 
dz=120;  % length of z axis in 2 mm grid spacing / Anterior-Posterior 
dy=63;   % length of y axis in 2 mm grid spacing / Superior-Inferior 
 
% Range of y-axis coordinate (length=dy(63); 2 mm grid space) %%%%%%% 
dose_y_coord=20.9:.2:33.3; 
% Range of y-axis coordinate for interpolation (1 mm grid space) %%%%%%% 
dose_y_coord_1mm=20.9:.1:33.4;  
 
temp=zeros(dz*2, dx*2, dy);   % Temporary matrix for 2-D interpolation 
Dose_interp=zeros(dz*2, dx*2, 1, dy*2); % Matrix for 3-D interpolation 
 
% Bilinear interpolation of 2-D axial dose map %%%%%%% 
for i=1:dy 
    temp(:,:,i)=imresize(dose_3D(:,:,i), 2, 'bilinear'); 
end 
 
% Spline interpolation for axial direction (y) %%%%%%% 
for j=1:dz*2 
    for k=1:dx*2 
        dose_2D_temp=squeeze(temp(j,k,:)); 
        dose_2D=interp1(dose_y_coord, dose_2D_temp, dose_y_coord_1mm, 'spline'); 
        Dose_interp(j,k,:,:)=round(dose_2D*10)/10; 
    end 
end 
 
Dose_interp(Dose_interp<0)=0; % Eliminating negative doses 
eval([filename(1:end-4) '_1mm=Dose_interp;']); % Replacement of 'Dose_interp' with 'filename(1:end-4)_1mm' 
eval(['save ' filename(1:end-4) '_1mm ' filename(1:end-4) '_1mm']); 
% To save the 3-D dose distribution interpolated with 1 mm*1 mm*1 mm voxel size
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[MATLAB Source Code B3] 3-D dose uncertainty computation 
 
% CODE DESCRIPTION 
%    This is a MATLAB Code for uncertainty calculation using uncertainty 
%    model. All specific numbers in this code are presented as an example. To run this code,  
%    all dose distributions of the subfields for a gantry angle should be in the  
%    same folder and a sub-folder for saving data (named as ‘Uncertainty’) must be made. 
% 
% Subroutines 
%  (1) Calculation_of_IU.m / For inherent uncertainty calculation 
%  (2) mex_SOU_gantry_collimator_rotation_pen.dll / For convolution of collimator rotation 
%  (3) mex_SOU_pitch_conv_pen.dll / For convolution of pitch 
%  (4) mex_SOU_roll_conv_pen.dll / For convolution of roll 
%  (5) mex_SOU_yaw_conv_pen.dll / For convolution of yaw 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Input parameters 
 
% Angle bin size for rotation convolution 
angle_bin=.5;    % in degree / 100 mm (distance from CAX) * .5 degree = 0.8726 mm 
spatial_diff=1;   % in mm; for Igrid calculation in inherent uncertainty 
 
% NOU calculation / Ion chamber measurement - see Equation (4-9) 
MU=257;            % cGy 
s_rel_o=0.0005;  % 0.05% 
s_output=0;         % Output consistancy 
 
% MU delivered for subfields  
% In this example gantry angle, 9 subfields are delivered. 
MU_delivered=[10.42 6.93 3.40 3.39 10.40 3.39 3.60 4.49 2.98]; 
 
% Input parameters for translation and rotation PDFs 
gantry_angle_sys=0;          % degree / Systematic error of gantry angle 
gantry_angle_rand=0;        % degree / Random error of gantry angle 
collimator_angle_sys=0;    % degree / Systematic error of collimator angle 
collimator_angle_rand=0;  % degree / Random error of collimator angle 
table_angle_sys=0;            % degree / Systematic error of couch angle 
table_angle_rand=0;          % degree / Random error of couch angle 
MLC_sys=0;                      % mm / Systematic error of MLC 
MLC_rand=0.5;                  % mm / Random error of MLC 
machine_x_sys=0.5;          % mm / Systematic error of x jaw 
machine_x_rand=0.4;        % mm / Random error of x jaw 
machine_y_sys=0.4;          % mm / Systematic error of y jaw 
machine_y_rand=0.4;        % mm / Random error of y jaw 
machine_z_sys=0.4;          % mm / Systematic error of z (SPD) 
machine_z_rand=1;            % mm / Random error of z (SPD) 
mean_gantry_angle=335;   % degree / Mean gantry angle 
mean_collimator_angle=0; % degree / Mean collimator angle 
external_pitch_sys=1.1;     % degree / Systematic error of pitch (setup) 
external_pitch_rand=1.4;   % degree / Random error of pitch (setup) 
external_roll_sys=0.7;       % degree / Systematic error of roll (setup) 
external_roll_rand=1.5;     % degree / Random error of roll (setup) 
external_yaw_sys=1.1;      % degree / Systematic error of yaw (setup) 
external_yaw_rand=1.7;    % degree / Random error of yaw (setup) 
external_x_sys=0.8;          % mm / Systematic error of x; LAT (setup) 
external_x_rand=1.4;        % mm / Random error of x; LAT (setup) 
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external_y_sys=0.9;          % mm / Systematic error of y; SI (setup) 
external_y_rand=1.9;        % mm / Random error of y; SI (setup) 
external_z_sys=0.7;          % mm / Systematic error of z; AP (setup) 
external_z_rand=1.2;        % mm / Random error of z; AP (setup) 
internal_pitch_sys=0;       % degree / Systematic error of pitch (organ motion) 
internal_pitch_rand=0;     % degree / Random error of pitch (organ motion) 
internal_roll_sys=0;         % degree / Systematic error of roll (organ motion) 
internal_roll_rand=0;       % degree / Random error of roll (organ motion) 
internal_yaw_sys=0;        % degree / Systematic error of yaw (organ motion) 
internal_yaw_rand=0;      % degree / Random error of yaw (organ motion) 
internal_x_sys=0;            % mm / Systematic error of x; LAT (organ motion) 
internal_x_rand=0;          % mm / Random error of x; LAT (organ motion) 
internal_y_sys=0;            % mm / Systematic error of y; SI (organ motion) 
internal_y_rand=0;          % mm / Random error of y; SI (organ motion) 
internal_z_sys=0;            % mm / Systematic error of z; AP (organ motion) 
internal_z_rand=0;          % mm / Random error of z; AP (organ motion) 
 
% Origin of dose distribuiton from Pinnacle (Dose Grid menu of Beam) in mm 
Slice_origin_X=-93; 
Slice_origin_Y=209; 
Slice_origin_Z=-642; 
 
% Location of isocenter from Pinnacle (POI) in mm 
Isocenter_X=-21; 
Isocenter_Y=245; 
Isocenter_Z=-524; 
ISO=[Isocenter_X Isocenter_Z Isocenter_Y];  
 
% Dose matrix size = 240 (z size) x 188 (x size) x 126(y size) 
 
% Patient-specific data 
X_range=[-93, 95];    % slice origin - slice end = # of X slices, X1<X2 
                      % [LAT slice origin, LAT slice origin+x size 1mm] 
Z_range=[-402, -642]; % slice origin - slice end = # of Z slices, Z1>Z2 
                      % [AP slice origin, AP slice origin+z size 1mm] 
Y_range=[209, 335];   % slice origin - slice end = # of Y slices, Y1<Y2 
                      % [SI slice origin, SI slice origin+y size 1mm] 
 
% Coordinate conversion with U, V, and W axes (See Appendix A) 
u_sys=machine_x_sys+MLC_sys; 
v_sys=machine_y_sys; 
w_sys=machine_z_sys; 
 
u_rand=sqrt(machine_x_rand^2+MLC_rand^2); 
v_rand=machine_y_rand; 
w_rand=machine_z_rand; 
 
% cos and sin value for gantry and collimator angles (see Equation (A-8) and (A-9)) 
k=sin(mean_gantry_angle*pi/180); 
n=cos(mean_gantry_angle*pi/180); 
bs=sin(mean_collimator_angle*pi/180); 
bc=cos(mean_collimator_angle*pi/180); 
 
% Inverse Matrices 
Rg_inv=[n 0 -k; 0 1 0; k 0 n];     % inverse matrix for gantry rotation (see Equation (A-7)) 
Rb_inv=[k^2+n^2*bc -n*bs k*n*(1-bc); n*bs bc -k*bs; k*n*(1-bc) k*bs n^2+k^2*bc];  
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                                                    % inverse matrix for collimator rotation (see Equation (A-9)) 
machine_re_sys=Rg_inv*Rb_inv*[u_sys; v_sys; w_sys];       % See Equation (A-10) 
machine_re_rand=Rg_inv*Rb_inv*[u_rand; v_rand; w_rand];   % See Equation (A-10) 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Systematic and Random errors for translation 
x_sys_total=machine_re_sys(1)-external_x_sys-internal_x_sys; 
y_sys_total=machine_re_sys(2)-external_y_sys-internal_y_sys; 
z_sys_total=machine_re_sys(3)-external_z_sys-internal_z_sys; 
 
x_rand_total=sqrt(machine_re_rand(1)^2+external_x_rand^2+internal_x_rand^2); 
y_rand_total=sqrt(machine_re_rand(2)^2+external_y_rand^2+internal_y_rand^2); 
z_rand_total=sqrt(machine_re_rand(3)^2+external_z_rand^2+internal_z_rand^2); 
 
% Angles for PDFs (see Table A-1) 
% Total Pitch 
pitch_sys=-external_pitch_sys-internal_pitch_sys;                                                      % Systematic 
pitch_rand=sqrt(external_pitch_rand.^2+internal_pitch_rand.^2);                              % Random 
% Total Roll 
roll_sys=gantry_angle_sys-external_roll_sys-internal_roll_sys;                                  % Systematic 
roll_rand=sqrt(gantry_angle_rand^2+external_roll_rand^2+internal_roll_rand^2);    % Random 
% Total Yaw 
yaw_sys=table_angle_sys-external_yaw_sys-internal_yaw_sys;                                  % Systematic 
yaw_rand=sqrt(table_angle_rand^2+external_yaw_rand^2+internal_yaw_rand^2);    % Random 
 
% End of input parameters 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
% Reading a folder containing dose distributions of subfields 
cd_name=cd; 
it=dir; 
it_size=length(it); 
 
index_for_save=1; % Index for save / 1 for the first file; 0 for the others 
 
for ind=3:it_size 
    % The file name of dose distributions: ?????????_1mm.mat 
    if length(it(ind).name)>7 & it(ind).name(end-2:end)=='mat' & it(ind).name(end-6:end-4)=='1mm'  
         
        % Loading the dose distributions 
        load(it(ind).name(1:end-4)) 
        eval(['dose_dist_4D=' it(ind).name(1:end-4) ';']) 
        clear(it(ind).name(1:end-4)) 
 
        % Size of matrix (viewing from inferior) 
        [z_ap x_lat dummy y_si]=size(dose_dist_4D); 
 
        dose_in=squeeze(dose_dist_4D);     % Calculated dose for convolution input (Dcal; Equation (4-6)) 
 
        % Subroutine 1: "Calculation_of_IU.m" for calculation of inherent uncertainty 
        dose_in_IU=Calculation_of_IU(dose_dist_4D, ISO, mean_gantry_angle, X_range, Y_range, Z_range); 
         
        dose_cal=dose_in;                            % Dcal in Equation (4-6) 
        dose_out=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);   % Mean Dcal in Equation (4-6) 
        clear dose_dist_4D 
        dose_cal_IU=dose_in_IU;                % I; Inherent dose uncertainty in Equation (4-10) 
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        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % Convolution starts here. 
        % Order:  Rotation -> Translation 
 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % 1st Convoultion for mean calculation (Dcal bar in Equation (4-6)) 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % Rotational convolution 
        % 1. Collimator angle convolution 
        if collimator_angle_rand~=0 
             
            % Angular PDF for collimator convolution 
            sigma=collimator_angle_rand/angle_bin;     % degree / SD of PDF 
            f_size=round(sigma*4);                     % Range of PDF; plus minus 4 sigmas (99.993%) 
            s=(-f_size+round(collimator_angle_sys/angle_bin): ... 
                f_size+round(collimator_angle_sys/angle_bin));   % Systemic error shift 
            f=normpdf(s, collimator_angle_sys/angle_bin, sigma); % Gaussian distribution 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
            % Rotation of z axis in the fixed coordinate system (see Equation (A-7)) 
            z_axis=[0; 0; 1]; 
            Rg=[cos(mean_gantry_angle*pi/180) 0 sin(mean_gantry_angle*pi/180);  
                0 1 0;                      
                -sin(mean_gantry_angle*pi/180) 0 cos(mean_gantry_angle*pi/180)]; 
            Zc=Rg*z_axis; % Rotation of z_axis about y axis 
 
            % Convolution for gantry & collimator rotation 
            % Subroutine 2: "mex_SOU_gantry_collimator_rotation_with_pen.dll" 
            [dose_out, dose_out_IU]=mex_SOU_gantry_collimator_rotation_with_pen(dose_in, dose_in_IU, f, Zc, ... 
                Slice_origin_X, Slice_origin_Y, Slice_origin_Z, ... 
                Isocenter_X, Isocenter_Y, Isocenter_Z, ... 
                collimator_angle_sys, angle_bin); 
 
            % Substitution of matrices for inputs of the next convolution 
            dose_in=dose_out; 
            dose_out=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si); 
            dose_in_IU=dose_out_IU; 
            dose_out_IU=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si); 
        end 
        % End of convolution for collimator angle %%%%%%%%%%% 
             
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % 2. Pitch convolution 
        if pitch_rand~=0 
 
            % Angular PDF for pitch convolution 
            sigma=pitch_rand/angle_bin;                       % degree / SD of PDF 
            f_size=round(sigma*4);                                % Range of PDF; plus minus 4 sigmas (99.993%) 
            s=(-f_size+round(pitch_sys/angle_bin): ... 
                f_size+round(pitch_sys/angle_bin));       % Systemic error shift 
            f=normpdf(s, pitch_sys/angle_bin, sigma);  % Gaussian distribution 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
            % Convolution for pitch 
            % Subroutine 3: "mex_SOU_pitch_conv_with_pen.dll" 
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            [dose_out, dose_out_IU]=mex_SOU_pitch_conv_with_pen(dose_in, dose_in_IU, f, ... 
                Slice_origin_Y, Slice_origin_Z, ... 
                Isocenter_Y, Isocenter_Z, ... 
                pitch_sys, angle_bin); 
 
            % Substitution of matrices for inputs of the next convolution 
            dose_in=dose_out; 
            dose_out=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si); 
            dose_in_IU=dose_out_IU; 
            dose_out_IU=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si); 
        end 
        % End of convolution for pitch %%%%%%%%%%% 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % 3. Roll convolution 
        if roll_rand~=0 
 
            % Angular PDF for roll convolution 
            sigma=roll_rand/angle_bin;                        % degree / SD of PDF 
            f_size=round(sigma*4);                              % Range of PDF; plus minus 4 sigmas (99.993%) 
            s=(-f_size+round(roll_sys/angle_bin): ... 
                f_size+round(roll_sys/angle_bin));         % Systemic error shift 
            f=normpdf(s, roll_sys/angle_bin, sigma);  % Gaussian distribution 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
            % Convolution for roll 
            % Subroutine 4: "mex_SOU_roll_conv_with_pen.dll" 
            [dose_out, dose_out_IU]=mex_SOU_roll_conv_with_pen(dose_in, dose_in_IU, f, ... 
                Slice_origin_X, Slice_origin_Z, ... 
                Isocenter_X, Isocenter_Z, ... 
                roll_sys, angle_bin); 
 
            % Substitution of matrices for inputs of the next convolution 
            dose_in=dose_out; 
            dose_out=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si); 
            dose_in_IU=dose_out_IU; 
            dose_out_IU=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);             
        end 
        % End of convolution for roll %%%%%%%%%%% 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % 4. Yaw convolution 
        if yaw_rand~=0 
 
            % Angular PDF for yaw convolution 
            sigma=yaw_rand/angle_bin;                           % degree / SD of PDF 
            f_size=round(sigma*4);                                  % Range of PDF; plus minus 4 sigmas (99.993%) 
            s=(-f_size+round(yaw_sys/angle_bin): ... 
                f_size+round(yaw_sys/angle_bin));            % Systemic error shift 
            f=normpdf(s, yaw_sys/angle_bin, sigma);      % Gaussian distribution 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
            % Convolution for yaw 
            % Subroutine 5: "mex_SOU_yaw_conv_with_pen.dll"             
            [dose_out, dose_out_IU]=mex_SOU_yaw_conv_with_pen(dose_in, dose_in_IU, f, ... 
                Slice_origin_X, Slice_origin_Y, ... 
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                Isocenter_X, Isocenter_Y, ... 
                yaw_sys, angle_bin); 
             
            % Substitution of matrices for inputs of the next convolution                 
            dose_in=dose_out; 
            dose_out=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);        
            dose_in_IU=dose_out_IU; 
            dose_out_IU=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);               
        end 
        % End of convolution for yaw %%%%%%%%%%% 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % 5. Translation convolution 
        % Range of translation PDFs; plus minus 4 sigmas (99.993%) 
        f_size_x=round(x_rand_total*4)+abs(round(x_sys_total)); 
        f_size_y=round(y_rand_total*4)+abs(round(y_sys_total)); 
        f_size_z=round(z_rand_total*4)+abs(round(z_sys_total)); 
 
        dist_x=-f_size_x:f_size_x; 
        dist_y=-f_size_y:f_size_y; 
        dist_z=-f_size_z:f_size_z; 
         
        % PDFs for translation; Gaussian distribution 
        px=normpdf(dist_x, -x_sys_total, x_rand_total); 
        py=normpdf(dist_y, -y_sys_total, y_rand_total); 
        pz=normpdf(dist_z, z_sys_total, z_rand_total); 
 
        len_x=length(dist_x); 
        len_y=length(dist_y); 
        len_z=length(dist_z); 
 
        sum_px=sum(px); 
        sum_py=sum(py); 
        sum_pz=sum(pz); 
 
        % Normalization of PDFs 
        px=px/sum_px; 
        py=py/sum_py; 
        pz=pz/sum_pz;         
 
        % Convolution order: Z -> X -> Y 
        if z_rand_total~=0 
            for j=1:x_lat 
                for k=1:y_si 
                    dose_out(:,j,k)=conv2(squeeze(dose_in(:,j,k))', pz, 'same')'; 
                    dose_out_IU(:,j,k)=conv2(squeeze(dose_in_IU(:,j,k))', pz, 'same')'; 
                end 
            end 
            dose_in=dose_out; 
            dose_out=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);          
            dose_in_IU=dose_out_IU; 
            dose_out_IU=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);               
        end      
               
        if x_rand_total~=0 
            for i=1:z_ap 
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                for k=1:y_si 
                    dose_out(i,:,k)=conv2(squeeze(dose_in(i,:,k)), px, 'same'); 
                    dose_out_IU(i,:,k)=conv2(squeeze(dose_in_IU(i,:,k)), px, 'same'); 
                end 
            end 
            dose_in=dose_out; 
            dose_out=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);             
            dose_in_IU=dose_out_IU; 
            dose_out_IU=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);               
        end        
         
        if y_rand_total~=0 
            for i=1:z_ap 
                for j=1:x_lat 
                    dose_out(i,j,:)=conv2(squeeze(dose_in(i,j,:))', py, 'same')'; 
                    dose_out_IU(i,j,:)=conv2(squeeze(dose_in_IU(i,j,:))', py, 'same')'; 
                end 
            end 
            dose_in=dose_out; 
            dose_in_IU=dose_out_IU; 
            clear dose_out dose_out_IU 
        end 
        %End of translation convolution %%%%%%%%%%% 
         
        mean_dose=dose_in;                  % Mean Dcal 
        mean_dose_IU=dose_in_IU;      % Mean I 
        %End of 1st convolution %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % 2nd Convoultion for SOU (Dcal bar in Equation (4-8)) 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        dose_in=dose_cal.^2;                  % input for SOU 
        dose_in_IU=dose_cal_IU.^2;      % input for SOU of I 
        clear dose_cal_IU dose_cal         
 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % Rotational convolution 
        % 1. Collimator angle convolution 
        if collimator_angle_rand~=0 
             
            % Angular PDF for collimator convolution 
            sigma=collimator_angle_rand/angle_bin;                       % degree / SD of PDF 
            f_size=round(sigma*4);                                                   % Range of PDF; plus minus 4 sigmas (99.993%) 
            s=(-f_size+round(collimator_angle_sys/angle_bin): ... 
                f_size+round(collimator_angle_sys/angle_bin));        % Systemic error shift 
            f=normpdf(s, collimator_angle_sys/angle_bin, sigma);  % Gaussian distribution 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
            % Rotation of z axis in the fixed coordinate system (see Equation (A-7)) 
            z_axis=[0; 0; 1]; 
            Rg=[cos(mean_gantry_angle*pi/180) 0 sin(mean_gantry_angle*pi/180);  
                0 1 0;                      
                -sin(mean_gantry_angle*pi/180) 0 cos(mean_gantry_angle*pi/180)]; 
            Zc=Rg*z_axis; % Rotation of z_axis about y axis 
 
            % Convolution for gantry & collimator rotation 
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            % Subroutine 2: "mex_SOU_gantry_collimator_rotation_with_pen.dll" 
            [SOU_var, SOU_var_IU]=mex_SOU_gantry_collimator_rotation_with_pen(dose_in, dose_in_IU, f, Zc, ... 
                Slice_origin_X, Slice_origin_Y, Slice_origin_Z, ... 
                Isocenter_X, Isocenter_Y, Isocenter_Z, ... 
                collimator_angle_sys, angle_bin); 
 
            % Substitution of matrices for inputs of the next convolution 
            dose_in=SOU_var; 
            SOU_var=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si); 
            dose_in_IU=SOU_var_IU; 
            SOU_var_IU=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);             
        end 
        % End of convolution for collimator angle %%%%%%%%%%% 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % 2. Pitch convolution 
        if pitch_rand~=0 
 
            % Angular PDF for pitch convolution 
            sigma=pitch_rand/angle_bin;                          % degree / SD of PDF 
            f_size=round(sigma*4);                                  % Range of PDF; plus minus 4 sigmas (99.993%) 
            s=(-f_size+round(pitch_sys/angle_bin): ... 
                f_size+round(pitch_sys/angle_bin));          % Systemic error shift 
            f=normpdf(s, pitch_sys/angle_bin, sigma);    % Gaussian distribution 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
            % Convolution for pitch 
            % Subroutine 3: "mex_SOU_pitch_conv_with_pen.dll" 
            [SOU_var, SOU_var_IU]=mex_SOU_pitch_conv_with_pen(dose_in, dose_in_IU, f, ... 
                Slice_origin_Y, Slice_origin_Z, ... 
                Isocenter_Y, Isocenter_Z, ... 
                pitch_sys, angle_bin); 
 
            % Substitution of matrices for inputs of the next convolution 
            dose_in=SOU_var; 
            SOU_var=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si); 
            dose_in_IU=SOU_var_IU; 
            SOU_var_IU=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);             
        end 
        % End of convolution for pitch %%%%%%%%%%% 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % 3. Roll convolution 
        if roll_rand~=0 
             
            % Angular PDF for roll convolution 
            sigma=roll_rand/angle_bin;                          % degree / SD of PDF 
            f_size=round(sigma*4);                                % Range of PDF; plus minus 4 sigmas (99.993%) 
            s=(-f_size+round(roll_sys/angle_bin): ... 
                f_size+round(roll_sys/angle_bin));           % Systemic error shift 
            f=normpdf(s, roll_sys/angle_bin, sigma);     % Gaussian distribution 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
            % Convolution for roll 
            % Subroutine 4: "mex_SOU_roll_conv_with_pen.dll"             
            [SOU_var, SOU_var_IU]=mex_SOU_roll_conv_with_pen(dose_in, dose_in_IU, f, ... 
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                Slice_origin_X, Slice_origin_Z, ... 
                Isocenter_X, Isocenter_Z, ... 
                roll_sys, angle_bin); 
 
            % Substitution of matrices for inputs of the next convolution             
            dose_in=SOU_var; 
            SOU_var=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si); 
            dose_in_IU=SOU_var_IU; 
            SOU_var_IU=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);             
        end 
        % End of convolution for roll %%%%%%%%%%% 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % 4. Yaw convolution 
        if yaw_rand~=0 
 
            % Angular PDF for yaw convolution 
            sigma=yaw_rand/angle_bin;                         % degree / SD of PDF 
            f_size=round(sigma*4);                                % Range of PDF; plus minus 4 sigmas (99.993%) 
            s=(-f_size+round(yaw_sys/angle_bin): ... 
                f_size+round(yaw_sys/angle_bin));          % Systemic error shift 
            f=normpdf(s, yaw_sys/angle_bin, sigma);    % Gaussian distribution 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
            % Convolution for yaw 
            % Subroutine 5: "mex_SOU_yaw_conv_with_pen.dll"    
            [SOU_var, SOU_var_IU]=mex_SOU_yaw_conv_with_pen(dose_in, dose_in_IU, f, ...  
                Slice_origin_X, Slice_origin_Y, ... 
                Isocenter_X, Isocenter_Y, ... 
                yaw_sys, angle_bin); 
             
            % Substitution of matrices for inputs of the next convolution 
            dose_in=SOU_var; 
            SOU_var=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);             
            dose_in_IU=SOU_var_IU; 
            SOU_var_IU=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si); 
        end 
        % End of convolution for yaw %%%%%%%%%%% 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % 5. Translation convolution 
        % Range of translation PDFs; plus minus 4 sigmas (99.993%) 
        if z_rand_total~=0 
            for j=1:x_lat 
                for k=1:y_si 
                    SOU_var(:,j,k)=conv2(squeeze(dose_in(:,j,k))', pz, 'same')'; 
                    SOU_var_IU(:,j,k)=conv2(squeeze(dose_in_IU(:,j,k))', pz, 'same')';                     
                end 
            end 
            dose_in=SOU_var; 
            SOU_var=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si); 
 
            dose_in_IU=SOU_var_IU; 
            SOU_var_IU=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);             
         end   
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        if x_rand_total~=0 
            for i=1:z_ap 
                for k=1:y_si 
                    SOU_var(i,:,k)=conv2(squeeze(dose_in(i,:,k)), px, 'same');                     
                    SOU_var_IU(i,:,k)=conv2(squeeze(dose_in_IU(i,:,k)), px, 'same'); 
                end 
            end 
            dose_in=SOU_var; 
            SOU_var=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);             
             
            dose_in_IU=SOU_var_IU; 
            SOU_var_IU=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);             
        end        
 
        if y_rand_total~=0 
            for i=1:z_ap 
                for j=1:x_lat 
                    SOU_var(i,j,:)=conv2(squeeze(dose_in(i,j,:))', py, 'same')'; 
                    SOU_var_IU(i,j,:)=conv2(squeeze(dose_in_IU(i,j,:))', py, 'same')'; 
                end 
            end 
            dose_in=SOU_var; 
            SOU_var=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);   
             
            dose_in_IU=SOU_var_IU; 
            SOU_var_IU=zeros(z_ap, x_lat, y_si);             
        end 
        %End of translation convolution %%%%%%%%%%% 
 
        %End of 2nd convolution %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % Calculation of SOU and NOU 
        SOU_var=dose_in-mean_dose.^2; 
        NOU=s_rel_o^2*MU/MU_delivered(n_MU)*mean_dose.^2; 
        SOU_var_IU=dose_in_IU-mean_dose_IU.^2;         
        clear dose_in dose_in_IU         
 
        % Calculation of mean Dcal, mean I, and total sigma 
        if index_for_save==1  % for the first subfield 
            total_mean_dose=mean_dose; 
            total_mean_dose_IU=mean_dose_IU;   
            total_uncertainty=(sqrt(SOU_var+NOU+SOU_var_IU)+s_output*mean_dose).^2; % Equation (4-12) 
            index_for_save=0; 
            f_name=it(ind).name(1:4); 
        else         % for the other subfields other than the 1st subfield 
            total_mean_dose=total_mean_dose+mean_dose; 
            total_mean_dose_IU=total_mean_dose_IU+mean_dose_IU; 
            total_uncertainty=total_uncertainty+ ... 
                (sqrt(SOU_var+NOU+SOU_var_IU)+s_output*mean_dose).^2;  % Equation (4-12) 
        end 
        clear SOU_var NOU mean_dose mean_dose_IU SOU_var_IU  
    end    
     
    % Saving mean Dcal, mean I, and total sigma 
    if ind==it_size 
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        % Saved in the pre-made sub-folder "Uncertainty" 
        cd([cd_name '\Uncertainty']);  
 
        eval([f_name '_total_UD=sqrt(total_uncertainty);']); 
        eval(['save ' f_name '_total_UD ' f_name '_total_UD']); 
        eval(['clear ' f_name '_total_UD']) 
 
        eval([f_name '_mean_IU=total_mean_dose_IU;']); 
        eval(['save ' f_name '_mean_IU ' f_name '_mean_IU']); 
        eval(['clear ' f_name '_mean_IU']) 
         
        eval([f_name '_mean_dose=total_mean_dose;']); 
        eval(['save ' f_name '_mean_dose ' f_name '_mean_dose']); 
        eval(['clear ' f_name '_mean_dose'])         
         
        cd(cd_name); 
    end 
end 
 
[Subroutine Code B3-1] Calculation of inherent dose uncertainty (Calculation_of_IU.m) 
 
function IU_3D=Calculation_of_IU(dose_calculation, ISO, Gangle, X_range, Y_range, Z_range)  
 
% This subroutine is for calculation of inherent dose uncertainty 
% 
% INPUTS 
%   dose_calculaiton: 3-D dose calculation 
%   ISO: isocenter (x, z, y) 
%   Gangle: mean gantry angle (degree) 
%   X_range: range of x coordinate [x start, x end] 
%   Y_range: range of y coordinate [y start, y end] 
%   Z_range: range of z coordinate [z end, z start] 
% 
% OUTPUT 
%   IU_3D: 3-D inherent uncertainty distribution I Equation (4-5)  
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Input constants 
spatial_diff=1; % the spatial offset parameter in Equation (4-1) (x, y)=(1 mm,1 mm) 
 
% Obtaining the pivot coordinate 
T_matrix=[cos(Gangle*pi/180) -sin(Gangle*pi/180); sin(Gangle*pi/180) cos(Gangle*pi/180)]; 
      % Matrix for gantry rotation 
X_origin=sum(X_range)/2; 
Z_origin=sum(Z_range)/2; 
X_origin_coord=ISO(1)-X_origin; 
Z_origin_coord=ISO(2)-Z_origin; 
Rot_origin=T_matrix*[X_origin_coord; Z_origin_coord]; 
 
% Matrix for off-axis correction Equation (4-4) 
[z_size_temp x_size_temp]=size(imrotate(squeeze(dose_calculation(:,:,:,1)), Gangle, 'bilinear')); 
dist_correction=zeros(x_size_temp, y0_size); 
dist_correction(round(x_size_temp/2+Rot_origin(1)), round(y0_size/2+Rot_origin(2)))=1; 
dist_correction=bwdist(dist_correction)*3/200+1; % Distance map  
 
% Size of dose calculation 
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[z0_size x0_size y0_size]=size(dose_calculation); 
% End of inputs %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
% Step 1/3: Rotating images to an upright position  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i=1:y0_size 
    temp_slice=imrotate(squeeze(dose_calculation(:,:,:,i)), Gangle, 'bilinear'); 
    temp_rot_3D(:,:,i)=temp_slice; 
end 
clear temp_slice  
 
% Size of dose calculation rotated by gantry angle  
[z_ap x_lat y_si]=size(temp_rot_3D); 
 
% Step 2/3: Constructing IU images %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i=1:z_ap 
    dose_planar_temp=squeeze(temp_rot_3D(i,:,:)); 
    max_dose_planar=max(dose_planar_temp(:)); 
 
    if max_dose_planar~=0 
        % Constructing I_grid in Equation (4-1) 
        [gx gy]=gradient(dose_planar_temp); 
        total_grad=(abs(gx)+abs(gy))*spatial_diff; 
         
        % Constructing I_algo in Equation (4-2) 
        dose_dist=bwdist(edge(dose_planar_temp, 'canny', .5, 1)) ; 
        dose_dist_per(1:x_lat, 1:y_si)=0; 
        dose_dist_per=(1.5-0.03*dose_dist); 
        dose_dist_per(dose_dist_per<0)=0; 
        dose_dist_per=dose_dist_per+0.4; 
        dose_dist_per(dose_dist_per<0.6 & dose_planar_temp>max_dose_planar*0.8)=0.6; 
         
        % I_algo * m_oa in Equation (4-2) and (4-4) 
        dose_dist_per=dose_dist_per.*dist_correction; 
 
        % I_grid + I_algo * m_oa in Equation (4-5) 
        IU_temp(i,:,:)=total_grad+dose_dist_per*max_dose_planar/100; 
    else 
        IU_temp(i,:,:)=dose_planar_temp; 
    end 
end 
clear temp_rot_3D dose_dist dose_dist_per total_grad gx gy dose_planar_temp 
 
% Cropping ranges of the rotated image to match with original image 
size_rot=size(imrotate(squeeze(IU_temp(:,:,1)), -Gangle, 'bilinear')); 
 
z_crop=round(size_rot(1)/2-Z_origin_coord)+(ISO(2)-Z_range(1))+1: ... 
    round(size_rot(1)/2-Z_origin_coord)-(Z_range(2)-ISO(2)); 
x_crop=round(size_rot(2)/2+X_origin_coord)-(ISO(1)-X_range(1))+1: ... 
    round(size_rot(2)/2+X_origin_coord)+(X_range(2)-ISO(1)); 
 
% Step 3/3: Rotating images back and Cropping %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i=1:y0_size 
    temp_slice_IU=imrotate(squeeze(IU_temp(:,:,i)), -Gangle, 'bilinear'); 
    IU_3D(:,:,1,i)=temp_slice_IU(z_crop, x_crop);     
end 
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% Eliminating negative inherent dose uncertainty 
IU_3D(dose_calculation==0)=0; 
 
[Subroutine Code B3-2] Convolution for collimator rotation 
 
/* 
 * ============================================================= 
 * Source code name: mex_SOU_gantry_collimator_rotation_with_pen.c 
 *   This is a subroutine MEX-file for MATLAB Code 3. 
 *   Convolution for gantry and collimator rotation 
 * ============================================================= 
 */ 
 
#include "mex.h" 
#include "math.h" 
 
/* The gateway routine ////////////////////////////// */ 
void mexFunction(int nlhs, mxArray *plhs[], 
int nrhs, const mxArray *prhs[]) 
{   
  /* Declaration of Variables  */ 
  const int *dims; /* Dimension of the input matrix */ 
  double *dose_out, *dose_out_IU  
         /* Dose output and IU output matrices */ 
  double *dose_in_matrix, *dose_in_matrix_IU 
         /* Dose input and IU input matrices */   
  double *filter, *Zc;  
         /* PDF for collimator convolution and rotated z-axis coordinate */   
  double collimator_angle_sys, angle_bin; 
         /* Systematic error of collimator angle and angular convolution bin size */ 
  int filter_size, mrows, ncols, lslcs, NDIMs=3;   
         /* PDF size, size of matrix (row, column, slice), and dimension of output matrix */  
  int slice_origin_x, slice_origin_y, slice_origin_z; 
         /* Origin of dose distribuiton from Pinnacle (x, y, z) */  
  int iso_x, iso_y, iso_z; 
         /* Isocenter (x, y, z) */  
   
  /* Check for proper number of input and output arguments. */ 
  if (nrhs != 12)  
    mexErrMsgTxt("12 Inputs required."); 
  if (nlhs != 2)  
    mexErrMsgTxt("Two outputs required."); 
     
 /* Create variables of the input matrices. */ 
dose_in_matrix = mxGetPr(prhs[0]); 

  dose_in_matrix_IU = mxGetPr(prhs[1]); 
  filter = mxGetPr(prhs[2]); 
  Zc = mxGetPr(prhs[3]); 
  slice_origin_x = mxGetScalar(prhs[4]); 
  slice_origin_y = mxGetScalar(prhs[5]);   
  slice_origin_z = mxGetScalar(prhs[6]);   
  iso_x = mxGetScalar(prhs[7]); 
  iso_y = mxGetScalar(prhs[8]); 
  iso_z = mxGetScalar(prhs[9]); 
  collimator_angle_sys = mxGetScalar(prhs[10]); 
  angle_bin = mxGetScalar(prhs[11]); 
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  /* Get the dimensions of the input dose matrix and PDF. */   
  dims = mxGetDimensions(prhs[0]); 
  mrows = dims[0]; 
  ncols = dims[1];  
  lslcs = dims[2]; 
  filter_size = mxGetN(prhs[2]); 
   
  /* Check if the first input argument is a 3-D matrix. */ 
  if ( mrows == 1 || ncols == 1 || lslcs == 1) { 
    mexErrMsgTxt("Input matrix must be a 3D matrix."); 
  } 
   
  /* Create the output matrices. */ 
  plhs[0] = mxCreateNumericArray(NDIMs, dims, mxDOUBLE_CLASS, mxREAL); 
  plhs[1] = mxCreateNumericArray(NDIMs, dims, mxDOUBLE_CLASS, mxREAL);   
   
  /* Create variables of the output matrices. */ 
  dose_out = mxGetPr(plhs[0]); 
  dose_out_IU = mxGetPr(plhs[1]);   
   
  /* Call the C subroutine. */ 
  mex_SOU_coll_gantry_rot_conv_with_pen(dose_out, dose_out_IU, dose_in_matrix, dose_in_matrix_IU, filter,  
  Zc, mrows, ncols, lslcs, filter_size, slice_origin_x, slice_origin_y, slice_origin_z,  
  iso_x, iso_y, iso_z, collimator_angle_sys, angle_bin); 
} 
 
/************************  
 * The C subroutine  
 ************************/ 
void mex_SOU_coll_gantry_rot_conv_with_pen(double *dose_out, double *dose_out_IU,  
double *dose_in_matrix, double *dose_in_matrix_IU, double *filter,  
double *Zc, int m, int n, int l, int f_size,  
int slice_origin_x, int slice_origin_y, int slice_origin_z,  
int iso_x, int iso_y, int iso_z, double coll_angle_sys, double a_bin) 
{ 
    int i, j, k, fi, coord_index, point_coord[3], Converted_point[3];     
    double angle_about_Zc, temp_coord; 
    double sum_temp=0.0, sum_temp_IU=0.0, temp=0.0, temp_IU=0.0; 
     
    for (i = 0; i < n; i++) /* for x coordinate */ 
    { 
        for (j = 0; j < l; j++)  /* for y coordinate */ 
        { 
            for (k = 0; k < m; k++) /* for z coordinate */ 
            {                 
                /* Coordinate conversion: isocenter => matrix origin  
                   point_coord=(u, v, w) */ 
                point_coord[0] = i+(slice_origin_x-iso_x); 
                point_coord[1] = j+(slice_origin_y-iso_y); 
                point_coord[2] = m-(iso_z-slice_origin_z)-k-1; 
 
                for (fi = 0; fi<f_size ; fi++) /* for PDF */ 
                { 
                    /* Angle about rotated z-axis for collimator convolution */ 
                    angle_about_Zc = ((double)fi - ( ((double)f_size-1.0)/2.0 - (double)(coll_angle_sys/a_bin) ) ) 
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                                     * a_bin * 3.1415/180.0; 
                                        
                    /* Rotate the 'point_coord' by 'angle_about_Zc'; clockwise direction using Equation (A-9)  
                       Converted_point=(x, y, z) */ 
                    /* For (u, v, w) => x conversion */ 
                    temp_coord=(((double)point_coord[0]*(Zc[0]*Zc[0]+Zc[2]*Zc[2]*cos(angle_about_Zc))+ 
                    (double)point_coord[1]*Zc[2]*sin(angle_about_Zc)+ 
                    (double)point_coord[2]*Zc[0]*Zc[2]*(1.0-cos(angle_about_Zc)))); 
 
                    /* Round-up of x (LAT) for integer index */ 
                    if (temp_coord < 0) 
                    { 
                        Converted_point[0] = -(-temp_coord+0.5); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        Converted_point[0]=temp_coord+0.5; 
                    } 
                     
                    /* For (u, v, w) => y conversion */ 
                    temp_coord=(((double)point_coord[0]*(-Zc[2]*sin(angle_about_Zc))+ 
                    (double)point_coord[1]*(cos(angle_about_Zc))+ 
                    (double)point_coord[2]*(Zc[0]*sin(angle_about_Zc)))); 
 
                    /* Round-up of y (SI) for integer index */ 
                    if (temp_coord < 0) 
                    { 
                        Converted_point[1] = -(-temp_coord+0.5); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        Converted_point[1]=temp_coord+0.5; 
                    }                     
                     
                    /* For (u, v, w) => z conversion */ 
                    temp_coord=(((double)point_coord[0]*(Zc[0]*Zc[2]*(1-cos(angle_about_Zc)))+ 
                                      (double)point_coord[1]*(-Zc[0]*sin(angle_about_Zc))+ 
                                      (double)point_coord[2]*(Zc[2]*Zc[2]+Zc[0]*Zc[0]*cos(angle_about_Zc)))); 
                     
                    /* Round-up of z (AP) for integer index */ 
                    if (temp_coord < 0) 
                    { 
                        Converted_point[2] = -(-temp_coord+0.5); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        Converted_point[2]=temp_coord+0.5; 
                    } 
                     
                    /* Conversion of (x, y, z) into the MATLAB index system */ 
                    if ( (m-(iso_z-slice_origin_z)-Converted_point[2]-1) >= 0 && 
                    (m-(iso_z-slice_origin_z)-Converted_point[2]-1) <= m-1 && 
                    (Converted_point[0]-(slice_origin_x-iso_x)) >= 0 && 
                    (Converted_point[0]-(slice_origin_x-iso_x)) <= n-1 && 
                    (Converted_point[1]-(slice_origin_y-iso_y)) >= 0 && 
                    (Converted_point[1]-(slice_origin_y-iso_y)) <= l-1 ) 
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                    { 
                        coord_index=(m-(iso_z-slice_origin_z)-1-Converted_point[2])  
                        + (Converted_point[0]-(slice_origin_x-iso_x))*m  
                        + (Converted_point[1]-(slice_origin_y-iso_y))*m*n; 
                         
                        /* Convolution for collimator angle; Dcal*PDF */ 
                        temp = *(dose_in_matrix + coord_index) * filter[fi]; 
                        temp_IU = *(dose_in_matrix_IU + coord_index) * filter[fi]; 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        temp=0.0; 
                        temp_IU=0.0; 
                    } 
                    sum_temp=sum_temp + temp; 
                    sum_temp_IU=sum_temp_IU + temp_IU; 
                } 
                 
                /* Substitution of temporary matrices with the output matrices */ 
                *(dose_out+k+i*m+j*m*n)=sum_temp; /* Dcal convolved with collimator angle errors */ 
                sum_temp = 0.0; 
                *(dose_out_IU+k+i*m+j*m*n)=sum_temp_IU; /* I convolved with collimator angle errors */ 
                sum_temp_IU = 0.0; 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
[Subroutine Code B3-3] Convolution for pitch 
 
/* 
 * ============================================================= 
 * Source code name: mex_SOU_pitch_conv_with_pen.c 
 *   This is a subroutine MEX-file for MATLAB Code 3. 
 *   Convolution for pitch 
 * ============================================================= 
 */ 
 
#include "mex.h" 
#include "math.h" 
 
/* The gateway routine ////////////////////////////// */ 
void mexFunction(int nlhs, mxArray *plhs[], 
int nrhs, const mxArray *prhs[]) 
{   
  /* Declaration of Variables  */ 
  const int *dims; /* Dimension of the input matrix */ 
  double *dose_out, *dose_out_IU ; 
         /* Dose output and IU output matrices */ 
  double *dose_in_matrix, *dose_in_matrix_IU; 
         /* Dose input and IU input matrices */   
  double *filter;  
         /* PDF for collimator convolution*/  
  double pitch_sys, angle_bin; 
         /* Systematic error of pitch and angular convolution bin size */   
  int filter_size, mrows, ncols, lslcs, NDIMs=3;   
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         /* PDF size, size of matrix (row, column, slice), and dimension of output matrix */    
  int slice_origin_y, slice_origin_z; 
         /* Origin of dose distribuiton from Pinnacle (y, z) */    
  int iso_y, iso_z; 
         /* Isocenter (y, z) */  
   
  /* Check for proper number of input and output arguments. */ 
  if (nrhs != 9)  
    mexErrMsgTxt("Nine inputs required."); 
  if (nlhs != 2)  
    mexErrMsgTxt("Two outputs required."); 
     
  /* Create variables of the input matrices. */ 
  dose_in_matrix = mxGetPr(prhs[0]); 
  dose_in_matrix_IU = mxGetPr(prhs[1]); 
  filter = mxGetPr(prhs[2]); 
  slice_origin_y = mxGetScalar(prhs[3]);   
  slice_origin_z = mxGetScalar(prhs[4]);   
  iso_y = mxGetScalar(prhs[5]); 
  iso_z = mxGetScalar(prhs[6]); 
  pitch_sys = mxGetScalar(prhs[7]); 
  angle_bin = mxGetScalar(prhs[8]); 
   
   /* Get the dimensions of the input dose matrix and PDF. */   
  dims = mxGetDimensions(prhs[0]); 
  mrows = dims[0]; 
  ncols = dims[1];  
  lslcs = dims[2]; 
  filter_size = mxGetN(prhs[2]); 
   
  /* Check if the first input argument is a 3-D matrix. */ 
  if ( mrows == 1 || ncols == 1 || lslcs == 1) { 
    mexErrMsgTxt("Input matrix must be a 3D matrix."); 
  } 
   
  /* Create the output matrices. */ 
  plhs[0] = mxCreateNumericArray(NDIMs, dims, mxDOUBLE_CLASS, mxREAL); 
  plhs[1] = mxCreateNumericArray(NDIMs, dims, mxDOUBLE_CLASS, mxREAL); 
   
  /* Create variables of the output matrices. */ 
  dose_out = mxGetPr(plhs[0]); 
  dose_out_IU = mxGetPr(plhs[1]); 
   
  /* Call the C subroutine. */ 
  mex_SOU_pitch_conv_with_pen(dose_out, dose_out_IU, dose_in_matrix, dose_in_matrix_IU,  
  filter, mrows, ncols, lslcs, filter_size,  
  slice_origin_y, slice_origin_z,  
  iso_y, iso_z, pitch_sys, angle_bin); 
} 
 
/************************  
 * The C subroutine  
 ************************/ 
void mex_SOU_pitch_conv_with_pen(double *dose_out, double *dose_out_IU,  
double *dose_in_matrix, double *dose_in_matrix_IU, double *filter,  
int m, int n, int l, int f_size,  
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int slice_origin_y, int slice_origin_z,  
int iso_y, int iso_z,  
double pitch_sys, double a_bin) 
{ 
    int i, j, k, fi, y_index, z_index, temp_tri, coord_index;     
    double y, z, r, angle, angle_fi; 
    double sum_temp=0.0, sum_temp_IU=0.0, temp=0.0, temp_IU=0.0; 
     
    for (i = 0; i < n; i++) /* for x coordinate */ 
    { 
        for (j = 0; j < l; j++) /* for y coordinate */ 
        { 
            for (k = 0; k < m; k++) /* for z coordinate */ 
            { 
                /* Coordinate conversion: isocenter => matrix origin */ 
                y=(slice_origin_y-iso_y)+j; 
                z=m-(-slice_origin_z+iso_z)-k-1; 
                r=sqrt(y*y+z*z); 
                 
                /* Pitch angle for convolution */ 
                if (y==0.0 && z>0.0) 
                    angle=90.0; 
                else if (y==0.0 && z<0.0) 
                    angle=270.0; 
                else if (z==0.0 && y>0.0) 
                    angle=0.0; 
                else if (z==0.0 && y<0.0) 
                    angle=180.0; 
                else if (y!=0.0 && z!=0.0) 
                { 
                    angle=acos(y/r)*180.0/3.1415; 
                    if (z < 0.0) 
                        angle=360.0-angle; 
                } 
                 
                for (fi = 0; fi<f_size ; fi++) /* for pitch PDF */ 
                { 
                    /* Angle for the pitch PDF */ 
                    angle_fi=(angle-((double)fi-((double)f_size-1.0)/2.0  
                           -(pitch_sys/a_bin))* a_bin) * 3.1415/180; 
                     
                    /* Round-up of y (SI) for MATLAB integer index */ 
                    if ( r*cos(angle_fi) < 0.0) 
                    { 
                        temp_tri = (-(-r*cos(angle_fi)+0.5)); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        temp_tri = (r*cos(angle_fi)+0.5); 
                    } 
                    y_index=-(slice_origin_y-iso_y)+temp_tri; 
 
                    /* Round-up of z (AP) for MATLAB integer index */ 
                    if ( r*sin(angle_fi) < 0.0) 
                    { 
                        temp_tri = (-(-r*sin(angle_fi)+0.5)); 
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                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        temp_tri = (r*sin(angle_fi)+0.5); 
                    }                     
                    z_index=m-(-slice_origin_z+iso_z)-temp_tri-1; 
                     
                    if (y_index>=0 && z_index>=0 && y_index<l && z_index<m) 
                    { 
                    coord_index=(z_index+ i*m + y_index*m*n); 
                     
                    /* Convolution for pitch */ 
                    temp = *(dose_in_matrix + coord_index) * filter[fi]; 
                    temp_IU = *(dose_in_matrix_IU + coord_index) * filter[fi]; 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        temp=0.0; 
                        temp_IU=0.0; 
                    } 
                    sum_temp=sum_temp + temp; 
                    sum_temp_IU=sum_temp_IU + temp_IU; 
                } 
                 
                /* Substitution of temporary matrices with the output matrices */ 
                *(dose_out+k+i*m+j*m*n)=sum_temp; /* Dcal convolved with pitch errors */ 
                sum_temp = 0.0; 
                *(dose_out_IU+k+i*m+j*m*n)=sum_temp_IU; /* I convolved with pitch errors */ 
                sum_temp_IU = 0.0;                 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
[Subroutine Code B3-4] Convolution for roll 
 
/* 
 * ============================================================= 
 * Source code name: mex_SOU_roll_conv_with_pen.c 
 *   This is a subroutine MEX-file for MATLAB Code 3. 
 *   Convolution for roll 
 * ============================================================= 
 */ 
 
#include "mex.h" 
#include "math.h" 
 
/* The gateway routine ////////////////////////////// */ 
void mexFunction(int nlhs, mxArray *plhs[], 
int nrhs, const mxArray *prhs[]) 
{   
  /* Declaration of Variables  */ 
  const int *dims; /* Dimension of the input matrix */ 
  double *dose_out, *dose_out_IU ; 
         /* Dose output and IU output matrices */ 
  double *dose_in_matrix, *dose_in_matrix_IU; 
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         /* Dose input and IU input matrices */   
  double *filter;  
         /* PDF for collimator convolution*/  
  double roll_sys, angle_bin; 
         /* Systematic error of roll and angular convolution bin size */     
  int filter_size, mrows, ncols, lslcs, NDIMs=3;   
         /* PDF size, size of matrix (row, column, slice), and dimension of output matrix */ 
  int slice_origin_x, slice_origin_z; 
         /* Origin of dose distribuiton from Pinnacle (x, z) */ 
  int iso_x, iso_z; 
         /* Isocenter (x, z) */    
   
  /* Check for proper number of input and output arguments. */ 
  if (nrhs != 9)  
    mexErrMsgTxt("Nine inputs required."); 
  if (nlhs != 2)  
    mexErrMsgTxt("Two outputs required."); 
     
  /* Create variables of the input matrices. */ 
  dose_in_matrix = mxGetPr(prhs[0]); 
  dose_in_matrix_IU = mxGetPr(prhs[1]); 
  filter = mxGetPr(prhs[2]); 
  slice_origin_x = mxGetScalar(prhs[3]);   
  slice_origin_z = mxGetScalar(prhs[4]);   
  iso_x = mxGetScalar(prhs[5]); 
  iso_z = mxGetScalar(prhs[6]); 
  roll_sys = mxGetScalar(prhs[7]); 
  angle_bin = mxGetScalar(prhs[8]); 
   
  /* Get the dimensions of the input dose matrix and PDF. */   
  dims = mxGetDimensions(prhs[0]); 
  mrows = dims[0]; 
  ncols = dims[1];  
  lslcs = dims[2]; 
  filter_size = mxGetN(prhs[2]); 
   
  /* Check if the first input argument is a 3-D matrix. */ 
  if ( mrows == 1 || ncols == 1 || lslcs == 1) { 
    mexErrMsgTxt("Input matrix must be a 3D matrix."); 
  } 
   
  /* Create the output matrices. */ 
  plhs[0] = mxCreateNumericArray(NDIMs, dims, mxDOUBLE_CLASS, mxREAL); 
  plhs[1] = mxCreateNumericArray(NDIMs, dims, mxDOUBLE_CLASS, mxREAL); 
   
  /* Create variables of the output matrices. */ 
  dose_out = mxGetPr(plhs[0]); 
  dose_out_IU = mxGetPr(plhs[1]);  
   
  /* Call the C subroutine. */ 
  mex_SOU_roll_conv_with_pen(dose_out, dose_out_IU, dose_in_matrix, dose_in_matrix_IU,  
  filter, mrows, ncols, lslcs, filter_size,  
  slice_origin_x, slice_origin_z,  
  iso_x, iso_z, roll_sys, angle_bin); 
} 
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/************************  
 * The C subroutine  
 ************************/ 
void mex_SOU_roll_conv_with_pen(double *dose_out, double *dose_out_IU,  
double *dose_in_matrix, double *dose_in_matrix_IU, double *filter,  
int m, int n, int l, int f_size,  
int slice_origin_x, int slice_origin_z,  
int iso_x, int iso_z,  
double roll_sys, double a_bin) 
{ 
    int i, j, k, fi, x_index, z_index, temp_tri, coord_index;     
    double x, z, r, angle, angle_fi; 
    double sum_temp=0.0, sum_temp_IU=0.0, temp=0.0, temp_IU=0.0; 
     
    for (i = 0; i < n; i++) /* for x coordinate */ 
    { 
        for (j = 0; j < l; j++) /* for y coordinate */ 
        { 
            for (k = 0; k < m; k++) /* for z coordinate */ 
            { 
                /* Coordinate conversion: isocenter => matrix origin */ 
                x=(slice_origin_x-iso_x)+i; 
                z=m-(-slice_origin_z+iso_z)-k-1; 
                r=sqrt(x*x+z*z); 
 
                /* Roll angle for convolution */                 
                if (z==0.0 && x>0.0) 
                    angle=90.0; 
                else if (z==0.0 && x<0.0) 
                    angle=270.0; 
                else if (x==0.0 && z>0.0) 
                    angle=0.0; 
                else if (x==0.0 && z<0.0) 
                    angle=180.0; 
                else if (z!=0.0 && x!=0.0) 
                { 
                    angle=acos(z/r)*180.0/3.1415; 
                    if (x < 0.0) 
                        angle=360.0-angle; 
                } 
                 
                for (fi = 0; fi<f_size ; fi++) /* for roll PDF */ 
                { 
                    /* Angle for the roll PDF */                     
                    angle_fi=(angle-((double)fi-((double)f_size-1.0)/2.0  
                           -(roll_sys/a_bin))* a_bin) * 3.1415/180; 
                     
                    /* Round-up of x (LAT) for MATLAB integer index */ 
                    if ( r*sin(angle_fi) < 0.0) 
                    { 
                        temp_tri = (-(-r*sin(angle_fi)+0.5)); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        temp_tri = (r*sin(angle_fi)+0.5); 
                    } 
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                    x_index=-(slice_origin_x-iso_x)+temp_tri; 
 
                    /* Round-up of z (AP) for MATLAB integer index */ 
                    if ( r*cos(angle_fi) < 0.0) 
                    { 
                        temp_tri = (-(-r*cos(angle_fi)+0.5)); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        temp_tri = (r*cos(angle_fi)+0.5); 
                    }                     
                    z_index=m-(-slice_origin_z+iso_z)-temp_tri-1; 
                     
                    if (x_index>=0 && z_index>=0 && x_index<n && z_index<m) 
                    { 
                    coord_index=(z_index + x_index*m + j*m*n); 
 
                    /* Convolution for roll */                     
                    temp = *(dose_in_matrix + coord_index) * filter[fi]; 
                    temp_IU = *(dose_in_matrix_IU + coord_index) * filter[fi]; 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        temp=0.0; 
                        temp_IU=0.0; 
                    } 
                    sum_temp=sum_temp + temp; 
                    sum_temp_IU=sum_temp_IU + temp_IU; 
                } 
                 
                /* Substitution of temporary matrices with the output matrices */ 
                *(dose_out+k+i*m+j*m*n)=sum_temp; /* Dcal convolved with roll errors */ 
                sum_temp = 0.0; 
                *(dose_out_IU+k+i*m+j*m*n)=sum_temp_IU; /* I convolved with roll errors */ 
                sum_temp_IU = 0.0;                 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
[Subroutine Code B3-5] Convolution for yaw 
 
/* 
 * ============================================================= 
 * Source code name: mex_SOU_yaw_conv_with_pen.c 
 *   This is a subroutine MEX-file for MATLAB Code 3. 
 *   Convolution for yaw 
 * ============================================================= 
 */ 
 
#include "mex.h" 
#include "math.h" 
     
/* The gateway routine ////////////////////////////// */ 
void mexFunction(int nlhs, mxArray *plhs[], 
int nrhs, const mxArray *prhs[]) 
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{   
  /* Declaration of Variables  */ 
    const int *dims; /* Dimension of the input matrix */ 
  double *dose_out, *dose_out_IU ; 
         /* Dose output and IU output matrices */ 
  double *dose_in_matrix, *dose_in_matrix_IU; 
         /* Dose input and IU input matrices */   
  double *filter;  
         /* PDF for collimator convolution*/  
  double yaw_sys, angle_bin; 
         /* Systematic error of yaw and angular convolution bin size */       
  int filter_size, mrows, ncols, lslcs, NDIMs=3;   
         /* PDF size, size of matrix (row, column, slice), and dimension of output matrix */   
  int slice_origin_x, slice_origin_y; 
         /* Origin of dose distribuiton from Pinnacle (x, y) */   
  int iso_x, iso_y; 
         /* Isocenter (x, y) */    
   
  /* Check for proper number of input and output arguments. */ 
  if (nrhs != 9)  
    mexErrMsgTxt("Nine inputs required."); 
  if (nlhs != 2)  
    mexErrMsgTxt("Two outputs required."); 
     
  /* Create variables of the input matrices. */ 
  dose_in_matrix = mxGetPr(prhs[0]); 
  dose_in_matrix_IU = mxGetPr(prhs[1]); 
  filter = mxGetPr(prhs[2]); 
  slice_origin_x = mxGetScalar(prhs[3]);   
  slice_origin_y = mxGetScalar(prhs[4]);   
  iso_x = mxGetScalar(prhs[5]); 
  iso_y = mxGetScalar(prhs[6]); 
  yaw_sys = mxGetScalar(prhs[7]); 
  angle_bin = mxGetScalar(prhs[8]); 
   
  /* Get the dimensions of the input dose matrix and PDF. */   
  dims = mxGetDimensions(prhs[0]); 
  mrows = dims[0]; 
  ncols = dims[1];  
  lslcs = dims[2]; 
  filter_size = mxGetN(prhs[2]); 
   
  /* Check if the first input argument is a 3-D matrix. */ 
  if ( mrows == 1 || ncols == 1 || lslcs == 1) { 
    mexErrMsgTxt("Input matrix must be a 3D matrix."); 
  } 
   
  /* Create the output matrices. */ 
  plhs[0] = mxCreateNumericArray(NDIMs, dims, mxDOUBLE_CLASS, mxREAL); 
  plhs[1] = mxCreateNumericArray(NDIMs, dims, mxDOUBLE_CLASS, mxREAL); 
   
  /* Create variables of the output matrices. */ 
  dose_out = mxGetPr(plhs[0]); 
  dose_out_IU = mxGetPr(plhs[1]);  
   
  /* Call the C subroutine. */ 
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  mex_SOU_yaw_conv_with_pen(dose_out, dose_out_IU, dose_in_matrix, dose_in_matrix_IU, filter,  
  mrows, ncols, lslcs, filter_size,  
  slice_origin_x, slice_origin_y,  
  iso_x, iso_y, yaw_sys, angle_bin); 
} 
 
/************************  
 * The C subroutine  
 ************************/ 
void mex_SOU_yaw_conv_with_pen(double *dose_out, double *dose_out_IU,  
double *dose_in_matrix, double *dose_in_matrix_IU, double *filter,  
int m, int n, int l, int f_size,  
int slice_origin_x, int slice_origin_y,  
int iso_x, int iso_y,  
double yaw_sys, double a_bin) 
{ 
    int i, j, k, fi, x_index, y_index, temp_tri, coord_index;     
    double x, y, r, angle, angle_fi; 
    double sum_temp=0.0, sum_temp_IU=0.0, temp=0.0, temp_IU=0.0; 
     
    for (i = 0; i < n; i++) /* for x coordinate */ 
    { 
        for (j = 0; j < l; j++) /* for y coordinate */ 
        { 
            for (k = 0; k < m; k++) /* for z coordinate */ 
            { 
                /* Coordinate conversion: isocenter => matrix origin */                 
                x=(slice_origin_x-iso_x)+i; 
                y=(slice_origin_y-iso_y)+j; 
                r=sqrt(x*x+y*y); 
 
                /* Yaw angle for convolution */  
                if (x==0.0 && y>0.0) 
                    angle=90.0; 
                else if (x==0.0 && y<0.0) 
                    angle=270.0; 
                else if (y==0.0 && x>0.0) 
                    angle=0.0; 
                else if (y==0.0 && x<0.0) 
                    angle=180.0; 
                else if (x!=0.0 && y!=0.0) 
                { 
                    angle=acos(x/r)*180.0/3.1415; 
                    if (y < 0.0) 
                        angle=360.0-angle; 
                } 
                 
                for (fi = 0; fi<f_size ; fi++) /* for yaw PDF */ 
                { 
                    /* Angle for the yaw PDF */  
                    angle_fi=(angle-((double)fi-((double)f_size-1.0)/2.0  
                           -(yaw_sys/a_bin))* a_bin) * 3.1415/180; 
 
                    /* Round-up of x (LAT) for MATLAB integer index */                     
                    if ( cos(angle_fi) < 0.0) 
                    { 
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                        temp_tri = (-(-r*cos(angle_fi)+0.5)); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        temp_tri = (r*cos(angle_fi)+0.5); 
                    } 
                    x_index=-(slice_origin_x-iso_x)+temp_tri; 
 
                    /* Round-up of y (SI) for MATLAB integer index */ 
                    if ( sin(angle_fi) < 0.0) 
                    { 
                        temp_tri = (-(-r*sin(angle_fi)+0.5)); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        temp_tri = (r*sin(angle_fi)+0.5); 
                    }                     
                    y_index=-(slice_origin_y-iso_y)+temp_tri; 
                     
                    if (x_index>=0 && y_index>=0 && x_index<n && y_index<l) 
                    { 
                    coord_index=(k + x_index*m + y_index*m*n); 
                     
                    /* Convolution for yaw */ 
                    temp = *(dose_in_matrix + coord_index) * filter[fi]; 
                    temp_IU = *(dose_in_matrix_IU + coord_index) * filter[fi]; 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        temp=0.0; 
                        temp_IU=0.0; 
                    } 
                    sum_temp=sum_temp + temp; 
                    sum_temp_IU=sum_temp_IU + temp_IU; 
                } 
                /* Substitution of temporary matrices with the output matrices */ 
                *(dose_out+k+i*m+j*m*n)=sum_temp; /* Dcal convolved with yaw errors */ 
                sum_temp = 0.0; 
                *(dose_out_IU+k+i*m+j*m*n)=sum_temp_IU; /* I convolved with yaw errors */ 
                sum_temp_IU = 0.0;                 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
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